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Preface
Computer security is a sub.ect that many computer users have igr ored
in the past, and they were probably taking little risk in doing so. Computer
viruses made the news headlines from time to time, but the stories about
impending worldwide doom never seemed to come to anything. Some
viruses that were about to sweep the world actually turned up or less

than a dozen computer systems. The degree of risk for the average
computer user was very law, and the press tended to exaggerate the
threat posed by the latest super -viruses.
Unfortunately, the computing world has radically changed in recent years
and computer security is something that few can now afford to ig lore.
The speed with which some recent virus and worm attacks have spread
around the world demonstrates how widespread use of the Internet has
changed things. In the past it was mainly pro'essionals looking after

servers or large computer ietworks that had to worry about computer
security, but it is now a a.b.ect that all computer users have to take
seriously.

Of course, the Internet has been around for many years, but it is now
used by many more people and users tend to spend far longer online.
Broadband Internet access opens up new possibilities, but it also makes
computer systems far more vulnerable than ever before. The increasing
use of Email as a quick anc easy means of communicating with people
all over the world has proviced another means for viruses to spread.
This threat has actually been the main cause for concern in recent times.

Fortunately, making a PC safe against hackers, viruses, and the like
does not have to cost very much and does not require a high level of
expertise. This book expla ns in simple terms the differences between
viruses, Trojans, and other t -armful files, and how they can be combated.
It also covers the use of firewalls to keep your PC free from the attentions

of hackers. Other subjects covered include dealing with spam, Email
viruses, and pop-up advert sements, keeping children safe online, and
using encryption to keep information on your PC secure.
It is not possible to guaran-.ee that any computer system wi I be totally
secure against attacks, and other problems car also result in lost data

or damage to the operating system. Consequently, the subjects of
backing up your system and disaster recovery are also covered in some

detail. A high level of computer expertise is not assumed, but readers
do need to be familiar with the basics of using a PC running a modern
version of Windows.
Robert Penfold

Trademarks
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Windows 95 are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft
Corporation.
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The basics
of security

From all sides
Computer security has been a growth industry in recent years, with ever
more ways of protecting PCs Deing devised in response to increasingly
imaginative ways of attackirg them. Viruses are the best known form of
computer attack, but there are other ways that hackers can mount an
assault on your PC. In fact many of the much publ cised computer viruses
are not, strictly speaking, viruses at all.

In this chapter various aspects of computer security will be explained.
Some aspects of security are covered in sufficien: depth here, but others
are covered in more detail by later chapters. Even for those that take
proper security measures there is no guarantea that a virus or same
other form of computing disaster will never s'rike. Therefore, ater

chapters also deal with tha all-important topic of recovering frcm a
computing disaster.

Virus
The non -technical press tend to call any form of software that attacks
computers a virus. A virus is a specific type of program though, and
represents just one of several types that can attack a computer. Initially,
someone attaches the virus tc a piece of softwara, and then f-nds a way
of getting that software into computer systems. -hese days the Internet
is the most likely route for the infection to be spread, but it is important
not to overlook the fact that there are other means of propagating viruses.

Indeed, computer viruses were being spread around the world ong
before the Internet came along.

Programs and possibly other files can carry viruses regardless o' the
source. If someone gives ycu a floppy disc, CD-ROM, or DVD containing
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software it is possible that the contents of the disc are infected with a
virus. In the early days of personal computing the main route for viruses
to spread was by way of discs containing illegally copied programs.
Discs containing pirated software are still used to propagate viruses.
Avoid any dodgy software if you wish to keep your PC virus -free.
A later development was pirated software placed on bulletin boards so
that it could be downloaded by computer users having PCs equipped
with a modem. A modem was an expensive piece of equipment in those
days, but once someone had downloaded a piece of software they would
usually make several copies and distribute them to friends who would in
turn make and distribute further copies. Although the old bulletin board
system was crude compared with the modern Internet, it was actually
remarkably quick and efficient at spreading viruses. The main way in
which viruses are now spread is much the same as the bulletin board

method, but with the Internet acting as the initial source. Due to the
popularity of the Internet it is possible for viruses to rapidly spread around
the world via this route.
Anyway, having introduced a virus into a system via cne route or another,

it will attack that system and try to replicate itself. Some viruses only
attack the boot sector of a system disc. This is the part of the disc that
the computer uses to boot into the operating system. Other viruses will
try to attach themselves to any file of the appropriate type, which usually
means a program file of some sort. The attraction of a program file is
that the user will probably run the program before too long, which gives

the virus a chance to spread the infection and (or) start attacking the
computer system.
At one time there were only two possible ways in which a virus could
attack a computer. One way was for the virus to attach itself to a program

file that the user then ran on his or her computer. The other was for
someone to leave an infected floppy disc in the computer when it was
switched off. On switching the computer on again the floppy disc was
used as the boot disc, activating the virus in the disc's boot sector.

Script virus
These days you have to be suspicious of many more types of file. Many
applications programs such as word processors and spreadsheets have
the ability to automate tasks using scripts, or macros as they are also
known. The application effectively has a built-in programming language
and the script or macro is a form of program. This makes it possible for
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viruses or other harmful prog'ams to be present in many types of data
file. Scripts are also used in scme web pages, and viruses can be hidden
in these JavaScript programs, Java applets, etc. There are other potential
sources of infection such as Email attachments.

I would not wish to give the impression that all files, web pages, and
Emails are potential sources of script or macro viruses. There are some

types of file where there is lc obvious way for hem to carry a virus or

other harmful program. A simple text file fo- example, should be
completely harmless. Ever in cases where a harmful program is
disguised as a text file with a "-xt" extension, the file should be harm ess.
The system will treat it as a text file and it can not be run provided no one
alters the file extension. S milarly, an Email that contains a plain text
message can not contain a script virus. Nevertheless, it is probably best

to regard all files and Emails with a degree of suspicion. As explained
later in this chapter, even though simple text can not carry a true virus, it
can carry a virus of sorts.

Benign virus
It tends to be assumed that all viruses try to harm the infected computer

system. This is not correct though, and many viruses actualy do very
little. For example, you migit find that nothing more occurs than a daft
message appears onscreen when a certain date is reached, or on a
particular date each year. Vi,uses such as this certainly have a degree of
nuisance value, but they are not harmful. I would not wish to give the
impression that most viruses are harmless. Many computer viruses do
indeed try to do serious damage to the infected system. If in doubt you
have to assume that a virus is harmful.
A virus that does attack the system will often go for the boot sector of the

hard disc drive, and this will usually make it impossible to boot the
computer into the operatinc system. Other viruses attack the FAT (file
allocation table) in an attempt to effectively scramble the contents o' the
disc. Another way of attack ng the files on the d sc is to take the d
approach and simply alter all or part of their contents. Renaming or
simply deleting files are other popular ploys.

Worm
A worm is a program that replicates itself, usually from one disc to another,

or from one system to another via a local network or the Internet. Lke a
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virus, a worm is not necessarily harmful. In recent times many of the
worldwide virus scares have actually been caused by worms transmitted
via Email, and not by what would normally be accepted as a virus. The
usual ploy is for the worm to send a copy of itself to every address in the
Email address book of the infected system. A worm spread in this way,
even if it is not intrinsically harmful, can have serious consequences.
There can be a sudden upsurge in the amount of Email traffic, possibly
causing parts of the Email system to seriously slow down or even crash.
Some worms compromise the security of the infected system, perhaps
enabling it to be used by a hacker for sending span for example.

Trojan horse
A Trojan horse, or just plain Trojan as it is now often called, is a program
that is supposed to be one thing but is actually another. In the early days
many Trojans were in the form of free software, and in particular, free
antivirus programs. The users obtained nasty shocks when the programs
were run, with their computer systems being attacked. Like viruses,
some Trojans do nothing more than display stupid messages, but others
attack the disc files, damage the boot sector of the t-ard disc, and so on.

Backdoor Trojan
A backdoor Trojan is the same as the standard variety in that it is supplied
in the form of a program that is supposed to be one thing but is actually
another. In some cases nothing appears to happen when you install the
program. In other cases the program might actua ly install and run as
expected. In both cases one or two small programs will have been
installed on the computer and set to run when the computer is booted.

One ploy is to have programs that produce log 'files showing which
programs you have run and Internet sites that you rave visited. The log
will usually include any key presses as well. The idea is for the log file to
provide passwords to things such as your Email account, online bank
account, and so on. Someone hacking into your computer system will
usually look for the log files, and could obviously gain access to important
information from these files. Another ploy is to have a program that

makes it easier for hackers to break into your computer system. A
backdoor Trojan does not attack the infected computer in the same way
as some viruses, and it does not try to spread the infection to other discs
or computers. Potentially though, a backdoor Trojan is more serious
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than a virus, particularly if ypu use the computer for online banking,
share dealing, etc.

Spyware
Spyware programs monitor system activity and send information to
another computer by way of tha Internet. There are really two types of
spyware, and one tries to obtain passwords and send them to another
computer. This takes things a step further than the backdoor Troan
programs mentioned earlier. A backdoor Trojan makes it easier for a
hacker to obtain sensitive information from your PC, but it does not go
as far as sending any information that is placed in the log files. Spyware
is usually hidden in other software in Trojan fashion.

Adware
The second type of spyware is more correctly called adware. In comrron
with spyware, it gathers information and sends it to another computer

via the Internet. Adware is no: designed to steal passwords or other
security information from ycur PC. Its purpose is usually to gather
information for marketing purposes, and this typically means gathering
and sending details of the Neb sites you have visited. Some free
programs are supported by banner advertising, and the adware is used
to select advertisements that are likely to be of interest to you.
Programs that are supported by adware have not always made this fact
clear during the installation process. Sometimes the use of adware was
pointed out in the End User License Agreement, but probably few people
bother to read the "fine print". These days the more respectable software
companies that use this method of raising advertising revenues make it
clear that the adware will be installed together with the main program.
There is often the option of buying a "clean" copy o' the program. Others
try to con you into installing the adware by using the normal tricks.

Provided you know that it is tieing installed and are happy to have it on
your PC, adware is not a ma.or security risk. It is sending information
about your surfing habits, but you have given permission for it to do so.
If you feel that this is an invasion of privacy, then do not consent to it
being installed. The situation is different if you are tricked into nstalling
adware. Then it does clearly become an invasion of your privacy and
you should remove any software of this type from your PC. Note that if
you consent to adware being nstalled on your PC and then change your
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mind, removing it will probably result in the free software it supports being
disabled or uninstalled.

Dialers
A dialer is a program that uses a modem and an ordinary dial -up
connection to connect your PC to another computer system. Dialers
probably have numerous legitimate applications, but they are mainly
associated with various types of scam. An early one was a promise of

free pornographic material that required a special program to be
downloaded. This program was, of course, the dialer, which proceeded
to call a high cost number in a country thousands of miles away. In due
course the user received an astronomic telephone bill.
A modern variation on this is where users are tricked into downloading a
dialer, often with the promise of free software of sone description. Users
go onto the Internet in the usual way via their dial -up connections, and

everything might appear to be perfectly normal. What is actually
happening though is that they are not connecting to the Internet via their
normal Internet service provider (ISP). Instead, the dialer is connecting
them to a different ISP that is probably thousands of miles away and is

costing a fortune in telephone charges. Again, the problem is very
apparent when the telephone bill arrives.

The increasing use of broadband Internet connections has largely or
totally removed the threat of dialer related problems for many. If there is
no ordinary telephone modem in your PC, there is no way the dialer can
connect your PC to the Internet or another computer system via a dial up connection. There is a slight risk if your PC is equipped with a
telephone modem for sending and receiving faxes. The risk is relatively
small though, since you would presumably notice that the modem was
being used for no apparent reason.

Hoax virus
A hoax virus might sound innocuous enough and just a bit of a joke, but

it has the potential to spread across the world causing damage to
computer systems. The hoax is usually received in the form of an Email

from someone that has contacted you previously. They say that the
Email they sent you previously was infected with a virus, and the Email
then goes on to provide information on how to remove the virus. This
usually entails searching for one or more files on your PC's hard disc
drive and erasing them.
6
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Of course, there was no virus in the initial Email. The person that sent
the initial Email could be the hoaxer, or they might have been fooled by
the hoax themselves. The hoar Email suggests that you contact everyone
that you have emailed recently, telling them that their computer could be
infected and giving them the instructions for the "cure". This is the main
way in which a hoax virus is propagated. The files that you are instructed

to remove could be of no real :cnsequence, or they could be important
system files. It is best not to fall for the hoax and find out which.
These hoax viruses demonstrate the point that all tie antivirus software
in the world will not provide fuil protection for your PC. They are simple
text files that do not do any direct harm to your PC, and can not be kept
at bay by software. Ultimately it is up to you to use some common
sense and provide the final line of defence. A quick check on the Internet
will usually provide details of hoax viruses and prevent you from doing
anything silly.
Note that there are other scams that involve hoax Emails. Recently there
have been several instances cr' Emails being sent to customers of online

financial companies. These purport to come from the company
concerned, and they ask customers to provide their passwords and other
account details. A link is provided to the site, and the site usua ly looks
quite convincing. It is not the real thing though, and anyone falling for it

has their account details stolen. The success of this scan has been
limited, but some accounts have been plundered.

Virus or not?
A true computer virus has the ability to replicate itself, as do some other
types of software that attack computers. I suppose the difference with a
true virus is that it is not a corrplete entity in its own right. On its own a
virus is just a junk file that does nothing. A virus is attached to another
file and it then attaches copies cf itself to other files. These then attach
copies of themselves to more files, and so on. Apparently a biological
virus is not a separate living entity either, and it requires a host cell :o
reproduce and spread itself. The term "computer virus" is therefore quite
apt.

A Trojan is a program that attacks a PC when the program file is run, arid
it is a complete entity in its own right. Accordingly, it is not really a form

of virus. Some Trojans are actually in the form of extra program code
added to a Setup file. When the Setup file is run in order to install a
piece of software, the extra code places additional tiles on the hard disc
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or attacks the computer. This is closer to a being a virus, but it does not
result in other files being infected. Hence it is still a form of Trojan rather
than a virus, and the same is true of spyware.
The distinction between a virus and some other form of computer nasty
might seem to be purely academic, but there is a practical difference.
Non -virus attacks are generally easier to detect and eliminate. If you
delete a Trojan and any files the program added when you ran it, this will
not reverse any damage done to the system, bu: it will prevent further
damage. Similarly, uninstalling or deleting spyware and dialers prevents

them from running up big telephone bills or giving away information
stored on your PC.
A virus is generally more difficult to deal with because it conceals itself in
an existing file on the computer's hard disc. Looking for a particular file

or set of files on the computer will work with mcst Trojans, as well as
spyware and dialers. It will not work with a virus because the virus is
concealed within an existing file. Potentially, the virus will be within a
different file on each computer that is infected. Virus detection programs

therefore operate by looking within files for pieces of program code
associated with the viruses in their databases. This code is sometimes
referred to as the "fingerprint " of the virus.
When an infected file is located there are three normal ways of dealing
with it. The obvious one is to simply delete it. Most anti -virus programs
are actually a bit reluctant to take this course of action just in case it
"kills" the infected file but gives the virus a chance to spread to other
files. Many opt for the alternative of quarantining the infected file, which
basically means placing it in a special folder on the hard disc drive where
no access to the file is permitted, other than via the antivirus program.
The third method is to "cure" the infected file. Remember that by deleting
or quarantining an infected file you are losing the original file as well as
the virus attached to it. Ideally the virus should be removed from the file
so that it can go on operating as it did before the infection occurred.
Unfortunately, it is often impossible to remove the virus while leaving the
original file intact.

Basic measures
The obvious way of protecting a PC from viruses and other harmful
programs is to simply keep it away from possible sources of infection.
Unfortunately, the quarantine approach is not usually a practical one. If
you use a PC to (say) produce letters that are printed out and then sent
by post, then the quarantine method should work. Once the computer
8
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has been set up ready for use it should not be necessary to put any
discs into the floppy or CD-ROM drives, and there is no need for t to
connect to the Internet or any other network. It might be necessary to
have a CD/RW disc or two for backup purposes, but provided these
discs are not used in any other computer there is no significant risk of
them introducing a virus into the computer.

Unfortunately, little real world computing is compatible with this
standalone approach. I use my PC to produce letters that are sent thraigh

the post, but I probably serd about 50 times as many Emails. Large
numbers of Emails are also received in my Email accounts. My PI:: is
used mainly for generating work that is sent off on CDR discs, but I also
receive data discs occasior ally, and these have to be read using my
have to use the Internet extensively for research, and I
computer.
sometimes download software updates. Isolating my computer f -om
the outside world would render it largely useless to me.
I

Totally removing the threat o4 attack is not usually possible, but the
chances of a successful attack can be greatly reduced by using a few
basic precautions.

Email attachments
Some individuals operate a policy of never openi -mg Email attachments.

I do not take things that far, but I would certairly not open an Email
attachment unless I knew the sender of the Email and was expecting the
attachment. Bear in mind that some viruses and worms spread by
hijacking a user's Email address book and sending copies of the infected

Email to every address in tie address book. The fact that an Email
comes from someone you know, or purports to, does not guarantee :hat
it is free from infection. Ar other point to bear in mind is that Email
attachments are now the mos: common way of spreading viruses and
computer worms.

Selective downloading
Downloading software updates from the main computer software
companies should be safe, as should downloadirg the popular freebies
from their official sources. Dcwnloading just about anything else invoves
a degree of risk and should De kept to a minimum.

Pirate software
Pirated software has become a major problem for the software companies
in recent years. In addition to casual software piracy where friends swap

9
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copies of programs there is now an epidemic of commercial copying.
Apart from the fact that it is illegal to buy and use pirate software, unlike
the real thing, some of it contains viruses, spyware, etc.

Virus protection
Some programs, and particularly those from Microsoft, have built-in virus
protection that is designed to block known macro/script viruses. If you
have any programs that include this feature, make sure that it is enabled.

P2P
P2P (peer to peer) programs are widely used for file swapping. Even if
you use this type of software for swapping legal (ncn-pirated) files, it still
has to be regarded as very risky. In most cases you have no idea who is
supplying the files, or whether they are what they are supposed to be.
Also, you are providing others with access to your PC, and this access
could be exploited by hackers.

Switch off
Some PC users leave their computers running continuously in the belief
that it gives better reliability. It did in the days when computers were
based on valves, but there is no evidence that it improves reliability with
modern computers. It will increase your electricity bills, and it also
increases the vulnerability of your PC if it has some form of always -on
Internet connection. No one can hack into your computer system if it is
switched off.

Prevention
The old adage about "prevention is better than cure" certainly applies to
computer viruses. In addition to some basic security precautions, equip
your PC with antivirus software and keep it up-to-date. This software will
usually detect and deal with viruses before they have a chance to spread
the infection or do any damage to your files.

Backup
Always have a least one backup copy of any important data file. This is
not just a matter of having a replacement copy if a file should be destroyed
by a virus. The hard disc of a computer has a finite lifespan, and hard
disc failures are not a rarity. You should backup all important data anyway,
just in case there is a major hard disc failure. It is a good idea to backup
the entire system from time to time. This makes it easy to restore a working
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version of the system, applications programs, etc., in the event of any
major problem such as a virus attack, corrupted Windows installation or
hard disc failure.

Fault or virus?
When a computer starts giving problems how do you know whether :he
problem is due to a virus or some other problem? Viruses can be subtle,
but in many cases a message will appear on the screen making it clear
that your PC has a virus. Many hardware faults are clearly caused by
hardware problems and are nothing to do with a virus. Distir guishng
between something like a minor hard disc or software problem and one
of the more secretive viruses is relatively difficult.
It is unlikely that a virus is to blame if a PC fails to reach the stage where
Windows starts to boot. The initial messages that appear on the screen
are produced by the BIOS (basic: input/output system), which is a program
built into the PC's hardware. This does some checks on the PC's mem Dry
and other hardware and then starts to load the operating system. The
BIOS program is usually stored in FLASH memory and can be upgraced
by downloading a newer version and a small utility program that is used
to burn the new program into the FLASH memory chip.
A BIOS that can be easily upgraded is clearly desirable, but it does leave

the possibility of a virus corrupting the BIOS and rendering the 'C
unbootable. Some viruses do indeed try to attack PCs in this way.
However, any PC made within the last few years should have the BIOS
set to the protected mode by default, making it very difficult for a virus to
alter the BIOS program. Any problems prior to booting are likely to be
due to a hardware problem rather than some form of virus attack.
If a computer fails to boot properly it is possible that a virus is to blame,
but unless there is something specific to support the virus theory, i-. is
unlikely to be the cause. Problems with Windows failing to boot properly
are not exactly a rarity, especially for users of Windows ME and its
predecessors. Windows XP is closer to being crash -proof than Windows
ME, but it could not really be accurately described as invulnerable. Also,
no matter how stable the operating system might happen to be, problems
with the hardware can and do give boot problems from time to time.
Memory, processor, and hard disc faults can all prcduce problems wh-en
the computer goes through the boot sequence. Boot problems can a so
be due to faulty software such as badly written device drivers for viceo
cards, sound cards, and the like.
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Chapter 2 covers dealing with viruses, and it provides detailed instructions
on how to boot a troublesome PC so that antivirus and other diagnostic

software can be used. The basic technique is to boot Windows in what
is called Safe Mode. This is a minimal version of Windows that only
installs the bare necessities. Some of the hardware, such as the sound

generator and the CD-ROM drives will probably not be operational.
However, provided antivirus software has been installed on the PC it
should be possible to run this software and check for viruses. Note that
installing antivirus software on a PC that might have already been infected
is not considered a good idea. Installing software gives the infection

plenty of opportunities to spread and possible destroy more of your
important files. In fact many antivirus programs run some initial checks
before they will commence the installation process. The installation will
not be commenced if a possible virus is detected.
This emphasises the need to install antivirus software before an infection
occurs rather than afterwards. Once an infection has occurred it is likely
that damage will have already occurred and some of your files could be
lost for ever. Effecting a cure is more difficult once the infection has had
a chance to take hold, and by the time you realise there is a problem it is
possible that the infection will have spread beyond your PC.

Boot options
If the damage to the operating system is very severe it is possible that the

computer will not even boot in safe mode. It should still be possible to

boot into a form of MS/DOS from a floppy disc. A boot disc can be
made from Windows XP and a Recovery Disc is produced as part of the
installation process for Windows ME and 98. With Windows XP it is also

possible to boot into some utilities via the installation CD-ROM.
Unfortunately, all this is likely to be of limited use if you are trying to deal
with a virus.
Some antivirus programs are supplied with a set of floppy discs that can
be used to first boot the PC into an MS/DOS style operating system and

then provide some virus checks. With other programs the set of
emergency discs is made as part of the installation process. Another
variation is for the antivirus software to be supplied on a bootable CDROM that can be used in a similar way to the set of emergency discs.
Note that virus checks made using any form of emergency disc or disc
set are likely to be less thorough than those made as part of the normal
checking routine. Antivirus software is normally updated over the Internet
at least once per month, keeping the installation reasonably up-to-date.
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Emergency discs are not usual y updated, and it is not possible to update
software supplied on an ordinary CD-ROM. In most cases emergency
discs will still get you out of trouble, but you might be out of luck if your
PC is infected with a recent virus.
Where a virus is detected it might be possible for the antivirus program to
completely remove it from the system. In other cases the program will

provide a list of instructions explaining how to remove it manually.
Unfortunately, the computer might not work normally once the virus has
been removed. Removing the virus and repairing any damage it has
caused are two totally different things. An antivirus program may do a
certain amount of file repair as part of the removal process, but it is unliKely
to undo any wholesale damage to files. Some data files might be erased

or damaged beyond repair, so it is essential to keep backup copies of
important data. It is also possible that the operat ng system will remain
damaged, and that it will have to be reinstalled. The same is true of any
applications software installed on the PC.
Even if your antivirus software is fully up-to-date, it is possible that no
virus will be detected. In cases where there were clear signs of a virus
causing problems, such as an onscreen message stating that a particular
virus was present, you clearly have a major problem. The most likely
explanation is that the virus is a recent one, and it has not yet made it
into the updates for your antivirus software. Using another computer to
search the Internet will usually provide information about the virus that is
causing problems with your PC, and with luck there will be details for its
removal. It is certainly worthwlile visiting the web site for the publisher

of your antivirus program to see if they have any information on the
mystery virus. Many offer some sort of customer support that includes
help with tackling new viruses.
Where there was no obvious sign of a virus and a good antivirus program
fails to find any evidence of one, that does not necessarily mean the' no
virus is present. If possible, try scanning using another antivirus program,

and check the Internet to determine whether other people are halving
similar problems with a new virus. Being realistic about things, there is
little point in spending large amounts of time looking for a virus that is
almost certainly not there.
In cases where a fair amount of effort has failed to find any real evide ice
of a virus it is reasonable to assume that there is another cause of the
problem. It is then a matter cf going through the usual processes to
repair the operating system, locate the hardware fault, or whatever. This
goes beyond the scope of this publication, but these books from the
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same publisher and author as this book provide information on fixing
Windows and hardware problems:
BP484

Easy PC troubleshooting

BP495

Easy Windows troubleshooting

BP521

Easy Windows XP troubleshooting

Where a virus has caused massive damage to the operating system or
there is no certain way of removing it, drastic measures can be required.
Some PC users have been known to throw away the infected hard disc
drive and fit a new one. This is a good excuse for upgrading to a bigger
and faster drive, but it is not really necessary. Reformatting the existing
drive will remove all data from it, together with the operating system,
applications software, and any other contents including the virus.
Everything can then be reinstalled from scratch, which will probably be
very time consuming. The quicker method is to use a program such as
Drive Image or Norton Ghost to take regular backup images of the hard
disc drive. The hard disc drive can then be restored to the exact state it
had at the time the backup was made. There is a potential flaw in this
method in that many viruses have a built-in delay, and this can be quite
a long delay of several months or even more. With a virus of this type it
is possible that the backup image will contain the virus. This will not
matter provided it is possible to neutralise the virus before the restored
backup becomes damaged by the activities of the virus. It is a good
idea to keep old backup copies. If the main backup is infected you then
have the option of using an older backup, which is likely to be quicker
than installing everything "from scratch".

Clean discs?
It is as well to bear in mind that detecting a virus on the hard disc of your
PC and removing the infection does not always mean that your computer
equipment is totally clear of the infection. It used to be quite common
for people to remove a virus only to find it return soon afterwards. The
problem was usually that the virus had been introduced to the computer
via an infected floppy disc. The virus would usually spread to other floppy
discs used with the computer. Using any of the infected discs with the
"cured" PC could reintroduce the virus to the computer.
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Modern computing practices mean that floppy discs are now less likely
to give this problem with reinfection. It is still a good idea to check any
discs used with the PC in the ast few weeks to see if any are carrying the
virus. CDR and CD/RW discs should also be checked, especially if any
files have been copied to them from the hard disc drive. The infection

can not be spread to an ordinary pressed CR-ROM, but it might be
worthwhile checking these as well just in case one of them is the source
of the infection.

Other discs such as Zip types are potential carriers of infection, and I
suppose that these days you also need to check any drives that are
actually in the form of memory devices connected to a USB port, or
something of this nature. Any -thing used to store a file is a potential

source of infection, and an infection can be spread to any type of
rewritable device.

IE settings
In order to make a PC really secure when using the nternet it is necessary
to have some hardware and (c r) software to protect the system. However,

you can improve security by using the computer n the correct manger
when online and by having tie best settings in Internet Explorer. The
best way of avoiding trouble is to keep away from dubious web sites tiat
offer pirated music, programs, or whatever. If you -estrict your surfing to

respectable sites and avoid downloading anythirg that might be a bit
dubious you will greatly increase your chances of staying out of trouble.
Avoid P2P and similar forms of file swapping, which are a common sou -ce
of viruses, Trojans, etc.
Be very careful if you find a file on your PC and you do not know what it

is or how it found its way onto the hard disc. Opening some form of
document file (PDF, DOC, and so on) or running some form of program
file (EXE or COM) could activate some form of attack. Simply deleting a
mystery file is not a good idea because it might be a file you need but
have forgotten about. It is better to first copy the file to a floppy disc, CD/
RW, or whatever, and then delete the original. The rormal Delete funct on
of Windows puts erased files n the Recycle Bin rather than delet ng
them straight away. This could leave a Trojan or similar file still on the
hard disc. In order to genuinely delete a file it is first selected using
Windows Explorer, and then the Delete key is pressed while holding
down the Shift key. The file will appear to have been deleted in the
normal way, but it will be conspicuously absent from the Recycle Bin.
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U p -to -d ate
Maly viruses and worms are designed to exploit a security flaw in an
applications program or the operating system itself. Sometimes these
Paws have already been covered by software updates, but not everyone
rias bothered to update their PCs and the infection is able to spread. In
fair less to amateur PC users, there have been worms that have exploited
old security "holes" in the operating systems of servers. The professionals
ma ntaining the affected servers had not bothered to routinely update
their systems. Some worms and

exploit previously
unknown security flaws, but
viruses

patches to fix the problem are
soon made available when this

WinZ,p

New Office Document
Open Office Document

Launch RealOne Player
17:1

Programs

sort of thinc occurs.
Some applications programs now
have an automatic update facility,

as does the Windows operating
system. A system such as this
could be regarded as a potential

security risk itself, but manual

Qocuments

updates are usually available from

Settings

the software publisher's web site
if you do not trust the automatic

approach.

Sear;h

delp

the Windows Update option in the
start menu (Figure 1.1). The
computer used in this example is

p Run
Log Off Robert Pentold

Al) Shut

In the case of

Windows it is possible to launch
the automatic update facility via

running Windows ME, but the
process is exactly the same for
Windows XP users. Of course,

Down.

" ki]cri

the PC must have an active

Fig 1.1 The Windows update option

Internet connection in order to
use any form of online update

11774

'A 14

system.

The Windows update system produces the Welcome screen of Figure
1.2. and the first step is to operate the Scan for Updates link near the
middle of the page. The scanning process is usually quite quick and
prcduces a list of available updates in the left-hand section of the screen
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Fig.1.4 Selecting a category provides more details
(Figure 1.3). Left -clicking an entry brings up a list of available updates in
that category. The list, together with details of each Lpdate, is displayed
in the main section of the window, as in Figure 1.4.
this example only
one update is listed, but this is a security type that needs to be installed.
It is as well to look through the other categories to see if there is anything
worth installing, but you will probably find that many of the updates are
not of relevance to the Windows installation you are using. There might
be foreign language updates for example.
I

Having selected the required updates via the Add and Remove buttons,
activate the Review and Install Updates link in the left-hand section of the
window. Then operate the Install button in the main section of the window
(Figure 1.5). The updates will then be installed and a small window will
show how the process is progressing (Figure 1.6). Once the updates

have been installed you will be asked if you woulc like to reboot the
computer. It is not essential to do so, but the updates will not take effect
until the computer has been rebooted.
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Fig.1.7 The Internet Options window

Browser configuration
The Internet Explorer browser program has some built-in safeguards to
help protect your computer from an attack via the Internet. It is possible
to vary the degree of protection provided by the browser, which might
seem to be an odd way of doing things. Surely it would be safer to have
the browser automatically set for the highest possible degree of security?

Clearly it would, but the total security approach to things would also
mean that many useful features would tail to work. For example, with
the maximum level of security it is not possible to download any files,
which is a major limitation. You probably use web sites that require
users to log on. but most of these sites have a facility that automatically
20
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custom Level

OK -1

Cancel

Fig.1.8 The Security optiors
logs users onto the system. Facilities of this type will not work f a brcwser
is set for maximum security.

The easy way of altering the security setting of Irternet Explorer is td run
the program and then select Internet Options from the Tools menu. This
produces a window like the one of Figure 1.7, and by default the General

tab will be selected. The General section is used for altering the
homepage and other basic tasks. but it is the Security page that is of
interest in the current conte)t. Selecting the Security tab produces a
window like the one in Figure 1.8. The degree of security is selected by
way of the slider control, which has four settings. These settings are
Low, Medium -Low, Medium. and High. The text next to the slider cc ntrol

gives brief details of each setting, but in practice it is really a matter of
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y] Download signed ActiveX controls
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O Prompt
.1 Download unsioned ActiveX controls
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Reset custom settings

Beset to

Reset

'Medium

OK

Cancel
_WT

Fig.1.9 More precise control is available if you need it
using the "suck it and see" method. Use the highest level of security that
does not result in any features you use being disabled.

Cookies
More precise control over the security settings can be obtained by
operating the Custom Level button. A new window (Figure 1.9) is then
launched, and this has radio buttons that are used to individually control
each aspect of security. In order to use the custom settings properly it is
necessary to understand the terminology involved. One of these terms
is "cookies", and with older versions of Windows these are controlled via
the Custom Level feature. In Windows ME and XP they are controlled
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the Edit button

OK

C aincei

I

Fig.1.10 The Internet Options Privacy page

separately by way of the Privacy page, and operating this tab switches
the window to look like Figure 1.10.
A cookie is just a text file that is deposited on the hard disc drive of your
PC when certain web sites are visited. In most cases the use of cockies
is optional, but without them you will find that certain features of the site
do not work properly. With a few sites you can only use its facilities f
your PC is set to accept cookies. Since a cookie is just a small text ile t
should be completely innocuous. There is a special folder on the hard

disc drive for cookies (usually C:Mindows \Cookies), and if you tae a
look at its contents there will usually be a large nLmber of files there. On
my PC I found over 1800 cookies in this directory!
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Fig.1.11 Some web sites use cookies for automatic identification

The main use of cookies is to enable a site to automatically identify you
on each visit. When I visit www.amazon.co.uk for example, I am greeted
with the message "Hello MR. Robert Penfold" (Figure 1.11). The site
identifies me by looking for a cookie left on the hard disc during a previous
visit to the site. The site will not know who I am if that cookie is deleted
or I use a different PC to access the site. Indeed, if I use a PC belonging
to someone else and that person has used the Amazon site, it is the
greeting for that person that I will receive.
This is a slight drawback of cookies. Anyone gaining access to your PC
can take advantage of the cookies it contains. In practice cookies do
not give automatic access to anything important. The site of your Email
provider might recognise you via a cookie, but you still have to use a
password in order to gain access to your Email account. Consequently,
someone gaining access to your computer and the cookies it contains
should not permit them to access any important accounts. However,
never leave passwords anywhere on your PC. Storing passwords on a
PC is a bit like locking a door but going off and leaving the key in the
lock.

In some cases cookies will provide automatic entry to subscription or
other password protected sites. Bear in mind that anyone gaining access

to your PC will also gain access to these sites if you opt for the
convenience of automatic entry. Furthermore, they will gain access to
the sites via your account and in your name. FortLnately, it is unlikely
that they will be able to do any real harm since things such as online
bank accounts require users to login properly at each visit. Do not opt
for automatic entry to any site that contains personal information.
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One slight problem with cookies is that they tend to build up on your
hard disc drive. especially if you use the Internet for research anc visit
many sites per day.
think that the importance of this tends to be
I

exaggerated somewhat, since the files are small and will eac I consume

whatever the minimum amcunt per file happens to be for your PC.
Eventually some 25 to 50 megabytes could be used, but with most hard
discs having a capacity of 20,000 megabytes this is rather less important
than in the days of 500 megabyte discs.
.....--

The "belt and braces" approach to removing unwanted cookies is to
simply remove all cookies from your PC. This will clearly remov3 the
useful ones along with the rubbish, but the useful ones will be res-ored
on signing in to your favourite web sites again. In order to remove all

/1

cookies it is just a matter of launching Internet Explorer, selecting Internet

Options from the Tools menu, and then operating the Delete Cookies
button in the middle section of the window. Operate the Yes button when
asked if you are sure that you wish to delete the cookies.

Many PCs are supplied complete with a suite of utility programs, or you
might have bought and installed one. Many of these suites include a
utility that helps to identify cookies so that you can remove any that are
for sites that are no longer of any interest. There are also shareware

utilities that provide this function, and these can be downloadec and
tried for free. You only pay for the program if ycu intend to go on using
it. Many cookie related programs can be found at www.sharewaracom
and similar sites.
In addition to programs that enable unwanted cookies to be deleted
there are programs that delete a cookie once the current session has
been ended. Some cookies are automatically deleted anyway, and 'hese
are known as "session -only" Jr "per -session" cookies. These programs
effectively turn any desired cookie into a session -only type. If you visit a
site where cookies are mandatory, a program that has this facility provides
an easy way of removing the cookies once you have exited the site.

Cookie options
The cookie control in the Internet Options window has six settings from

Accept All Cookies to Block All Cookies. The text to the right of the
control briefly explains the effect of each setting. As cookies are relatively

harmless, there is probably no significant danger in using Accept All
Cookies setting. Cookies do provide a means for your browsing habits
to be monitored, so you may prefer to use a higher setting on privacy
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Fig.1.12 The Advanced Privacy Settings window

rather than security grounds. Bear in mind though, that with the higher
settings you will almost certainly find that some of the facilities at your

favourite sites fail to work, and all or part of a few sites might be
inaccessible.

It is possible to override automatic handling of cookies by operating the
Advanced button in the Privacy section of the Internet Options window.

This produces a window like the one shown in Figure 1.12, and the
checkbox near the top must be ticked in order to make the other options
active. First and third party cookies can be blocked, allowed to pass, or
you can be prompted each time a site tries to use a cookie. There is a lot
to be said for the prompting method, which ensures that only cookies
you agree to use find their way onto the hard disc. In practice it might
mean a lot of hassle though. Per -session cookies will always be allowed
if the checkbox near the bottom of the window is ticked. There is probably
nothing to be gained by blocking this type of cookie so it makes sense
to tick this checkbox.
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Fig.1.13 Entries can be expanded to show the constituent parts

Netscape
Internet Explorer is by far the most popular browser, but there are others
in use, and they have different means of controlling privacy and security
settings. Netscape Navigatcr is the main rival to Internet Explorer, and it
has some useful settings that govern privacy and security. These can
be accessed by first selecting Preferences from the Edit menu, which

launches the Preferences window. Then double-click the Privacy &
Security entry in the list dowi the left-hand side of the window. This will
expand the entry to show its constituent parts (Figure 1.13). You can
then double-click one of these parts to bring up the appropriate options
in the right-hand section of the Preferences window (Figure 1.14). You
can control the way in which cookies and pop -ups are handled, whether
or not passwords should be remembered, and so on.

Further facilities for handlir.g cookies are available from the Cookie
Manager which is accessed ..tia the Tools menu. In addition to the ability
to accept cookies, there is a manager facility for stored cookies (Figure
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Fig.1.14 Double-clicking an entry brings up the corresponding options

1.15). This shows a list of cookies, together with the site that stored each
one. This makes it easy to find and remove unwanted cookies, and

there is also a button that enables all the stored cookies to be removed.

Firewalls
A considerable amount of protection can be provided by using the most

secure browser settings, but only at the expense of some facilities
becoming difficult or impossible to use. There is an alternative in the
form of a firewall, which can be either a piece of hardware or a program.
A firewall's basic function is much the same whether it is implemented in
software or hardware.
Although some people seem to think that a firewall and antivirus programs
are the same, there are major differences. There is often some overlap
between real world antivirus and firewall programs, but their primary aims
are different. An antivirus program is designed to scan files on discs and
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Fig.1.15 There is a facility for managing
cookies storea on the PC

it blocks communication from one PC to anoth.er and access OE the
Internet. What it is actually doing is preventing unauthorised access to
the protected PC. When you access an Internet site your PC sends
messages to the server hosting that site, and these messages request
the pages you wish to view. Having requested information, the PC expects

information to be sent from the appropriate server, and it accepts that
information when it is receivec. A firewall does not interfere with this type
of Internet activity provided it s set up correctly.
It is a different matter when another system tries to access your PC when

you have not instigated the initial contact. The firewall will treat this
attempted entry as an attack and will block it. Of course, the attempt at
accessing your PC might not be an attack, and a firewall can result in
legitimate access being blocked. Something like P2P file swappiig is
likely to fail or operate in a limited fashion. The sharing of files and
resources on a local area network could also be blocked. A practical
firewall enables the user to permit certain types of access so that the
computer can work normally while most unauthorised access is still
blocked. However, doing so does reduce the degree of protection
provided by the firewall.
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Broadband
Using a firewall is considered to be much more important when using
some form of broadband Internet access. One reason for this is simply
that with a high-speed connection it will be less obvious if someone is
accessing your PC. With a slow dial -up connection the additional flow
of data would slow things down and be more readily apparent. Another,
and perhaps more important reason, is that with most types of broadband
connection you are provided with a fixed Internet address. Having found

your PC it is possible for a hacker to go back to it again whenever it is
switched on. With a dial -up connection your Internet service provider
(ISP) normally provides a new Internet address each time you logon to
their system.

Another point to bear in mind is that with a broadband connection the
PC is usually connected to the Internet all the time that it is operating,
and not just when you decide to go online and do some surfing. With
many PCs this means that there is a connection to The Internet virtually
all day every day. Even if you are provided with a new Internet address
each time the PC is switched on, it will probably be operating with that
address for many hours before it is switched off again. This still leaves it
relatively vulnerable to attack.
With some types of modem the Internet connection does not close down
when the PC is switched off. The modem remains connected to the
Internet all the time unless it is switched off, which most users do not
bother to do. With this setup the system retains the same address for
what could easily be weeks or even months. This effectively gives the
system a permanent address.

Hardware or software?
For users of ordinary dialup connections there is probably no inexpensive

hardware option available, and a software firewall has to be used. For
broadband users the hardware option is usually available at reasonable
cost, and it is one that is worth serious consideration. If you use an
external broadband modem that connects onto one of your PC's USB
ports, or an internal modem, there may be no way of implementing a
hardware firewall without also switching to a different type of modem. It
is still worth looking to see if anything suitable is available. New computer

gadgets are being introduced all the time, and Internet security is
something of a growth industry.
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Fig.1.16 This modem has a built-in router and hardware firewall

A hardware firewall is a relatvely easy option for those using a modem
that connects to the PC via a standard Ethernet In fact some modems
of this type have a built-in firewall. The Netgear DG814 modem shown
in Figure 1.16 includes a versatile DSL modem, but it also includes a
four- way router, or switcher as this piece of equipment is also knowr. In
other words, up to four PCs can be connected to the unit via ordinary
Ethernet ports (Figure 1.17) and each one will appear to have its own

Fig.1.17 There are network inputs for four PCs
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Internet connection. In fact the PCs are sharing a single connection,
and the router ensures that the received data is sent to the correct PC. It
also ensures that any data sent from one PC is kept separate from any
data from the other PCs.
The router uses a process known as network address translation (NAT),
and it provides the firewall action as a by-product of the sharing process.
The only device in the system that can be recognised externally is the
router. Anything on the other side of the router is "invisible" to the outside
world. The router uses the real Internet address provided by your ISP,
but the PCs in the system use a sort of fake address based on the real

one. The router makes the necessary adjustments to incoming and
outgoing data so that everything runs smoothly.

I tested the firewall capability of the TG814 by going to a website that
runs tests that are supposed to shock you by showing how vulnerable
your PC is to Internet attacks. In fact the site was unable to access any
of the PCs in the system, and was unable to detect a computer at the
appropriate Internet address. This lack of success was due to the fact
that the system at the test site was "talking" to the router and not the PCs
on the other side of the router. There is no point in trying to hack into a
PC that is not there.
It is unlikely that this or any other type of firewall can ever be one hundred
percent effective against hackers, but it certainly makes it very difficult to
hack into one of the PCs in the system. This is probably all you need to
do in order to avoid attacks from hackers. If your PC system proves to
be difficult to penetrate it is likely that any hackers will go elsewhere in
search of easier pickings.

Note that it is not necessary to have a network of several PCs in order to
use this type of firewall. The firewall action is still obtained with a single

PC connected to the TG814 or a similar unit because the translation
process is still used. Also, the modem and the router do not have to be
in the form of a single unit. However, unless you are reasonably expert
with networking it is definitely a good idea to opt for the modem and
router/firewall in a single unit. Setting up the system is very straightforward

using equipment of this type.

Software firewall
Broadband is becoming more popular, but most private individuals still

use an ordinary dialup connection or a form of broadband where a
hardware firewall is not a very practical proposition. Software firewalls
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are consequently the more pcpular type with hone Internet users. There
are a number of well known firewall programs available, and a program
of this type is sometimes included in suites of utility programs. Fortunately,
these personal firewall programs, unlike the highly sophisticated business
firewalls, are reasonably inexpensive. In fact one or two f-ee firewall
programs are available. Software firewalls all operate in essentially the
same manner and use the same techniques.
One of these techniques is to monitor Internet activity and alert the user
if a non -authorised program :ries to access the Internet. In tially there
might be alerts when running programs that involve legitimate Internet
access, but once you have set up the firewall to recognise legitimate
Internet traffic this should no longer be a problem. This form of monitoring
is guarding against software such as Trojans and spyware tnat tries to
send information obtained from your PC to anothe- system on the Internet.

Note that a hardware firewall will not guard against this type of thing,
because it will consider any Internet access that originates from your PC
to be legitimate. A software firewall that provides this type of monitoring
will detect and block Internet activity from any program that you have
not granted Internet access. Although a hardware firewall is very good
at guarding against external aftacks, it will not prevent an internal attack
if you should download a Trojan or similar program. For the ultimate in
security a hardware firewall therefore has to be backed up by approp-iate
software protection. In some cases this additional protection is built into
the firewall's hardware, but in most instances a program running or the
PC is required.

Another technique used by software firewalls is essentially the same as
the one used by routers. The vast majority of incoming messages a -e in
response to a request sent from the PC. The firewall inspects rece ved
packets of data and blocks them unless they are the result of a request
for data sent by the PC. This method gives excel ent security, but some
facilities might be lost because they require the initial contact to come
from the remote system. Like hardware firewalls, the software variety
normally has a facility that permits exceptions to be specified so that

these facilities can be reinstated.

Of course, this could sligntly

compromise security, but some types of Internet activity are blocked
unless these exceptions are made.

Ports
When dealing with firewalls you are almost certain to encounter the term
"ports". In a computer context this normally means a socket on the PC
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where a peripheral of some kind is connected. In an Internet context a
port is not in the form of any hardware, and it is more of a software
concept. Programs communicate over the Internet via these notional
ports that are numbered from 0 to 65535. It enables several programs to
utilise the Internet without the data for one program getting directed to
another program.
Firewalls usually have the ability to block activity on certain ports. The
idea is to block ports that are likely to be used by programs such as
backdoor Trojans but are not normally used for legitimate Internet traffic.
A Trojan could be set to "listen" on (say) port 80, and send the data it has

collected once it receives a message from a hacke. By blocking any
activity on port 80, the firewall ensures that the Trojai can not send any
data, and that it will not be contacted in the first place.

Note that most software firewall programs will block this type of activity
anyway, because the firewall will detect that an unauthorised program is
trying to use the Internet. It will alert the user and only permit the data to
be sent if the user authorises it. Presumably the user would "smell a rat"
and deny permission for the Trojan to access the Internet. Most hardware
firewalls would prevent the message from the hacker from reaching the
Trojan, and would also prevent the attack from succeeding. Even so, it
is useful to block ports that are likely to be used for hacking the system.
Doing so makes it that much harder for someone to "crack" your system,
which is what Internet security is all about.

False alarms
Many of the early firewall programs had a major problem in that they
were a bit overzealous. While you were trying the surf the Internet there
were constant interruptions from the firewall informing you of attacks on
the system. In reality these attacks were wholly or largely nonexistent.
What the programs were actually detecting was normal Internet activity,
and many of the false alarms could be prevented by setting up the
program to ignore certain programs accessing the Internet. Some of
these programs were virtually unusable though.
Modern firewall programs mostly operate in a rather less "in your face"
fashion, and produce fewer interruptions. Even so, it is usually necessary
to go through a setting up process in order to keep down the number of
false alarms, and further tweaking may be needed in order to get things
working really well. Of course, if you would like tc be informed about

every possible attack on the system, most firewalls will duly oblige
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Fig.1.18 The initial screen of Zone Alarm Pro

provided the appropriate sett.ngs are used. This certainly gives the
ultimate in security, but it could make surfing the Internet a very slow and
tedious process.

Zone Alarm
There are plenty of software firewalls to choose from, and most of them
are capable of providing your PC with a high degree of security. Black
Ice Defender is a popular program that has the advantage of requi-ing
little setting up before it is ready for use. Zone Alarm is another popular
firewall, and it exists in free, trial, and full commercial versions. It is quite
easy to set up and use, and the free version represents a gocd staring
point for private users wishir g to try a good quality firewall at minimum
cost. All versions of this program are reasonably easy to set up. Zone

alarm Pro will be used for this example, and this program has a few
more facilities than the basic (free) version.

Figure 1.18 shows the initial window produced once the installation
process has been completed. This simply explains that there are a few
processes to complete before the program is ready for use. The options
available at the next screen (Figure 1.19) are for two of Zone Alarm P-o's

optional extras.

One of these is a routine that blocks pop-up

advertisements and it also blocks third -party "spy" cookies. Pop -ups
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Fig.1.19 Two optional extras are available

are now so widespread on the Internet that they have become a major
nuisance. Apart from being irksome, they can effectively slow down
your Internet connection by increasing the amount of data that has to be
downloaded. This can be a serious drag on your surfing if you do not
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Fig.1.20 Here you select the level of alerts that will be produced
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Fig.1.21 If required, the program can be password protected

have some form of broadband connection. A pop-up blocker is therelore
a very useful feature.

Cache cleaning is the other ootion. Copies of many Internet files are
kept on a PC so that they do not have to be downloaded again when the
relevant pages are revisited. Anyone undertaking a lot of surfing is likely
to end up with many megabytes of cached Internet files on -.heir FC's
hard disc. These files should eventually be removed by Windows, but
the cache cleaner provides a neater solution by preventing a massive
build-up from occurring in the first place.

Things then move on to a window (Figure 1.20) where you choose the
types of Internet access that w II produce alerts. You can opt to have an
onscreen message appear when any access is b ocked, or fo- no alerts
to be issued. Note that the program will still continue to block Inte-net
access as and when it sees fit, even if the alerts are completely switcned

The middle option results in an alert being produced when the
program considers that attempted access is probably the result o' an
attack by a hacker. This is the default option and is probably the best
off.

choice.

The next window (Figure 1.2') enables the program to be password
protected. This is only necessary if someone else has access to your
PC. This is followed by the screen of Figure 1.22. Here Zone Alarm lists
programs that it thinks will need Internet access. The list will include the
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Fig.1.22 You can choose which programs are granted Internet access
now or later

default browser and any other programs that are required for normal
Internet access. By default, these programs will be given Internet access,

but other programs will produce a warning message if they attempt to
xj.

set rip
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Fig.1.23 You can start the program or view a tutorial
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Welcome to the NetNork
Configuration Wizard!

New Network Detected: IN Addi ms 168.168.0.0
ZoneAlarm Pro has detected a new network connected to your computer This
wizard will help you decide what one of sec unty to set for this netwyk

2

)

A network is a connection Fain your computer to another computer or to
an Internet connection (08_, cable modem, dial -up, etc )

To continue. click Next

I- Do not nh

this wizard next time a new network is detected

Nrt

( .44). rd

Fig.1.24 The program has detected a network, and it has to be
configured so that Zone Alarm will permit file sharing
use the Internet. Access will then be allowed only if you give permission.
You might prefer to choose which programs will be granted access during
the setting up process rather than dealing with it later as programs try to
access the Internet. As most programs do not require Internet access, it
is probably easier to grant access as and when necessary.

The next window (Figure 1.23) gives the option of starting the program
or viewing a quick tutorial It is definitely a good idea to look at -he
tutorial, but it can be viewed at any time by running Zone Alarm Pro and
operating the Tutorial button.

Network
The PC used for this demonstration has its Interne!: connection provided

by a broadband modem that has a built-in router, with two other FCs
connected to the router. This network was detected by Zone Alarm Pro
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Fig.1.25 The network can be enabled or blocked

Name This Notwo,A

IP Address 168 1680 0
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Fig.1.26 Here you can give the network a name or accept the default
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Fig.1.27 Use this window to review the selected settings

(Figure 1.24), and the Netwcrk Configuration Wizard was aunched.
Remember that a firewall will olock any network access, including the
LAN (local area network) variety. unless instructed otherwise. At the
next screen (Figure 1.25) you have the option of eiabling this network or
blocking it. Obviously it must be enabled in order to permit the system
to go on working properly.
The window of Figure 1.26 enables the network to be given a name of

your choice, or you can simply settle for the default name. The ner
window (Figure 1.27) simply shows the settings you have chosen and
provides an opportunity to go back and change them. Finally, the
program is run (Figure 1.28). In normal use the program runs in the
background and it is only necessary to go to this screen if ycu need to
make changes to the setup or view the statistics prcduced by the program

Operating the Firewall tab switches the window to look like Figure 1.29.
and the degree of security in each zone can then be adjusted via the
slider controls. Unless there is good reason to change the setting for the
Internet Zone, it should be left at High. The other tabs permit easy control
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Fig.1.28 Finally, the program is operational

of other aspects of the program, such as alerts (Figure 1.30). Therefore,
if you find any of the initial settings unsatisfactory it is easy to change
them.

In use it is likely that the program will initially query potential problems
that are really just a normal part of PC's operation. In the example of
Figure 1.31 an alert has been triggered by an image editing program
trying to access the Internet. Although there is nc obvious reason for
such a program requiring the Internet, many programs these days use
the Internet to regularly look for program updates. Operate the Yes button
to permit Internet access or the No button to block Tick the checkbox

if you would like this answer to be used automatically each time the
program tries to access the Internet.
Sometimes the alert will genuinely find something that is amiss. In Figure
1.32 the alert shows that a file called msbb.exe has tried to access the

Internet. Some delving on the Internet revealed tl-at this is part of the
Ncase adware program, which was supposedly uninstalled from the PC
a few weeks earlier. Clearly it had not been success'ully uninstalled, and
some further work was needed in order to banish it from the system.
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Fig.1.29 Here the Firewall tab has been operated

Fig.1.30 You are not stuck with the options selected during installation.
The settings available via this tab enable the alert settings to
be changed
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Digital Certificates
Digital certificates are something that you are like y to encoumer on the
Internet from time to time. The purpose of the certificate is to guarartee
the identity of an individual or crganisation, and tt-ey could be regarded
as the digital version of a passport. Having the identity of the person or
organisation properly verified should in turn guarantee that you can safely
download their program, use their site, or whatever. Typically a digital
certificate is encountered when downloading a player program to permit
a media file to be played. D gital certificates are also used much used
for secure web sites.
In order to be of any value the certificate must be issued by a recognised
certificate authority (CA) such as VeriSign. Certi'icates have an expiry
date and must be renewed from time to time. Occasionally a warring
message might be produced as you enter a site due to the certificate
having been allowed to lapse. There is probably nothing to worry about
if the site is one that is tried and tested. The certificate has probably
been allowed to lapse due to an oversight. If the site is not one that you
have used regularly in the past it is probably a gocd idea to give it a miss
until the certificate is renewed.

Secure site?
Many web sites claim that they are secure and that any information -.hat

you supply to them is hacker -proof, but how dc you know if a site is
actually a secure type? For that matter, what exactly is a secure site?
Sites that take sensitive information such as credit card details normally

use encryption so that your
information is safe from hackers.
A hacker might actually intercept

the information, but as

t

is

encrypted it is not in a form tat
is of any use to them. Even using

the most powerful computers

.5 Internet
Fig. 1.33 The lock icon of
Internet Explorer

available today it would take many years to "crack" the code aid ext-act
your credit card details, or wiatever. No one is going to bother, and the
information would probably b 3 well out of date by the time it was -ecovered
by a hacker.
By default, Internet Explorer will tell you when you are entering and leawing
a secure site. This can get a b.t irritating, so most users switch off these

messages. Even where they are still operational, it can be difficu t to
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keep track of things if the messages keep popping up. Fortunately it is
very easy to determine whether or not a secure site is being accessed
using Internet Explorer. A tiny

padlock icon appears near the
bottom right-hand corner of the
window when visiting a secure
site (Figure 1.33). If this icon is
absent, the site is not secure, even
if it contains claims to the contrary.

Netscape browsers use a similar

system, bu*. the padlock icon
(Figure 1.34) is normally the same

Fig.1.34 Netscape's version of the
lock icon

colour as the background, and it
turns yellow once into a secure
site.

The encryption and decryption process is very complex, but can be
handled very rapidly by modern computers. Information sent from your
PC to a secure site is mathematically manipulated using a very large
number as the basis of the changes. This number is not secure, and a
hacker could gain access to it. The "trick" of this system is that the
encryption code is not enough to decrypt the data that you send. An
additional code number is required, and this is known only at the secure
site. These codes are known as the private and senders keys.
Although simple in principle, it took many years for someone to actually

come up with a practical system of this type. The degree of security
provided by the current systems is so high that there is no realistic chance

of anyone intercepting and decrypting your credit card details, etc. It
would be easier to steal the information by more conventional means.
Do not send sensitive information to a site that is not secure. Note that
older browsers can not handle the current level of encryption (128 -bit),
but this should not be a major problem unless you are using a real "golden
oldie" version of Netscape, Internet Explorer, or whatever. For the ultimate
in security it is advisable to always use the most up-to-date version of a
browser that your PC can run. Check for updates that will improve various

aspects of your browser's security including encryption.
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Points to remember
The term "virus" tends to be used to describe a wide range of harmful
files, but strictly speaking is refers to a specific type of threat. A virus
attaches itself to other files and tries to spread across the system. It may
or may nor cause severe damage to the system, and in pract ce most
viruses do try to damage data and (or) the operating system.

A Trojan is a program that purports to be one thing but is actually
something else. Some Trojans attack the system. much like viruses, but
can not replicate and spread like a virus. A backdoor Trojan helps hackers
to penetrate your computer system, either with a view to causing damage
or to steal information.
A worm looks for security "holes" in other systems in an attempt to attack
that system and spread from it. Some of the worst computer attacks in

recent times have been from worms that are spread by Em ails, and
replicate by sending copies of :hemselves to every address in the address
book of the attacked system.

Prevention is better than cure. A good antivirus program can cost little
or nothing and will immediarely spot most viruses. New viruses are
appearing all the time, so remember to keep the antivirus program upto-date.

Antivirus programs are of limited use against hackers. In order to keep
hackers at bay it is essentia. to use either a software or hardware firewall.

Ideally, both should be used if you have some form of broadband
connection, especially if it is of the "always on" variety.

Visiting dodgy sites and using "pirated" software are good ways of
introducing viruses and othe- harmful files to your PC. Using peer -to peer programs to swap files is another good way 3f doing it.
Use common sense and never take anything on the Internet at face valJe.
If something looks too good 7:o be true then it probably is.
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Secure sites are now so secure that there is no realistic chance of a
hacker stealing information you send to this type of site. Do not send
credit card details or other sensitive information to sites that are not secure.

A lock icon appears in the status bar of your browser when you access
a secure site.
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Be prepared
Many computer users take the view that they do not need antivirus
software until and unless a virus attacks their PC This is a rather shortsighted attitude and one that is asking for trouble. As explained it the
previous chapter, by the time Viet you know a virus has infected you- PC
it is likely that a substantial amount of damage will have already teen
done to the system files and (or) your own data files. Using antivirus
software to help sort out the mess after a virus has struck is "shutting the
stable door after the horse has bolted". The virus nay indeed be removed
by the antivirus software, but there may be no way of correcting al. the
damage that has been done.

Another point to bear in mind is that your PC could be rendered
unbootable by the virus. Many viruses attack the operating system and
will try to make the system unbootable. If the system is not bootable,
you can not install antivirus software. As pointed out in the previous
chapter, most antivirus programs do some basic checks as part of the
installation process. The prcgram will not be installed if any hint of a

virus is detected. The reason for this is that tie installaticn process
involves copying numerous files onto the hard disc and making changes
to some of the Windows system files. This can provide an opport]nity
for the virus to spread and do further damage.

Many antivirus programs can be used once a virus has attacked a PC,
and even if the PC can not be booted into Windows. One approach is to
either have a set of boot floppy discs supplied as part of the packace, or
for these rescue discs to be produced during installation. If the PC
becomes unbootable at some later date and a v rus is thought to be the
cause, the PC is booted from the first disc in the set. A series of checks

are then performed, with the other discs being used as and when
required.
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A more modern alternative to this method is for the installation disc to
be a boot type. The basic facilities provided are generally much the
same as when using a set of boot discs, but there is no need to keep
changing discs. Also, the high capacity of a CD-ROM means that more
facilities are easily included in the program suite, if required. The
drawback of both methods is that the discs will be something less than
fully up-to-date, and may not be able to handle some of the more recent
viruses.

Other options
There are other ways of handling things that do not involve any form of
antivirus rescue disc. Where there is a recent backup of the system and

all your data it makes sense to simply wipe the hard disc clean by
reformatting it and then restoring the backup. This will completely destroy
any infected files and should provide you with an infection -free system.
However, in this situation it would be a good idea to run some antivirus
scans on the restored system just in case the backup copy is infected.
Remember that viruses are often designed to lay dormant for some time.
The virus could have infected the PC many weeks prior to it showing
any obvious signs of the infection.

Another approach is to again wipe the hard disc of all its contents but to
then reinstall everything "from scratch". It is important to realise that
with this method any data on the hard disc drive will be lost. Depending
on the importance of the data on the disc, and whether backup copies
are available, it might be necessary to rescue the data on the disc first,
or to attempt a rescue anyway. It might not be possible to rescue anything
in cases where the damage to the contents of the disc is severe. Unless
you have a backup of the system there is no alternative to reinstalling
everything "from scratch". Any data that has not been backed up will be
lost, which is why you should always have at least cne backup copy of
any important data.
For those prepared to mess around with the hardware, another method
is to add a hard disc to the PC. This disc is set as drive C (the boot disc)
and it has Windows installed in the normal way, complete with some
antivirus software. The original disc is used as drive D in the new setup,
but it is not installed until everything has been fully installed on the new
drive C. With this setup it is possible to boot into the fresh copy of
Windows on drive C, run the antivirus software, and then use it to scan
the infected drive D.
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Provided the infected disc can be repaired, the hardware setup can be
restored to its original configuration. If not, the new drive can be retair ed
as the boot drive and the app ications programs are installed ontc it.
Any undamaged data files can be copied from the old disc to the new
one, and the old disc can then be reformatted. Either way the expense
of the new hard disc is incurred, but you have an additional disc tiat
can be more than a little useful for backup purposes.

A method that can not be wholeheartedly recommended is to remove
the infected hard disc from the PC and set it to operate as drive C in
another PC. The antivirus software on the other PC can then be used to
scan the infected disc and, hopefully, produce a cure. There is noth ng
fundamentally wrong with this way of handling things, and it has a gcod
chance of success. It is difficult to recommend it though, because there
is a definite risk of the infection being spread to she second PC ratter
than being removed from the first one. I suppose that there is little to

lose if the second PC is an cld one that is not used in any serious
applications, and it does not co itain any important data. Other methods
are preferable unless this is the case.
Topics such as data recovery, making backups, and reinstalling Windcws
"from scratch" are covered in subsequent chapters. This chapter covers
the use of antivirus software arid similar programs that are designed to

keep your PC clean of any 'orm of infection. Correct use of :he
appropriate software does not guarantee that the operation of your PC
will never be seriously disrupted by a virus or similar infection, but it
does greatly reduce the chances of serious problem developing.

Background
Software firewalls were consicered in the previous chapter, and Zone
Alarm Pro was used as an example of how these programs are set up
and used. In order to perform its task properly a software firewall has to
run as a background task, monitoring the Internet activity of the ?C.
With Zone Alarm Pro you have the option of bringing up the program
window, but this is mainly done to alter the defai_ It settings or view the
statistics generated by the program.
An antivirus program does not have to run as a background task, but it
does have to do so in order to be as effective as possible. you cculd
simply use the program to periodically scan the drives of your PC, and
antivirus programs invariably have this mode of operation. In fact most
can be set up to provide automatic scans at a certain time on a gien
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day of each week. This way of handling things has a big limitation
though. It is possible for a virus to be on the system for nearly a week
before the discs are scanned and there is any possibility of it being
detected. In that time the virus could become well entrenched and would

probably start to attack the files on the hard disc drive. More frequent
scans could be scheduled, but the computer would then spend much
of its time looking for viruses. This would probably be inconvenient,
and would significantly reduce the operating life of the hard disc drive.
Most antivirus programs have two or three different modes of operation.

In addition to the scanning mode, most can we -ate in real-time, and
many have some form of rescue mode that tries to cure problems if a
virus should find its way onto the hard disc. It is the real-time mode that
is probably the most important. Like a firewall, the program runs in the
background and monitors Internet activity. In fact most programs do
rather more than that, and also monitor the interchangeable disc drives
such as the floppy and CD-ROM drives.
The general idea is to have the program spot a virus as soon as it enters
the system, and to then alert the user to its presence before it has time
to spread. This greatly reduces the chances of the PC coming to grief,
but there is a slight downside with both software firewalls and real-time
antivirus programs. They both operate continuously in the background
and utilise some of the computer's resources. In particular, they take up

a certain amount of the PC's processing time and its memory. This
tends to make the computer run applications programs a little slower.

In the past this problem was certainly more of an issue than it is now.
The best PCs of ten years ago were far less powerful than an even an
inexpensive PC of today. There was often a very marked loss of
performance when a

firewall or antivirus
program
was
installed on a PC.

These days
5can for Viru
Lt

unlikely

it

that

is
a

noticeable reduction

Protect System.

in performance will
occur, but there will

Too/box
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speed.

Another

problem with many of

Fig.2.1 The ViruSweep startup screen
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they tended to take over the P. Most were more than a little intrusive in
operation, and some produced over -protective warnings whenever you
tried to do practically anything. Fortunately, most modern antivirus
programs are much more disceet and remain unseen in the background
most of the time.

Real world programs
There are a number of "big lame" antivirus programs, and any of these
should provide your PC wi:h excellent protection against viruses and
other harmful files. These programs provide broadly the same functions
but are different in points of Detail. We will consider a few representative
examples here. It is worth emphasising the point that it is not a rood
idea to have more than one of these programs installed on your PC at
any one time. Antivirus programs are less intrusive than they used to
ViruSweep Scan
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Fig.2.2 The first ViruSweep screen after scanning for viruses
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Fig.2.3 This screen enables the type of scan to be selected

be, but they still operate continuously in the background monitoring the
PC's activity.
Having two of the programs operating simultaneously can easily produce

conflicts that can easily result in the PC crashing. With many of the
older antivirus programs you never actually managed to get that far.
Having two of them installed on a PC usually resulted in it failing to boot
into Windows. It might seem reasonable to have two or three antivirus

programs installed, since this gives a better chance of a virus being
detected. In practice it does not work very well when applied to realtime monitoring. It can be useful to have the ability to scan using two or

three antivirus programs in succession, but having more than one
operating at a time is definitely something to be avoided.
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Fig.2.4 This screen gives control over the action taken when a virus
is detected

Figure 2.1 shows the start up screen for the Quarterdeck ViruSo.eep
program, and operating the "Scan For Viruses" button takes the user
into further screens that permit various options to be selected. The first
screen (Figure 2.2) permits the user to select the parts of the system that
will be checked. Viruses can exist in memory as well as in disc files, so
checking the memory is normally an option. Further screens enable the
type of scan to be selected (Figure 2.3), and the action to be taken if a
virus is detected (Figure 2.4). Most antivirus software has the optic n of
removing a virus rather than s.mply indicating that it has been detected.
Note though, that in some cases it might not be possible to automatically
"kill" a virus. The program will then usually give details of how to manually
remove the virus.

Things are likely to be very difficult if you do not use antivirus software
and your PC becomes infected. On the face of it, you can s mply oad
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Fig.2.5 Many antivirus programs can make recovery discs. Norton
Antivirus makes a set of five recovery discs

an antivirus program onto the hard disc and then use it to remove the
virus. As explained previously, it is definitely not advisable to try this
method, and most software of this type will not load onto the hard disc
if it detects that a virus is present. There would be a very real danger of

the antivirus program itself spreading the infecton and becoming
damaged itself.

Boot disc
The method offered by many (but not all) antivirus suites is to boot from
a special floppy disc that contains antivirus software. With this method

there is no need to load any software onto the hard disc, and
consequently there is no risk of the antivirus software causing the virus
to be spread further over the system. With the Norton Antivirus program

a boot disc plus four support discs are made during the installation
process (Figure 2.5). If boot problems occur at a later date, the PC can

be booted using the Norton boot disc, and with the aid of the other
discs a comprehensive range of virus scans can be undertaken (Figure
2.6). In some cases the virus can be removed automatically, and it might

also be possible to have any damage to the system files repaired
automatically as well.
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Fig.2.6 Virus scanning using the Norton Antivirus recovery discs

Free check-up
Antivirus software does no' rate as one of the more expensive types,
and a good antivirus program can be quite inexpensive. It does not
have to cost anything at all and there are various free options available

if you would prefer not tc buy one of the mainstream commercial
products. The best source for this type of software is undoubtedly the
cover -mounted discs provided "free" with computer magazines. There
seems to be a steady stream of antivirus software provided on these
discs. Some of these programs are actually only time -limited trials that
are of no use for long-term use.
There is a catch with many of the others in that the program is free, but
a subscription has to be paid in order to keep the virus database up to
date. Note that even with full commercial products the updates are
usually only available free Df charge for one year. After that time you

either have to buy the new version of the program or subscribe to
updates. Of course, you can simply continue to use out of date antivirus
software, and it will still detect many viruses. However, if a new virus
infects your PC it is unlikely that an out-of-date antivirus will be able to
detect it.
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Fig.2.7 AVG 6.0 is available from the Grisoft web site

There are one or two totally free antivirus programs available on the
Internet, where you do not even have to pay for monthly online updates

to the database. AVG 6.0 from Grisoft is one that is certainly worth
trying. The Grisoft site is at:
www.grisoft.corn

On the home page there should be a link in the list down the left-hand
side called something like "AVG Free Edition". Activating this link will
bring up a page like the one in Figure 2.7. This gives some information
about the free version of the AVG antivirus program and provides a link

that enables it to be downloaded. You do have to go through a
registration process, but it is worth the effort. Monthly updates to AVG
are available free of charge. This program has a reputation for being

very efficient, and it certainly detected a couple of backdoor Trojan
programs on my system that a certain well-known commercial program
had failed to detect. It is one of the best freebies or the Internet.
It does have one major limitation, which is that it does not have a rescue
mode of the type provided by Norton Antivirus and some other programs.
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Fig.2.8 The main screen of AVG 6.0

There is a facility to backup important system files so that they can be
restored if the originals become damaged by a virus. There is no facility
to boot from a floppy disc or CD-ROM drive and run virus checks. The
program works effectively in the background detecting the vast majority
of viruses, Trojans, etc., so there is little likelihood of a rescue mode
being required. However, if you should get unlucky it might be necessary
to resort to another antivirus program in order to clear an infection.
AVG does have a useful range of facilities and in other respects it is a
very capable program. In common with most antivirus procrams you
can set it to scan the system on a regular basis, and it also haE an
automatic update facility. Manual scanning is also available, and this is
another standard feature for tiis type of software. If you suspect that
there might be a virus infection somewhere in the PC you can get the
program to do a complete scan of the entire system. Another standard
option is to scan one or more of the interchangeable disc drives such as
a floppy or CD-ROM drive. This is useful in cases where you suspect
that a disc someone has given you might contain a virus.

AVG normally runs automat cally at start-up and then runs in the
background until the PC is shut down, but it can be started in tie normal
way from the Start menu. It then appears in a window like the one
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Fig.2.9 Removable media can be scanned for viruses

shown in Figure 2.8. One of the large buttons gives access to the full
system scan and the lower one permits the removable media to be
checked. Operating the lower button changes the window to look
something like Figure 2.9, which has a button for each removable disc
fitted to the computer. Operating one of the buttons runs a check on the
appropriate drive, and a window showing the results (Figure 2.10) is
produced when the process has been completed.
The test results will show what action was taken if one or more viruses
were detected. The action taken depends on how the program is set up
and precisely what it finds. It will leave the infected file unchanged,
delete it, or quarantine the file by moving it to the secure folder that is
called the "Virus Vault" in AVG terminology. Alternatively, it will do nothing
and ask the user to select the required option.
When running in the background the program is represented by a small
button on the toolbar at the bottom of the Windows desktop. Doubleclicking the button brings up the control window of Figure 2.11, and this
is typical of the way antivirus programs operate. Using this it is possible
to alter a number of settings, including the types of scan that are provided.
Unless there is good reason to do otherwise it is probably best to leave
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Fig.2.12 Panda Software offer a free online virus scan via their
ActiveScan system
the default settings. It is definitely not a good idea to reduce the types of
scan that are provided since this could obviously leave security holes in
the system.

Online scan
There are various companies that offer online virus scanning facilities,
and most of these are free. Although online scanning might seem an
attractive option in cases where a PC has a virus infection but you have
no antivirus software, there is a drawback to their use in this situation.
Obviously the PC must be largely operational before it can go online
and be used with this type of scanning. Assuming i-. can get that far, the
main problem is that online scanning is not exactly online scanning.
The name suggests that a program running at the server scans your PC
for viruses, but in most cases very little of the software runs at the other
end of the Internet link. The usual arrangement is for an antivirus program
to be downloaded to your PC, temporarily installed, Lin, and then erased.
The problem with this method is that it is not really much different to
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Fig.2.13 The first window provides a brief explanation of ActiveScan

installing an antivirus program and running it in tie usual way. The file
copying provides opportunities for any virus to propagate, and going
online provides spyware and backdoor Trojans with an opportunity to
"do their thing".
If you suspect that there could be a problem with a virus but havE no
definite proof, then it might be worth the risk if you do not have a better
alternative. Online testing is a so worthwhile if ycu do not intend to use
normal antivirus software, but it is certainly not a genuine alternative to
normal antivirus software. A p-ogram such as AVG 6.0 will monitor your
PC and provide real-time protection. Any virus entering the system is
likely to be detected immediately. With occasional online scanning there
could be a significant gap between the infection occurring and the virus
being detected. Even a few days or hours could be long enough for the
virus to spread and damage your files.

I suppose online testing might be worthwhile it you are at the stage
where you are desperate enough to try anything, but as far as possible
it is best to avoid getting into that situation. Installing a free antivirus
program on your PC is far better than getting into difficulties and then
trying to recover the situation.
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Fig.2.14 An Email address must be provided in order to proceed

An important point if you do try online virus scanning is to make sure
that you use the services of a reputable company. In the early days of
computer viruses it was quite common for infections to be spread via
antivirus software that was actually a Trojan. This method has rather
gone out of fashion, but the possibility of someone coming up with an
online version can not be ruled out. Only using the services of a "big
name" company should ensure that the scanning detects and removes
any viruses rather than adding a few!
Panda Software is well known for its security oriented software suites,
and they offer online scanning in the form of the ActiveScan facility (Figure

2.12). Operating the Scan Your PC link brings up the initial window of
Figure 2.13, which briefly explains what ActiveScan does. Operating
the Next button moves things on to the window of Figure 2.14 where
you have to enter your Email address. If you do not wish to use your
normal Email address for this type of thing it is just a matter of setting up

an account with Hotmail, Yahoo!, or one of the other online Email
providers. This account can then be used when obtaining free online
services, which almost invariably require a valid Email address.

At the next window (Figure 2.15) you have to state your country and
(possibly) area within that country. Things then move on to the stage
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Fig.2.16 A download is required in order to carry out the scan
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oh The scan may take more than 15 minutes depending on the speed of the computer, the element
selected and the number of files and messages to scan.

Fig.2.17 The required type of scan is selected using this wndow

where the software is downloaded, and the security warning of Figure
2.16 might appear. Operate the Yes button to go ahead with the
download. The window of Figure 2.17 appears once the program has
been downloaded and temporarily installed. The buttons near the top
left-hand corner of the screen enable various parts of the system to be
tested, and for this example the All My Computer option was used. The
checkboxes in the right-hand section of the window give some control
over the type of scan that is undertaken. You can opt to have Trojans
neutralised for example.
A window like the one in Figure 2.18 is produced once the scan is under
way.

This has a bargraph display to show how far the scan has

progressed. A table of results is included, and this shows things like the
number of files tested, and any actions taken by the program. Note that
is not necessary to remain online while the scann ng takes place, but
that the PC must be online before the final results can be produced. As
with any antivirus scanning, it can take some time if there is a large and
largely full hard disc drive to check. Eventually the scan will be completed
though (Figure 2.19) and a full set of results will then be shown.
i
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Fig.2.18 Finally, the scan is under way
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Fig.2.20 The first task is to select the drives to be scanned

The program is much like an ordinary antivirus program in operation,
and this is essentially what it is. However, when you exit the program it
will effectively be uninstalled, and it can not be run in the usual fashion.

Non -virus
Antivirus programs, as their name suggests. are primarily concerned
with the detection and removal of viruses. Most will actually detect a
wider range of threats, including most Trojans, spyware, and backdoor
Trojans. How well these types of threat are detected varies somewhat
from one program to another. Antivirus programs are not usually
designed to detect what could be termed nuisance programs, such as
adware programs and their related files. However, there are programs
that are designed to deal with this type of thing, and they will mostly
detect some of the more serious threats such as spyware.
Pest Patrol is one of the best known programs of th s type, and it is the
one that will be used as the basis of this example. The initial screen of
Pest Patrol is shown in Figure 2.20, and the first task is to select the
drives that will be scanned. This is just a matter of selecting the required
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Fig.2.23 A list of "pests" is produced once the scan has been
completed

drives in the panel on the left using the standard Windows methods.
The Add button is then left -clicked in order to add the drives to the list in

the right panel. A drive can be removed from the list by selecting its
entry and operating the Remove button. Simply tick the checkbox if you
wish to check all the hard drives.

Operating the Options tab produces a further row of tabs, and these
give access to a range of options that control the way Pest Patrol scans
the disc. There are standard and thorough options for example (Figure
2.21), and you can also set the program to only look for certain types of
"pest" (Figure 2.22). It is by no means essential to do any "fine tuning"
though, and the program should work well enough if it scans the discs
using the default settings. To go ahead with a scan it is just a matter of
operating the Start button in the top right-hand corner of the window.

You are presented with a scrollable list of results once Pest Patrol has
finished the scan (Figure 2.23). It is essential to look down the list, item
by item, even in cases where there are a large number of entries. What
you and Pest Patrol consider to be "pests" could be rather different.
Remember that removing adware files could result in any programs
supported by that adware becoming inoperative. You are unlikely to get
away with installing supported software, disabling the associated adware,

and then continuing to use the supported software. Blocking adware
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Fig.2.24 Pest Patrol confirms that the offending files have been
deleted

with a firewall does sometimes leave the supported application fu ly
operational, but this is a mora ly dubious practice.
Having decided the fate of the various entries, it is just a matter of selecting

each batch and then operating the appropriate button. In this example
none of the detected files were required, so they were all deleted. The
list changes to show what has been done to each file (Figure 2.24).
Note that the program may be unable to delete some files and folders. It
will then show the location of tf-e relevant files or folders and reccmmend
manual deletion.

Email scams
The advice about Emails used to be along the lines that there is no risk

from a simple text Email, anc teat the real threat from Emails comes
from attachments that are no: what they are supposed to be. These
days it is necessary for this type of advice to be heavily qualified, since
many Email problems now stern from the text contained in an Email. To
be brutally frank, in many cases the problems also stem from the naivety
of the recipients. It is essentia for anyone receiving Emails to act as the
main defence against the various scams and hoaxes that are becoming
increasingly common.
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The subject of hoax viruses was covered in chapter 1. This type of hoax
is not exclusive to Emails, but this method of transmission is used for
practically all hoax viruses. If someone sends you an Email saying that
they have accidentally sent a virus to you in an Email or attachment, do
some checking to ensure that there really is a v rus. When someone
sent a hoax virus to my sister suggesting that a couple of files needed to
be erased in order to eradicate it, about 30 seconds of checking on the
Internet was sufficient to establish that it was indeed a hoax. Remember
that it is unwise to trust this type of thing simp y because the Email
carries a sender's address that you know. The sender's address could
be about as genuine as the virus, and there is also the possibility that
the sender has been fooled and is unwittingly spreading the hoax.
Email scams have been on the increase in recent years. The first one to
come to fame was the Nigerian scam where you pay money to help a
Nigerian business man to get his money out of the country. In return for

your help you supposedly get large sums of money, but there is no
prize for guessing how much you actually get back. There is no prize
either with another common scam where you are told that you have won
a competition but you need to pay a fee in order to get the prize. Usually
there is no prize, but occasionally there is a worthless prize. This scam

is just the Email equivalent of one that will be familiar to recipients of
ordinary junk mail.
A more recent and potentially costly scam (known as phishing or carding)
is where an Email is received from a financial organisation of some kind.
Yahoo's PayPal system for transferring funds was the first to be targeted,
but several online banks were targeted later. The Email asks you to sign

in at the site and confirm your password and other details. There is a
link on the Email that leads to what looks very much like the real site,
and the address is very similar to the real thing. However, the link actually
leads to a fake site where you give away your account details if you sign
in and provide the requested information.

So far this scam has not been particularly successful. Most recipients of
the Emails realised that there was something amiss and either ignored
or reported it. Others ignored the link and went to the relevant page in
the usual way, thus avoiding the fake site. To avoid anything of this type

is just a matter of not supplying passwords cr any other sensitive
information in answer to Emails or telephone calls. As many online
it

organisations go to great lengths to point out, they will never ask you for
your password.
This general type of scam is not really all that new. Some Internet service
providers (ISPs) and AOL in particular, used to have problems with new
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users getting communications of one type

or another asking them to confirm their
passwords. The crooks were trying to get
the passwords so that they could obtain

Internet access at the expense of the
legitimate user. This practice died out due
to changes in the way that Internet access is
provided, but it does demonstrate the point
that you should never divulge passwords for
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Attachments
Although they are not the only threat,
attachments remain the most likely route for
a serious Email attack. In recent years a
number of Email viruses have rapidly spread
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Fig.2.25 The Tools menu

Microsoft Office and other programs. These
facilities are intended to prov;de a means of

doing clever things that make life easier for users, but they can also
hand over control of the PC to a virus.
If you do not need these facilities, disabling them is a simple but effecive

means of removing this threat to your PC. Microsoft has a useful
download for Outlook 98 and 2000 that provides protection against
viruses such as ILOVEYOU and Melissa. It disables the ability to
download attachments that could contain a virus. The dowrload and
further information are available from this web page:

http://office.microsoft.com/downloads/2000/Out2ksec.aspx

Another tactic is to turn off the automatic running of scripts in Word,
Access, and Excel. First select Options from the Tools menu (Figure
2.25), and then operate the General tab in the window that appears
(Figure 2.26). Make sure that the checkbox for Macro virus protection is
ticked.
It makes sense to have the security settings of Internet Explorer as high

as possible, or failing that as nigh as possible without preventing the
programs from providing the functions you require. Adjusting these
settings was covered in the previous chapter so it will not be covered
again here. This is a simple aspect of Internet security that many users
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Fig.2.26 Make sure that the box for Macro Virus Protection is ticked

seem to overlook, so make sure that you use the most secure settings
that do not block or seriously hinder the facilities you wish to use.

Email antivirus
There are protection programs designed specifically to deal with Email
viruses and other infections carried by scripts. Obviously this type of
program has to run in real-time, and it produces a warning if it detects
something suspicious happening. Figure 2.27 shows a warning message
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Fig.2.29 Antivirus programs often include Email scanning facilities

produced by Mail Watcher from Computer Associates, which detects
attempts to access the Email system. Since many of the events detected
by the program are perfectly legitimate it does not block them, but instead
provides a simple control panel. The Terminate button is pressed if it is

felt that the detected action is possibly a virus. Operating the Allow
button enables things to proceed normally. Left -clicking the Details button
opens a new window (Figure 2.28) that gives more details of the current

operation and the options for dealing with it.
Most antivirus suites now include a program that can check Emails or
have this facility built into the main program. AVG 6.0 has a built-in
Email scanning facility, and it is possible to select the required checks
from the Email section of its Control Center (Figure 2.29). This type of
thing is fine if you are using Outlook or Outlook Express as the Email
client, but these days many people use Internet based Email services
such as those provided by Hotmail or the Yahoo!. These do not usually
make use of Outlook, Outlook Express, or any similar program, but
instead have their facilities built into the system. An antivirus program
such as AVG does not usually provide any protection with a fully Internet
base Email service.
This is not to say that no protection is available for users of these services.

Some Email service providers have facilities for decking attachments
prior to downloading them. Figure 2.30 shows ai Email that is being
viewed using the Yahoo.com Email service. This has a ZIP file attachment
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and one option for dealing wit-] the attachment is to simply download it
regardless of the risk. Another option is to scan it using the system's
built-in Norton antivirus program. The scanninc process is very rapid

because the file is being checked while it is still on the server. The
Email, complete with its attachment, can be erased if a problem is
discovered. In this way the file never reaches your PC and can not
infect it. Usually everything will be all right and a reassuring message
will appear (Figure 2.31).
A third option is available, and this enables the attachment to be viewed
so that you can check that it is genuine and not an impostor. Obviously
this is not of much use with all types of file, but it is useful with sometling
like a Word DOC file that could contain a macro virus. The systerr will
accurately interpret the document so that it appears much the same as
it would when viewed using Word itself (Figure 2.32). This method does
not guarantee that the attachment is virus -free, but you can at least check
that it is a proper document from someone you know.

If you need to work on the document in Word it must be downloaled,
but this is not necessary if you only need to read its contents. Having
viewed and read the contents the Email and attachment can be deleted.
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Fig.2.31 On this occasion the scan has not found an infection

Another possibility is to cut and paste the text from the Email viewer to
Word. Select the required text and press the Control and C keys to copy
the text to the clipboard. Open Word and then press the Control and V
keys to copy the text into Word from the clipboard. With this method
any clever tricks in the original document will be lost, but so will any
macro virus.
If you need to exchange formatted text documents via Email attachments
it is worth considering the rich text format. Documents in this format can
have the usual types of Windows formatting including alignment, different
fonts, text colours, etc. It does not support any type of macro language,
so files that use this format can not contain a macro virus. Plain text files

are also safe, but have no formatting capability. Of course, these files
are only safe when they are what they purport to be. Any data file needs
to be checked for authenticity before you download it.
Many people now take the "belt and braces" approach of simply refusing
to open any Email attachments. I suppose that this is a practical approach
for anyone that has no real need to exchange anything other than plain
text by Email, but it is not practical if you need to receive images, formatted
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Fig.2.32 A Word file being displayed by the built-in viewer program

documents, etc., via this route.

It

still makes sense not to open

attachments if you do not know the sender and (or) are not expectinc an
Email with an attachment. Where necessary, check that the Email and
attachment genuinely come from the supposed sender, and only open
the attachment once you have verified their authenticity. Unfortunately,
these days anything received via Email has to be treated with a degree
of suspicion.

Internet resource
When dealing with a computer virus remember that the Internet carries
a vast amount of information about dealing with many viruses and other
forms of infection. Some of the information is general in nature, but
there is also a large amount of information about specific viruses. -his
can be very useful where you know that a PC is infected with a certain
virus but you are having difficulties in dealing with it. Using the name of
the virus in a search engine, perhaps with the words "computer" and
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Fig.2.33 The Symantec site contains a great deal cf information about
numerous viruses, including the newest ones

"virus", should produce some helpful information. There might even be
a utility program that helps to remove the virus and repair damaged
files.

As always though, proceed with caution and as far as possible stick

with the sites of well-known companies. The Symantec site
(www.symantec.com) contains a great deal of information about
numerous viruses (Figure 2.33). Details of newly discovered viruses are

given prominence on this site, and the sites of the other companies
involved in producing antivirus software.

Manual removal
When some form of infection occurs on a PC there is a natural tendency
to look for a program that will remove it for you. Being realistic about it,
a program such as a virus or Trojan is not going to be removable via the
normal route, because it will not install itself into Windows as a normal
program. It will do its best to stay hidden, and you will probably need
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Fig.2.34 The Windows Control Panel

some help in order to locate and remove the relevant file or files. With
some of the more minor prob ems it is not necessary to resort to sjme
form of antivirus or "pest control" program.
For example, many adware programs are installed without it being made

clear to the user that they are being added to the system, but most of
them are installed in the ncrmal way. Consequently, they can be
uninstalled in the usual way. This means going to Settings ii the Start
menu and selecting Control Panel in the submenu that appears. The
exact appearance of the Control Panel depends on how the computer is
set up, but it will probably look something like Figure 2.34. Double -:lick
the Add/Remove Programs icon or text entry, as appropriate.
This launches a new window like the one of Figure 2.35, which includes

a scrollable list of all the prcgrams installed on the computer. Look
down this to see if the program that is giving problems is installed, or if
there is anything that should not be there. To uninstall a program it is
necessary to first left -click its entry in the list to select it. Then operate
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Install/Uninstall I Windows Setup I Startup Disk
To install a new program from a floor!!! disk or CD-ROM
drive, click Install.

Install

.

1

the following software can be automatically removed by
Windows. To remove a program or to modify its installed
components, select it from the list and click Add/Remove
Adobe Download Manager 1.2 (Remove Only)
Adobe PageMaker 7 0
Adobe Priotoshop 7 0 1
Adobe Reader 60
Adobe Type Manager 4 1
Ahead InCD
Ahead Nero Burning ROM
Alcatel SpeedTouch USB Software
AutoCAD R14 0
AVG 6 0 Anti -Virus - FREE Edition

Fig.2.35 A full list of all the installed programs is provided

the Add/Remove button and go through the additional steps needed to
remove the program. These tend to be slightly different from one program
to another, but it is usually just a matter of confirmiig that you wish to
remove the program.
In the case of adware it is likely that there will be a warning to the effect
that the software it supports will not operate properly if the program is
removed. Unfortunately, in most cases the supported program will not
be named, but you will probably be able to deduce this for yourself. It is
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Cancel

Fig.2.36 The Internet Options window enables the homepage to
be changed
up :o you whether to remove the program anyway or put up with it. You

might get a warning message saying that shared files are io lor ger
needed by other applications and asking whether you wish to remove
them. In theory it should be all right to operate the Yes button, but the

No button is the safer option. Leaving shared files in place should still
result in the program being properly uninstalled and rendered inoperaive.

Some web sites play clever tricks that alter the home page of your
browser. Each time the browser is launched you typically find either a
pornography site or some form of directory or search engine. In mast
cases it is possible to set the homepage back to its original setting us ng
the normal facilities of the browser. In the case of Internet Explorer select
Internet Options from the Tools menu when running the program from
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the Windows Control Panel. Either way a window like the one shown in
Figure 2.36 will appear. Simply change the text in the Address textbox
to the required web address.
Sometimes you can find that the homepage address keeps reverting to
the one you have just removed. There can also be problems with a new

toolbar appearing, often offering something like a search facility for
pornography sites. A toolbar can be switched off by going to the View
menu and selecting Toolbars (Figure 2.37). Find the offending toolbar
in the list and remove
K I The UK's Online Marketplace - Microsoft Intern:
View

Fry. ontes

Tools

Toolbars

atendard Buttons

O Address Bar

0 Status Qar
Explorer Bar

r
-

Help

G2 To
Refresh

Esc
F5

Google
Lock the Tootars
ceustomize...

.7--

Text Size

Encoding
SourQe

Prrvacy Report
Full Screen

name.

This should

suppress it, but it
does not remove the
toolbar from the
system.

FlashGet Bar
Stolz

the tick next to its

Fl t

Fig.2.37 Toolbars are easily turned on and off

1-1 theory a toolbar
should have an entry

in the Add/Remove
Programs window,
but one added to the
system without your
consent is unlikely to
make itself as easy to
remove as this. With

a computer running
under Windows ME
or XP it is worth using

the System Restore
facility to take the system back a day or two. It is assumed here that the
offending toolbar or homepage change entered the system within the
last day or two. Taking the system settings back a couple of days should
undo the changes and leave the system as it was previously. There is
no guarantee that this will work or that no re -infection will occur, but in
most cases it seems to do the trick. Note that any changes you have
made to the system within the last couple of days will also be undone
and will have to be reinstated. Using the System Restore facility is covered
in more detail in a later chapter.
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Points to remember
is important to have anliv rus software installed on a PC before it
succumbs to an infection. Installing antivirus software on an infected
PC is inadvisable because it entails file copying and changes to system
files. Both of these can help a virus to spread across the hard disc drive.
With a good antivirus program installed it is unlikely that a virus will
manage to take hold in the first place.
It

Some antivirus suites incluce a set of bootable floppy discs or a bootable
CD-ROM so that antivirus checks can be made on a PC that does not
have antivirus software installed. Using this type of software, checks
can be made on a PC even i4 it can not be booted into Windows. One
drawback of this method is that the antivirus software will not be fully
up-to-date.

Antivirus software usually scans for more than viruses, and otler ha-mful
files such as Trojans and spyware will usually be found. Thirgs such as
adware will not be detected -bough, as they are often installed legitimately.
Programs such as Pest Patrol will scan for adware and the Ike, and will
remove them if required.

Provided you are using up-to-date software there should be no risk of
your PC being infected if you open and read an Email. Attachments are
a different matter, and are now a common means of trying to spread
viruses.

Do not take Emails at face value, even if they supposedly cone from an
address that you normally ceal with. With the aid of some common
sense you have to act as the first line of defence against malicious and
scam Emails.

Where possible, check your Email attachments for viruses before
downloading them to your PC. Never open Email attachments if the
sender is unknown to you, or you are not expecting a file from that
particular person. You can always Email the supposed sender of the file
to check its authenticity.
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Programs for scanning Emails are available an d this facility is included
in many antivirus suites. These programs work with Outlook and Outlook
Express but do not normally work with fully Interr et based Email services.
However, these services sometimes have built-ir virus scanning facilities.
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Learning the hard way
Ideally every PC would be equipped with good antivirus software and
would be largely immune f -on attack. In the real world there are still
plenty of PCs that are not properly protected. Probably only a small
percentage of those PCs will actually come to grief, but that is little comfort
if your PC is one of the unfcrtunate few. It is of even less comfort if you

are left with a PC that refuses to boot into Windows, leaving you with
data on the hard disc drive that is not backed up and no obvious way of
accessing it.
One potential way around the problem is to try reinstalling Windows on
top of the existing installation. With luck, this will effectively repai- the
damaged installation. This wcrks because Windows detects tie existing
installation and tries to merge the new installation with the old one.
Unfortunately, this merging will not always be sJccessful. There must
be enough of the old installat on left intact for the Setup program to be
able to identify it and use its settings. If there are not enough of the old

Windows files on the disc the new installation will be started "rom
scratch". This should work and your data should be intact, but al the
applications software has to be reinstalled and (where appropriate)
customised again.

What often happens is that the new installat on uses some of the
configuration files from the existing Windows set-up, complete with errors.
Consequently, the new installation has exactly the same failings as the
old one. Anyway, reinstalla:icn over the existing Windows files is worth

trying provided the hard disc drive is actually in a fully working state.
This method is not possible if the virus has messed up the formatting of
the drive, making it impossible to read or write files. The only option
with the disc in that state is tb reformat the disc and install everything
"from scratch". Reinstalling Windows XP is ccAered in chapter 5, and
reinstalling Windows ME is the subject of Chapter 6. Chapter 4 ccvers
backing up the system and restoring it after disaster has struck.
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Note that it is sometimes possible to recover data fr DM a hard disc that
is not readable. However, this is not an easy task. It is possible to
obtain software that can help with the task, but programs of this general
type are mainly aimed at those having a fair amount cf requisite technical

knowledge. The better option for those lacking the necessary knowhow is to use one of the specialist data recovery services, but these can
be quite expensive. Obviously the cost involved could be well worthwhile
if the hard disc contains the only copy of data that took months of work.

It is perhaps worth making the point that it is not oily a virus that can
result in a hard disc drive becoming unusable. If you use PCs for some
years you are almost certain to experience a hard disc failure due to a
faulty drive or the drive's hardware simply wearing out. A complete
failure of the disc usually means that all the data it contains is lost. A
data recovery service might be able to recover some Or all of its contents,

but there is definitely no guarantee that anything will be recoverable.
The cost of recovering data from a faulty disc is too high for many users
anyway.

As a minimum, any important data files should be backed up onto floppy
discs, CDRs, or any suitable media, so that they can be restored onto a
new hard disc if the old unit fails. Ideally, the entire contents of the hard

disc drive should be backed up using a program that enables it to be
properly restored onto a new hard disc. This is very much quicker and
easier than having to reinstall and configure the operating system, and
then reinstall all the applications programs and data. Also, any

customisation of the operating system or othe software will be
automatically restored. If you have heavily custom sed software, after
reinstallation it can take a great deal of time to get it set up to your
satisfaction.

Hardware fault
Having a backup copy of the hard disc's contents is not only insurance
against a loss of valuable data if there is a hardwa-e failure or a virus
strikes. It can greatly simplify things if there is a major problem with the
operating system. Problems with Windows "going walkabout" have
probably been somewhat exaggerated over the years. On the other
hand, they are not exactly a rarity. Provided the PC was fully operational
when the backup copy was made, resorting to the oackup will quickly
provide a fully functioning PC again. It does not matter whether the
problem was due to a virus, ordinary Windows mishap, or a disc fault.
Things will be quickly put back in full working order. Of course, in the
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case of a hardware fault there is the minor matter of replacing the faulty
disc first, but with that done it is easy to get the PC back in full use again.

Full backup software enables the system to be quickly restored to a
previous and fully working configuration, but bear in mind that any data
generated since the last backup session can not be restored. Any data
files produced since the backup was taken will tnerefore be lost. A full
backup is normally only undertaken every mDnth or so, making it
important to keep backup copies of data files as they are produced. A
lot of data is otherwise left at risk, especially as the time for the next
backup approaches. Provided data files are regularly saved to some
form of backup disc there should be no difficulty in reinstating any missing
data once a full backup has been restored.

Backup or Restore?
The Windows XP Backup uti ity installs the system from scratch and
therefore loses any recently produced data. The System Restore facility
operates in a different way, and it undoes changes to system and procram

files so that the system is effectively wound back to an earlier time. In
this way the data files are left ntact. Of course, System Restore is only
usable if the file system is largely undamaged. Backup software iE still
usable even if the contents of the hard disc has been completely erased.

When a major problem with the operating system occurs and some
form of restoration option is available, it is almost certainly best to resort
to this method sooner rather than later. There is little point it spending
large amounts of time trying to repair a damaged installation if it can be
replaced with a backup copy quite quickly and easily. It is certainly
worthwhile spending a small amount of time first to check for any minor

problems that are easily sorted out. The backup method is "using a
sledgehammer to crack a nut" if the problem is something minor tat is
easily corrected. If a search for any obvious problems proves to be in
vain, it is time to resort to the backup software. The backup program's
manual should give detailed instructions on ma ntaining an up-to-date
backup and restoring the hard disc's contents.
The problem with the full backup method is that it takes a fair amount of
time to maintain an up-to-date copy of the hard disc. Alsc, it is only
feasible if your PC is equipped with some form of mass storage device
that can be used for backup purposes, such as a CDR writer or a Zip

It could otherwise require well in excess of a thousand floppy
discs to do a full backup of tne hard drive! Even using some form of
drive.

mass storage it can take a long while to backup the gigabytes of
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programs and data stored on many modern hard disc drives. The
quickest and easiest way of providing a backup is to opt for a second
hard disc drive. Due to the current low cost of hard discs, this could well
be the cheapest method as well. However, bear in mind that a second

hard disc drive is as vulnerable to attack from viruses unless it

is

disconnected after the backup has been made.

Split discs
Many PC users now split their large hard drives into two logical drives,
which usually become drives C: and D: as far as the operating system is
concerned. Drive C: is then used in the normal way and drive D: is
reserved for backup purposes. This method is useless in the event that
the hard drive develops a serious fault, because the main and backup
drives are the two halves of one physical drive. If one becomes faulty it
is unlikely that the other will be usable either. It is also of limited use if a
virus strikes. If one drive is attacked it is unlikely that the other will
escape. There is obviously no way of disconnecting one logical drive
and leaving the other in operation.
The point of the split disc system is that the backup copy on drive D: is
usable if there is a software problem rather than a fault in the hardware
or a virus attack. Since most users have far more problems with the
software than with hard disc faults or viruses, this method should get
the user out of trouble more often than not. It is of little use as an antivirus
measure though.
Some users take a compromise approach and make a backup copy of
the hard disc when it contains a newly installed operating system having
all the hardware properly integrated into the operating system and fully
operational. Ideally the disc should also have the applications programs

installed, and any customisation completed. Any important data is
backed up separately as it is generated. If the operating system becomes
seriously damaged it is then easy to resort to the backup which should

be reasonably compact, but gives you a basic system that is fully
customised and ready to use. Any essential data can also be restored,
but there is no need to restore any data files that are no longer needed
on the hard disc.

Clean copy
An advantage of this method is that it returns the PC to a "clean" copy of

the operating system. Over a period of time most modern operating
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systems seem to become slightly "gummed up" with numerous 'files
that no longer serve any purpose, and things car generally slow down.
By returning to a fresh copy of the operating system you will probably
free up some hard disc space and things might run slightly faster. By
not bothering to restore any unimportant data files you free Jr) fur.her
hard disc space.
If you lack a proper backup copy of the hard disc and only have copies
of the data files, all is not lost. In this situation you might prefer to p..ft a
fair amount of effort into fixing the damaged Wincows installation rather
than simply reinstalling everythi-ig. Even if you only use a few applications
programs, reinstalling Windows and the applications software is likely
to be pretty tedious and time consuming. If there are numerous programs
to reinstall, the process is likely to be very tedious and time consuming.
Looking on the bright side, if everything does have to be restored t-om
scratch you will have a "clean" copy of the operating system that should
provide optimum performance. In fact many users habitually take the
reinstallation route and consider any extra time and effort involved being
well worthwhile.

The value of this approach depends on the amount of software you
install and remove. It is probably doing things the hard way if you rarely
or never make changes to the PC once it is set up to your satisfaction. It
might be the only practical approach if you try every program you can
lay your hands on.

I would not go as far as to advocate reinstalling everything at the first

sign of trouble, but I would definitely advise against the opposite
approach of always repairing the original set up regardless of the amount

of damage and the time involved. Apart from the fact this could be a
very time consuming approach, an installation Viet has been patched
up on numerous occasions. and perhaps had a number of programs

added, upgraded, and removed over a period of time, is unlike!' to
provide peak performance. In fact, have encountered several
I

installations of this type that took an eternity to go through the boo: -up
sequence, in one case taking almost 10 minutes to complete the process!

Once booted, PCs of this type seem to give :he hard disc drive a
"hammering" at every opportunity. This is the most common symptom
of a system that is operating well below par.

Apart from making the computer slow and irksome in use, this type of
thing increases the wear on the hard disc drive and presumably shortens
its operating life. It should be possible to discover the sources of the

problem and improve results. There are Windows "cleaner" programs
that can help to streamline a Windows installation and remove clutter
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from the hard disc. However, reinstalling everything "from scratch" is
the solution favoured by most when this situation arises. This should
always ensure optimum performance and might be quicker anyway.
If a virus strikes a system that is operating well below par, it might be a
good time to "make a virtue of a necessity" and install everything "from
scratch". Some actually advocate this approach after any virus attack,
and there is a potential advantage. By obliterating the contents of the
drive you are assured that the new and totally fresh installation will be
free from viruses. Unfortunately, the virus could be reintroduced as soon
as you start installing the old data files. There is less chance of reinfection
with the "clean sweep" approach, but ultimately you are reliant on the
original infection being fully killed off.

Preliminaries
If you do decide to go ahead with reinstallation "from scratch", it

is

essential to backup any important data files first. If you are using heavily
customised applications programs it is also a good dea to make copies

of the configuration files so that the customisation files are easily
reinstated. In fact, any files that are unique to your particular installation

should be backed -up, including things like speech profiles of voice
recognition programs. Some of your applications programs may have
facilities for saving and reinstating customisation files, and if so you
should already have backups. In other cases simply overwriting the
default files with your customised versions will probably have the desired
effect. However, there is no guarantee that this will work. There can be
problems due to anomalies between the backup file and the entries in
the Registry.

It is worth emphasising that backing -up important files should not be left
until the hard disc is hit by a rampant virus. With a very serious attack it
could be impossible to recover any files from the disc. Recovering files
is unlikely to be "plain sailing" even if the disc is readable. With the
computer not booting into the operating system properly you are unlikely

to have proper access to all the drives and applications programs.
Provided Safe Mode is functioning properly you can boot into a version
of Windows, but one where drives other than the hard and floppy discs
will not be fully functioning. In most cases the CD-ROM drive or drives
can be used for read operations, but writing to the CD writers is unlikely
to be possible. This severely limits your backup options. There are
ways of making a backup of a hard disc drive in an emergency, but this
might involve buying some additional hardware. It is better to avoid
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getting into situations where drastic measures are needed in order to
recover the situation. The methods described here will usually get you
out of trouble, but they shou d not be regarded as recommended ways
of handling things. They a.e what you have tc do in a "last resjrt"
situation.

Floppy discs
Floppy discs are suitable for backup purposes where only a limited
amount of data is involved. The upper limit depends on how many
floppy discs you are prepared to use, a factor that is probably a reflecion
of how desperate you are! Backing up 30 megabytes of data onto about
20 or so floppy discs will be quite time consuming, but is still well within

the bounds of reason. Bac<ing up several hundred megabytes onto
dozens of floppy discs is not a very practical proposition, and the discs
could well cost more than some more convenient backup systems! In
terms of megabytes per pound, floppy discs are not very ccmpeti:ive
these days. Also, they are being phased out, although mos: PCs still
seem to have a drive of this type.
Where floppy discs are suitatle, there is a potential problem in that some
of the files you wish to copy may be too big to fit on a single floppy d sc.
The capacity of a high -dens ty 3.5 -inch floppy disc is 1.44 megabytes
when the standard PC disc format is used. Things like DTP and graphics
files can be substantially larcer than this. The normal copying facilities
of Windows XP can not spread a large file across one or more discs. If
you try to copy a file that is too large to fit onto the disc an error message
to that effect will be produced. Fortunately, there are several Windows
programs that can handle this problem. The later versions of the popular
Winzip program for example, will compress and copy large files to several

floppy discs if necessary. You can even copy a collection of files and
save them as one large arch ve file spread across several discs.

Large scale
If floppy discs are not up to the task it is clearly necessary to resor to
some form of mass storage device. It is highly unl kely that any installed
device of this type will work in Safe Mode. It might be possible to get
non-standard PC drives (Z p, e:c.) to operate in MS-DOS. Where this is
possible, the manufacturer's I terature should give instructions for making
an MS-DOS boot disc. However, booting from an MS-DOS floppy c isc
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will not enable the hard disc drive to be read if it uses the NTFS filing
system. The hard disc drive should be readable provided it uses the
FAT or FAT32 filing system.

Second disc
If you have large amounts of data to backup and no mass storage device,

your choices are limited. One option is to simply Keep trying to repair

the Windows installation until you are successful. Any Windows
installation should be repairable, and persistence should eventually pay
off.

With a badly damaged system it will be necessary to reinstall

Windows first to at least get something close to a complete and working
system.

You may get lucky and fix the problem fairly quickly, or a great deal of
time could be involved in locating and removing the problem. The biggest
drawback of this method is that you will still have no backup of the hard
disc's contents, limiting your options if there are further problems with
the Windows installation. Also, the contents of the disc will probably be

lost forever if the drive becomes faulty while you are struggling to get
Windows working.
Many users save data onto a hard disc thinking that their work is safe
and secure, but this is definitely not the case. Having data on a hard
disc is sometimes likened to hanging paper documents by a thin thread
over an open fire. Modern hard drives are relatively reliable, but if used
for long enough a hard disc drive will go wrong, and you will probably
end up throwing away the drive together with all your hard work.
A better option is to add some form of mass storage device. An external
(parallel port) Zip drive is not particularly expensive, and in an emergency
it should work quite happily with the computer booted into MS-DOS. A
few Zip discs can store several hundred megabytes of data, which should
be sufficient to backup any important data files, configuration files, etc.
However, as pointed out previously, the hard disc will not be accessible
from MS-DOS if it uses the NTFS file system. Note That any form of USB
or SCSI storage device is unlikely to work with Windows in Safe mode

or with MS/DOS. This is simply because the interface will not be
recognised in Safe Mode or in MS-DOS, renderinc the drive "invisible"
to the operating system.

My preferred option is to add another hard disc dr ve. These days this
probably represents the cheapest means of adding large amounts of
extra storage capacity to a PC, and a hard disc also has the advantage
of being very fast. Read and write speeds are measured in megabytes
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per second, unlike some otter storage systems where it is specified as
so many megabytes per minute. A further advantage of the hard disc
approach is that the disc shou d work properly with Windows booted in
Safe Mode or into MS-DOS. It should even work using Windows XP

booted into the command prompt version of Safe Mode or into the
Recovery Console. A hard disc drive is one of the standard PC drives,
and as such it does not require any special drivers for basic operat on.
This makes life easier at the best of times, but greatly eases things w nen
the Windows installation is camaged.

Adding a drive
Fitting a second hard disc drive obviously requires the lid or side panel
of the PC to be removed, fo lcwed by some delving around inside the
computer. It is not one of the more difficult upg-ades, but unless you
are reasonably practical it wculd be advisable to have the upgrade done
professionally. Most shops that sell hard disc drives also offer an upgrade
service, but it will almost ce-tainly cost substantially more to have the
drive fitted for you. Howeve-, -.his extra cost is preferable to damacing
the PC and having to pay a hefty repair bill. Assuming you feel conficent
enough to go ahead with the upgrade yourself, the first task is to open
the PC to determine the current configuration.
With older PCs the top and two sides of the case are in one piece, and
are released by removing four or six screws at tre rear of the unit. Be
careful, because there will probably be other screws here that hold other
things in place, such as the power supply unit. With the right screws
removed, the outer casing should pull away upwards and rearwaids,
but it will probably take a certain amount of force to pull it free. More
modern cases have removable side panels, and with most types these
are again held in place by four or six screws at the rear of the unit. Both
panels must be removed in crder to give full access to the drive bays. If
your PC has one of the more unusual case styles it will be necessary to
carefully examine the exterior in order to "crack" it.

A modern PC has the hard d sc interface on the motherboard rattier
than provided by an expansion card. In fact, there are two -lard disc
interfaces on the motherboard, or possibly four or a modern PC. Th =se
are known as IDE interfaces, and this simply stands for integrated dive
electronics. In other words, most of the electronics for the lard disc
drive controller is built into th = drive itself. At one time the IDE interfaoes
were strictly for hard disc drives, but in a modern PC they can be used

for other types of drive. These multipurpose interfaces are more
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accurately called EIDE interfaces,

which stands for enhanced
integrated crive electronics.

In

practice tr. ey are still often

referred to as just plain IDE
interfaces, and by other names
such as "ATA". Many types of
drive can be used with an EIDE
Fig.3.1 3.5 -inch (left) and 5.25 -inch
(right) power connectors

interface, including CD-ROM, Zip,
and LS120 drives.

In a typical PC the hard disc drive
is connected to IDE port 1 and the CD-ROM drive is wired to IDE port 2.
However, each IDE interface supports up to two devices, so the hard
disc and CD-ROM drive could be connected to IDE port 1 via a single
cable. A more common configuration with modern PCs is to have the
hard disc on one IDE interface, with a CD-ROM or DVD drive and a CD
writer on the other interface. Provided your PC has no more than three
internal drives, excluding any floppy drives, it should certainly be able to
support another hard drive.
If you look at the cabling inside the PC you should find some wide cables,

know as "ribbon" cables, that connect the drives to the motherboard.
With some modern PCs these leads are normal the normal round variety.
Either way they should be easy to find as they are the only cables that

connect between the hard drives and the main board. With luck, at
least one of these cables will have an unused connector that can be
used with the new drive. Note that any spare connector on the drive that
connects to the floppy disc drive is of no use with a hard disc drive. The

floppy variety uses a completely different interface having a smaller
connector. A suitable power supply lead and connector is also needed.
The connectors come in two sizes, which are a larger one for 5.25 -inch
drives and a smaller one for the 3.5 -inch variety (F gure 3.1). However,
all the hard disc drives have encountered use the larger connector
regardless of whether they fit 3.5 -inch or 5.25 in bays.
I

If you are out of luck, one or other of the required leads and connectors
will not be present. If the hard disc and CD-ROM drive share an IDE
interface, the other IDE interface will be available for the additional drive,
but it will not be fitted with a cable. Another possibility is that the existing
drives are connected to separate IDE interfaces using single cables rather
than types having two connectors for drives. In either case a standard
twin IDE data lead is needed in addition to the drive (Figure 3.2).
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Fig.3.2 A standard twin IDE dare lead

Hard drives are available in so called "bare" and "retail" or "boxed"
versions. A bare drive may consist of nothing mo:e than the drive itself.
However, it will usually incluce an instruction marual and a set of fixing
screws, but no data cable. licidentally, if you find yourself with a hard

drive but no matching manual, the web sites of most hard disc
manufacturers include down oadable versions of the manuals for most
of their hard disc units. Unless you are dealing with a very old or unusual

drive, the information you require should be available on :he
manufacturer's web site.
The retail versions of hard drives normally include a cable in addition to
a set of fixing screws and a more comprehensive manual. There may
be other items such as a mcunting cradle to permit a 3.5 -inch drive to
be used in a 5.25 -inch drive bay. With modern drives there may well be
two data cables included with the drive. One of these is a star dard IDE
cable that can be used with any IDE drive and any IDE interface. The
other cable enables the drive *.o be used with a modern IDE interface

that supports the UDMA66 and UDMA100 standards. UDMA66 and
UDMA100 have the potential of faster data transfers than older standwds

such as the UDMA33 variety, but they can only be used if they are
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supported by the motherboard, the drive itself, anc the correct cable is
used. The instruction manual for your PC should state whether or not it
supports anything beyond UDMA33.

If in doubt, the safe option is to use a standard IDE cable. This may
provide something less than the ultimate in performance, but the disc
should still work very well. It should certainly work well enough for making

a backup of the main drive. Some advise against using a UDMA33
device together with a UDMA66 or UDMA100 device and cable. It is
generally considered safer to use a UDMA33 cable when using a UDMA66
or UDMA100 device on the same interface as a UDMA33 drive. In my
experience a UDMA66/100 cable works just as well in this situation, but
either way the fast drive will be reduced to UDMA33 operation.

Of course, it is perfectly all right to have UDMA33 devices on one IDE
interface and UDMA66 or UDMA100 devices on the other. Rationalising
things, this is probably the best solution. The new drive will presumably
support UDMA66/100 operation, so you need to pair it with another
UDMA66/100 drive in order to obtain optimum results. This normally
means pairing it with the existing hard drive, because most CD-ROM

drives only support UDMA33 operation.

In theory there is some

advantage in having devices on different IDE interfaces where it will be
necessary to copy large amounts of data from one to the other. In practice
this advantage might be outweighed if having the second drive on the
other IDE interface downgrades it to UDMA33 operation. Anyway, in
this situation I would pair the two hard drives on the first IDE interface.
If the PC only supports UDMA33 operation, the new drive will also operate

in this mode whichever IDE interface it is connected to. Where there is
a spare channel available on the second IDE interface, this is the best
place to install the new drive. This places it on a different interface to the
main hard drive, which might help to speed up data transfers between
the two.

Static
If you buy virtually any computer add-on to fit inside a PC it will be
supplied in packaging plastered with dire warnings about the dangers
of static electricity. Some of these are a bit "over the top", and suggest
that going anywhere near the device without the protection of expensive
anti -static equipment will result in it being instantly zapped. In reality the
risks of static induced damage occurring are probably quite small. On
the other hand, computer add-ons have yet to fall in price so far that
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they are in the "two a penny" category, and the risk of damage occur-ing
is a real one.

The likelihood of damage can be reduced to insignificant proportions
by observing a few simple ru es. Rule number one is to leave the device
in its packaging until it is time to install it. The plastic bags, foam liied
boxes, etc., used for computer bits and pieces are not just for physical
protection. They are designed to keep static electricity at bay. In some

cases the packaging is designed to insulate the contents from nigh
voltages. In others it is designed to conduct electricity so that no
significant charge can build up between any two points in the device
being protected. Any charges of this type will be almost instantly st-ortcircuited by the conductive packaging.
Rule number two is to make sure that you are not charged with a I- igh
static voltage that could damage the device when you remove it from
the packing. When working on computers do not wear clothes that are
known to be good generators of static electricity Manmade fibres are
the most prolific static generators, but most modern clothes are usually
made from natural fibres or a mixture of manmade and natural fibres, so
this is not the major problerr that it was at one time.
To make quite sure that both yourself and the device being installed are

charge free, hold the device in its packing in one hand, and touch
something that is earthed with the other hand. Ary charge in you or the
device should then leak away to earth. The metal case of the computer
is a convenient earth point. With the cover or side panels removed
there should be plenty of ba'e metal to touch. Touching the paintwork
will not provide reliable earthing since most paints are excellent electrical
insulators. Note that the computer must be plugged into the mains
supply, but it does not have to be switched on.

Rule number three is to keep the work area free of any large static
charges. Any obvious sources of static charges should be removed
from the vicinity of the computer. Television sets and computer moni' ors

are good static generators, which means that the computer must be
moved away from the monitor before you start work on it. This will
normally be necessary anyway, because with the computer's base unit
in its normal location it will p-obably be difficult to get proper access to
the interior of the unit. It needs to be placed on a table where there is
good access to the interior and plenty of light so that you can see what
you are doing. The table should preferably be one that it not precious,
but if necessary the top can be protected with something like a generous
quantity of old newspapers. It is a good idea to have the PC plugged
into the mains supply but sw:tched off at the mains socket. The earthed
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metal chassis of the computer will then tend to earth any static charges
in its vicinity, preventing any dangerous charges from building up.
If you follow these simple rules it is very unlikely that the add-on device
will be damaged by static charges. When dealing with hard disc drives
it is as well to bear in mind that they are relatively delicate physically.
Modern drives, although more intricate, are not as vulnerable as the
early types. Even so, dropping a hard disc drive onto the floor is definitely
not a good idea!

Jumpers
An IDE device has configuration jumpers that are used to set whether
the unit will be used as the master or slave device on its IDE channel.
Even if there is only one device on an IDE channel, that device must still
be set as the master or slave unit. By convention, a single drive on an
IDE channel is set as the master device. Therefore, if you are adding the
new disc to an IDE channel that already has one device installed, the
new drive must be set to operate as the slave device. If the new drive
will be the sole device on its IDE channel, it must be set for master
operation.
The rear of most CD-ROM drives and some IDE hard disc drives look
something like Figure 3.3. The connector on the left is the power input
and the one on the right is for the data cable. In between these are three
pairs of terminals that can be bridged electrically by a tiny metal and
plastic gadget called a jumper. A jumper can be seen in place in Figure
3.4. The "cable select" option is not used in a PC context, so only two
pairs of contacts are relevant here. You simply place the jumper on the
master or slave contacts, depending on which option you require. The
configuration jumper should be supplied with the dive incidentally, and
is normally set at the master option by default on a hard disc drive.
Cable select
Slave

Master
I

C

S

i

M

Power input

Fig.3.3 Typical layout for the rear of an IDE drive
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With hard disc drives matters are

not always as simple as the
arrangement shown in Figure 3.3.
There is often an additional set of

terminals, and these are used
where the drive will be used as

the only device on an IDE
channel. Using this setting will
allow a lone drive to be correct y
identified and used by the PC. If

the drive has these additional
terminals (or they are fitted in
place of the cable select pins),

Fig.3.4 A jumper fitted to a drive

you must use them for a sole IDE drive. It is very unlikely that the drive
will be picked up properly by the BIOS if the normal master setting is
used.

Getting it wrong is not likely to produce any damage, but the

drive will be unusable until the nistake has been corrected. The manual
supplied with the drive should give details of the configuration settings
available.
If the new drive is used as the slave device on the primary IDE channel,
the other hard drive will presumably be the master device on this channel.
The existing drive will need its configuration setting altered if it is se-. to

operate as the sole IDE device on its channel. The manual supplied
with the PC should give details of the configuration settings. Alternatively,

it should be possible to identify the drive from its markings, and it will
almost certainly be possible to find its instruction manual on the Internet.
If there is no device on the secondary IDE channel, or only a single CDROM, and the motherboard only supports UDMA33 operation, it would
probably be best to add the new drive on this channel. If a CD-ROM is
present on this channel, adding the new drive as the secondary slave
device is unlikely to require any configuration changes to the CD-ROM
drive. If no device is already present, simply adc the new drive as the
master device or sole device, as appropriate. As pointed out p-eviously,
in theory data exchanges between the two hard discs will be quicker if
they are on different IDE channels. Where possible, it is therefore better
to arrange things this way when using UDMA33 IDE ports.

It is definitely a good idea to check the configuration setting of the rew
drive, and where necessary alter it, prior to fitting the drive in the case.
Once the drive is fitted inside the case it can be difficult to get at the
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jumper and terminals, and it can be very difficult indeed to see what you
are doing when adjusting the jumper. Note that you do not have to look

at the jumpers on the existing drives to determine their master/slave
settings. The BIOS usually shows which drive is present on each IDE
channel during the startup routine.

Getting physical
It is not essential to install the new hard drive in the computer as a fixture.

You may prefer to simply connect the new drive to the data and power
cables, do the backup, reinstallation and restoration and then disconnect
the drive again. It can then be stored safely away somewhere in case it
is needed at some later date. With the drive in storage rather than in use
it should not wear out, and should be ready for use if it is needed a few
years "down the line". I used this method successfully with a couple of
PCs for many years, although not strictly out of choice. Before removing
the new drive you could use it to clone the fully restored main drive. If
there are major problems with the hard disc at a later date, use the
cloned drive in place of the original. This gets the PC almost instantly
back in full working order.
If your PC has one of the minimalist cases you may find that there are no
spare bays for another hard disc drive. Note that it is possible to use a
3.5 -inch drive in a 5.25 -inch drive bay using an adapter. This is just a
metal cradle into which the drive is bolted, and the whole assembly then
fits into the drive bay just like a 5.25 -inch drive. This adapter should be
available from any large computer store. As pointed out previously, it is
sometimes (but not always) included with boxed retail versions of hard
disc drives.

When temporarily connecting a drive it is essential to make sure that no
exposed connections on the unit come into electrical contact with the
metal case, expansion cards, etc. Some drives are fully enclosed, but
most have the underside of the circuit board exposed (Figure 3.5). Often

the easiest way of keeping the drive safe is to place it on top of the
computer with some newspaper to insulate the drive from the case. With
a PC that has some form of tower case it is usually easier to work on the
unit if it is placed on its side. The drive can then be placed on the side
of the drive cage, again with newspaper being used to provide insulation.

Probably most users will wish to use the additional disc as a permanent
feature. This is essential if you wish to use it to mace frequent backups
or you will be making backup copies of data files as they are generated.

If you are using a drive bay that has no front opening, the new drive
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must be slid in from
Any
the rear.

expansion cards
that get in the way
must be removed

temporarily.

Remove the screws
that fix the cards to
the rear of the
chassis and it
should then be
possible to pull the
cards free. The
sockets on the drive
are at the rear, so the

Fig.3.5 Connections on the underside of a drive

other end is pushed
into the rear of the drive bay. The manufacturer's name, etc., are marked
on the top plate of the drive, so this side should be facing upward. In
most cases the drive can be fully pushed into the bay, but it is sometimes
necessary to ease it back slightly to get the mounting holes in the drve
and the bay to match up properly.
In days gone by it was necessary to use plastic guide rails to mount the

drives in the case, but most PCs made within the last eight years or
more have drive bays that take the drives without the need for these
rails. There are some exceptions, and these use an updated version of
the guide rail system. With the old system there were two guide rats,
and one was bolted on each side of the drive. The drive was then slid
into place and the rails were bolted to the chassis. The new system has
one guide rail per drive, and it usually just clips into place. One side of
the drive is bolted to the chassis in the normal way, while the other sim ply
clips into place. The point of this is that there is often limited access to
one side of the drive bay. Using the clip -on rail on the appropriate side

of the drive avoids the difficulty of fitting the mounting bolts on the
awkward side. Your PC should have been supplied with one or two
spare rails if it uses this type of drive mounting system

Four mounting bolts are normally supplied with the drive, and with -he
standard method of mounting these are used to secure the drive to The
bay. If no fixing screws were supplied with the drive, the PC may have
been supplied with some odds and ends of hardware. If so, there will
probably be some suitable screws in amongst these. Failing that, you
will have to buy some metric M3 screws about 6 millimetres long. Note
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that the mounting screws must be

quite short, and should not
protrude more than a few
millimetres into the drive. Longer

mounting bolts could easily
damage something inside the
drive.

Fig.3.6 Polarised IDE connectors
on a motherboard

With a so-called "external" drive
bay, it might be easier to insert
the drive from the front. Where
the interior of the computer is very crowded this can avoid having to
remove expansion cards to get the drive in place. An external bay is
really intended for use with a floppy drive, CD-ROM drive, or some other
type where access is needed to the drive for changing discs. However,
an external bay is perfectly suitable for a wholly internal drive such as a
hard disc unit.
The plastic cover at the very front of the bay can be carefully prised out
using a flat bladed screwdriver, and it might then be possible to slide the

drive in through the front of the case. There will probably be a metal
plate behind the plastic cover though. It may be possible to remove this
by first removing two or three fixing screws, but in most cases the plate
has to be repeatedly twisted backwards and forwards until the thin pieces
of metal holding it in place fatigue and break. With the drive in place,
the plastic cover plate can be clipped back into position.

Cabling
The ribbon cable used to provide the data connection has three identical

connectors. There is no specific connector for the motherboard and
each drive, but because the cable is quite short it will probably have to

connect everything together in a particular way in order to reach
everything. It should not take too long to fathom out the best way of
using the cable. Things are much easier when the new hard drive is the

sole device on an IDE channel. The cable should then connect the
motherboard to the drive without difficulty.
The connectors must be fitted to the motherboard and drives the correct
way round. In theory the connectors are polarised and can only be
fitted the right way round. There is a protrusion on the lead's connectors
and a matching groove in the connectors on the motherboard and drives.

Figure 3.6 shows the polarising keys in the two IDE connectors on a
motherboard.
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Unfortunately, some connectors, and mainly thcse on motherboards,
are sometimes a bit too minimalist and are not properly polarised. In
addition, some IDE connectors lack the polarising key. A searci through
the appropriate instruction manuals should show which is pin 1 on each
connector. This information is often marked on the motherboard and
the drives themselves. To make things easier, the ribbon cable has one
red lead while the other 39 are grey. The convention is for the red lead
to carry the pin 1 connection. Provided this lead s adjacent to pin 1 on
the connector for the motherboard and both drives, everything will be
connected together properly. With round data cables there should be
clear markings to show pin of each connector.
A spare power cable is needed for the new drive, and if there s a spare
drive bay there should really be a spare power lead as well. However, it

might be fitted with the smaller connector for 3.5 -inch floppy drives,
whereas it is the larger power connector that is equired for hard disc
drives, whether they are of the 3.5 -inch or 5.25 -inch variety A large
computer store should be able to provide a 3.5 to 5.25 -inch power
connector adapter. If there is no spare power cable, a splitter adapter is
available. This provides two power connectors from a single power
lead. Disconnect the power lead from the existing hard disc drive and

connect it to the splitter. The two remaining connectors of the spl tter
are then connected to the hard disc drives. The power connectors are
fully polarised and can only be connected the right way around. They
are also quite stiff, and often need a certain amount of force in order to
get them properly connected or disconnected again.

BIOS Setup
Having physically installed t le hard disc it will be necessary to go nto
the BIOS Setup program and set the appropriate parameters for the
new disc. The BIOS is something that most PC users never need to get
involved with, but for anyone undertaking PC upgrading it is likely :hat
some involvement will be needed from time to time. It is certainly
something that can not be avoided if you add a sacond hard disc drive.
In days gone by it was necessary to have a utility program to make
changes to the BIOS settings, but this program is built into a rrodern PC
BIOS.

A modern BIOS Setup program enables dozens of parameters tc be
controlled, many of which are highly technical. This tends to make the
BIOS intimidating for newcomers and even to those who have some
experience of dealing with PC technicalities. However, most o` the BIOS
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settings are not the type of thing
the user will need to bother with,
and very few are relevant to the
hard disc drives.

BIOS basics
Before looking at the BIOS Setup
program it would perhaps be as

Fig.3.7 A modern BIOS chip

well to consider the function of
the BIOS. BIOS is a acronym and

it stands for basic input/output system. Its primary function is to help
the operating system handle the input and output devices, such as the
drives, and ports, and also the memory circuits. It is a program that is
stored in a ROM on the motherboard. These days the chip is usually
quite small and sports a holographic label to prove that it is the genuine
article (Figure 3.7). Because the BIOS program is in a ROM chip on the
motherboard it can be run immediately at start-up without the need for

any form of booting process.

It

is the BIOS that provides the test

procedures when a PC is switched on, and the BIOS also starts the boot
process.

The BIOS can provide software routines that help the operating system
to utilise the hardware effectively, and it can also store information about

the hardware for use by the operating system, and possibly other
software. It is this second role that makes it necessary to have the Setup
program. The BIOS can actually detect much of the system hardware
and store the relevant technical information in memory. Also, a modern
BIOS is customised to suit the particular hardware it is dealing with, and

the defaults should be sensible ones for the hardware on the
motherboard. However, some parameters have to be set manually, such

as the time and date, and the user may wish to override some of the
default settings.

The Setup program enables the user to control the settings that the
BIOS stores away in its CMOS memory. A backup battery powers this
memory when the PC is switched off, so its contents are available each
time the PC is turned on. Once the correct parameters have been set it
should not be necessary to change them unless the hardware is altered,

such as a new hard disc drive being added or the existing hard disc
being upgraded. In practice, the BIOS settings can sometimes be
scrambled by a software or hardware glitch, although this is a very rare
problem with modern PCs.
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Fig.3.8 The initial screen of an AMI BIOS Setup program

Entry
In the past, there have been several common means of gettirg into the
BIOS Setup program, but with modern motherboards there is only one
method in common use. This is to press the Delete key at the appropriate
point during the initial testing phase just after switch -on. The BIOS will
display a message, usually in the bottom left-hand corner of the screen,

telling you to press the "Del' key to enter the Setup program. The
instruction manual should provide details if the motherboard you are
using has a different method of entering the Setup program. The most
common alternative is to press the "Escape" key rather than the "Del"
key, but numerous alternatives have been used over the years, and no
doubt some of these are still in use.
Every PC should be supplied with a manual that has a section dealing
with the BIOS. Actually a lot of PCs are supplied with a very simple
"Getting Started" style manual, but this is usually augmented by the

manufacturers' manuals for the main components.

It

is then the

motherboard manual that will deal with the BICS. It is worth looking
through the BIOS section of the manual before you actually go intc the
BIOS program. This will give you an idea of how Things work, but dc not
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ROM PCl/ISA BIOS (2AS91C3E)

CMOS SETUP UTILITY
AWARD SOFTWARE, INC,

STANDARD CMOS SETUP

INTEGRATED PERIPHERAL',

BIOS FEATURES SETUP

SUPERVISOR PASSWORD

SeePU A CHIPSET

USER PASSWORD

SETUP

POWER MANAGEMENT SETUP

IDE HDD AUTO DETECTION

PAP/PCI CONFIGURATION

SAVE & EXIT SETUP

LOAD SETUP DEFAULTS

EXIT WITHOUT SAVING

Esc

FIR

:

:

Gait
Save i Exit Setup

I

/

IShiftlF2

:

:

Select Item
Change Color

Virus Protection, Boot Sequence.

Fig.3.9 The initial screen of an Award BIOS Setup program

bother too much about the more obscure settings. In the current context
it is only some of the Standard CMOS settings tha: are of interest. Do

not expect the manual to give detailed explanations of the various
settings. Most motherboard instruction manuals assume the user is
familiar with all the BIOS features, and there will be few detailed
explanations. In fact, there will probably just be a list of the available
options and no real explanations at all. This does not really matter, and

you really only need to know how to get into the BIOS, make a few
changes, save the changes, and exit the program.
There are several BIOS manufacturers and their BIOS Setup programs
each work in a slightly different fashion. The Award BIOS and AMI BIOS
are two common examples, and although they cortrol the same basic
functions, they are organised in somewhat different ways. A modern
AMI BIOS has a Setup program that will detect any reasonably standard

mouse connected to the PC, and offers a simple form of WIMP
environment (Figure 3.8). It can still be controlled via the keyboard if
preferred, or if the BIOS does not operate with the mouse you are using.
The Award BIOS is probably the most common (Figure 3.9), and as far
as I am aware it only uses keyboard control.
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Fig.3.10 A typical Standard SVOS Setup screen

Apart from variations in the BIOS due to different manufacturers, the
BIOS will vary slightly from one motherboard to another. This is simply
due to the fact that features available on one motherboard may be absent

or different on another motherboard. Also, the world of PCs in general
is developing at an amazinc rate, and this is reflected in frequent BIOS
updates. Fortunately, the Standard CMOS section has not changed
much over the years, so it should not differ significantly from the one
described here unless you are dealing with a computer than falls into
the "antique" category.

Standard CMOS
There are so many parameters that can be controlled via the BIOS Setup
program that they are normally divided into half a dozen or more groups.
The most important of these s :he "Standard CMGS Setup" (Figure 3 10),
which is basically the same as the BIOS Setup in the original AT style
PCs. The f rst parameters in the list are the time and date. These can
usually be set via an operating system utility these days, but you car still
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Fig.3.11 Most Setup programs provide context sensitive help

alter them via the Setup program if you prefer. There are on -screen
instructions that tell you how to alter and select options. One slight
oddity to watch out for is that you often have to use the Page Up key to
decrement values, and the Page Down key to increment them.

With virtually any modern BIOS a help screen can be brought up by
pressing Fl, and this will usually be context sensitive (Figure 3.11). In
other words, if the cursor is in the section that deals with the hard drives,

the help screen produced by pressing Fl will tell you about the hard
disc parameters. It would be unreasonable to expect long explanations
from a simple on-line help system, and a couple of brief and to the point
sentences are all that will normally be provided.

Drive settings
The next section is the one we need, and it is used to set the operating
parameters for the devices on the IDE ports. The hard disc is normally
the master device on the primary IDE channel (IDE1 ), and the CD-ROM

is usually the master device on the secondary IDE channel (IDE2).
However, to avoid the need for a second data cable the CD-ROM drive
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is sometimes the slave device on the primary IDE interface. You might
have fitted the new drive as any of the four available devices apart from
the primary device on IDE1, Mich will be the orig nal hard disc drive. If
in doubt, this table should help you decide which device it is:

IDE No./device

If the new drive is...

IDE1 secondary

on the same cable as the original hard crive

IDE2 primary

the sole device on the opposite channel to the
original hard disc

IDE2 secondary

on the same cable as the CD-ROM drive (or other
device such as a CD writer)

Having decided how the new drive fits into the overall scheme of things

you can set the appropriate parameters. The drive should really be
supplied with a manual that provides the correct 310S settings, but it is
usually possible to get by wi:h DUt it. One of the parameters is the hard
disc's type number. In the early days there were about 40 standard

types of hard disc drive, and it was just a matter of selecting the
appropriate type number for the drive in use. The BIOS would teen
supply the correct parameters for that drive. This system was unable to
cope with the ever increasing -ange of drives available, and somett-ing
more flexible therefore had to be devised. The original 40 -plus preset
drive settings are normally still available from a modern BIOS, but there
is an additional option that enables the drive parameters to be specified
by the user. This is the method used with all modern PCs and their high
capacity hard disc drives, sc choose the Custom setting and ignore the
drive numbers.

The drive table parameters oasically just tell the operating system the
size of drive, and the way that the disc is organised. Althoug-i we refer
to a hard disc as a singular disc, most of these units use both sides of
two or more discs. Each side of the disc is divided into cylinders (tracks),
and each cylinder is subdivided into several sectors. There are usually
other parameters that enable the operating system to use the disc quickly
and efficiently. You do not rea ly need to understand these parameters,

and just have to make sure that the correct figures are placed into the
drive table. As pointed out previously, the manual for the hard crive
should provide the correct f gures for the BIOS. If you do not have the
manual, it can probably be downloaded from the disc manufacturer's
web site.
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Fig.3.12 An IDE auto -detection screen
If you do not have the manual or prefer to take an easier option, a modern

BIOS makes life easy for you by offering an "Auto" option. If this is
selected, the BIOS examines the hardware during the start-up routine
and enters the correct figures automatically. This usually works very
well, but with some drives it can take a while, which extends the boot -up
time. If the PC has been set up with this option enabled, the drive table
will be blank.

There is an alternative method of automatic detection that avoids the
boot -up delay, and any reasonably modern BIOS should have this facility.
If you go back to the initial menu you will find a section called something

like "IDE HDD Auto Detection" (Figure 3.12), and this offers a similar
auto -detection facility. When this option is selected the Setup program
examines the hardware on each IDE channel, and offers suggested
settings for each of the four possible IDE devices. If you accept the
suggested settings for the hard disc drive (or drives) they will be entered
into the CMOS RAM. There may actually be several alternatives offered
per IDE device, but the default suggestion is almost invariably the correct
one.

If you do not know the correct settings for a drive, this facility

should find them for you.
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It is perhaps worth mentioning that with an IDE drive the figures in the

drive table do not usually have to match the drive's physical
characteristics. Indeed, they rarely if ever do so. The electronics it the
drive enable it to mimic any valid physical arrangement that does not
exceed the capacity of the drive. In practice it is advisable to use the
figures recommended by the drive manufacturer, as these are tried and

tested, and should guarantee perfect results.

Other figures can

sometimes give odd problems such as unreliable booting, although :hey
are within the acceptable limits.

The last parameter for each IDE drive is usually something like Auto,
Normal, LBA (large block addressing), and Large. Normal is for drives
under 528MB, while LBA and Large are alternative modes for chives
having a capacity of more than 528MB. Modern drives have capacities
of well in excess of 528MB, and mostly require the LBA mode. The
manual for the hard drive should give the correct setting, but everything
should work fine with "Auto" selected.
If you are using an up-to-date PC or one that is using automatic detection
of the drives, it is possible that you will be able to ignore the BIOS. The

BIOS will simply detect the new drive and configure itself accordingly.
The PC will then boot normally and the new drive will be recognised by
the operating system. The situation is different if the PC boots nornally
but the operating system does not recognise the new drive, or 3rror
messages are produced prior to booting. It is then essentia to gc into
the BIOS and sort things out.
It is increasingly common for modern motherboards to have four rather
than two IDE interfaces. With a motherboard of this type it will usually
be possible for the added had disc drive to have its own IDE interface
even if the PC already is already fitted with something like one hard disc
drive, a CD-ROM drive and a CD writer. Finding a spare IDE channel for
the new drive should be that much easier, but ii other respects Wings

are essentially the same as when dealing with a twir IDE port
motherboard. Motherboards that have more than two IDE ports usually
have some form of RAID controller, and these provide clever fac lities
such as the ability to automatically backup data written to one drive on
another drive. It is clearly worthwhile investigating any facilities of this
type, which could clearly be more than a little useful in the current context.

Drive letters
Some users get confused because they think a lard drive that will have
more than one partition should have separate entries in the BIOS for
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each partition. This is not the case, and as far as the BIOS is concerned
each physical hard disc is a single drive, and it has just one entry in the
CMOS RAM table. The partitioning of hard discs is handled by the
operating system, and so is the assignment of drive letters. The BIOS is
only concerned with the physical characteristics of the drives, and not
how data will be arranged and stored on the discs. There is usually no
point in using more than one partition if you are adding a drive for backup
purposes. The only, and fairly obvious exception, is where the drive you
are backing up has been partitioned to operate as two or more logical
drives. It is then advisable to have the partitioning of the backup drive
match that of the main drive as closely as possible.

The other Standard CMOS settings are concerned with the floppy discs
and the default display type, and should simply be left as they are. The
same is true of the settings in the other pages of the BIOS Setup program.
Do not be tempted to start playing around with these unless you know
exactly what you are doing. Entering silly settings is unlikely to damage
anything, but could well prevent the PC from operating properly until
normality is restored. The BIOS will probably have options that enable
the previous settings to be reinstated, or default settings to be used.

These can be useful if you should accidentally scramble a few
parameters.

Note though, that no settings are actually altered unless and until you
select the Save Parameters and Exit option, and then answer Yes when
asked to confirm this action. This is clearly the route you should take if
everything has gone according to plan. Take the Exit Without Saving
option if things have not gone well. Simply switching off the PC or
pressing the reset button should have the same effect.

Strategies
With the early PC hard disc drives it was necessary to do low level
formatting of the drive before it could be partitioned and the high level
formatting could be undertaken. Modern hard drives are supplied with
the low level formatting already done. If there is a low level formatting
option in the BIOS Setup program, never use it or an IDE hard disc
drive. Do not use any similar facility in any utility suites that you might
have.

No low level formatting is required, but with operating systems such as
Windows 9x, and Windows XP the hard disc drive must be partitioned
and high-level formatted before it can be used. We will consider Windows
XP first.
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The best way to proceed with the data recovery depends on the condition
of the Windows XP installation. You options are very limited if it is not

even possible to boot in Safe Mode. Probably the only way of tackling
the problem is to have the new drive set as the master on the primary
IDE channel and the original hard disc on any available IDE channel.
Windows XP is then installed f-om scratch onto the new drive. It should
then be possible to boot into the new installation and copy the files you
need from the original hart disc. Any high capacity backup devices
fitted to the computer should work properly with the new ins*.allaticn in
place. It is then possible tc copy the files to the new hard disc or the
backup devices.
Where it is possible to boot into Windows in Safe Mode an alternative
strategy is available. The existing hard disc drive can be left as the boot
drive and the second hard disc is then placed on any available IDE
channel. With the computer booted in Safe Mode the required files on
the main hard drive can then be copied to the second drive. Windows
XP can be installed from scratch onto the main drive, which will result in
all the files on the main drive being erased. The rescued files or the
second drive can then be cc pied back to the mail drive. This is the best
method to use if you do not wish to use the new drive as the main one.
For example, if you obtain a cheap backup drive that has a much lower
capacity than the main one, you will probably not wish to use the new
drive as the main one. The second hard drive can be removed once the
file recovery has been completed, but it is probably better tc leave it in
place as a backup drive for important files.

Partitioning
The new drive can be paritioned from within Windows XP and then
formatted using the FAT32 or NTFS file system. If you wish to use the
FAT32 file system for some reason, Microsoft recommend partiticning
and formatting drives larger than 32 gigabytes using Windows 9x rather

than Windows XP This is simply because Windows XP is not fully
equipped to deal with the partitioning and formatting of large discs using
this format. Partitioning and formatting using Windows 9x and XP will
be described here, starting with Windows 9x.

In order to partition and format the disc using Windows 9x it is not
necessary to install Windows 9x onto the drive. All that is needed is a

Startup disc, and one of these is normally produced as part of the
Windows 9x installation prccess. If you do not have a Startup disc, one
can be made using a system that runs Windows 9x. Start by going into
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Fig.3.13 An example BIOS Features Setup screen. Amongst other
things, this is used to set the required boo: option
the Windows Control Panel, and one route to this is to operate the Start
button, and then select Settings and Control Panel. Once in the control
panel double-click on the Add/Remove Programs icon, select Startup
Disk, and finally operate the Create Disk button. Then follow the onscreen
prompts. A blank 1.44 megabyte floppy disc is required. Note that you
will be asked to insert the Windows 95/98/ME CD-ROM into the CDROM drive, because some of the files required are not normally stored
on the hard disc. The method of making the disc is exactly the same for
all three operating systems (95, 98, and ME) incidentally.
Having obtained the Startup disc, it should be used to boot the computer
into the Windows 9x version of MS-DOS. It is probable that the BIOS will
already be set to boot from the floppy disc drive, but if necessary you

must use the BIOS Setup program to set the lop Dy drive as a boot
device. There will be a page in the BIOS called something like BIOS
Features Setup (Figure 3.13), and this should enable various boot
sequences to be chosen. Choose one that has the floppy disc (drive A:)
as the first boot device, and hard drive C: as the second. Any subsequent
boot options are irrelevant, since the PC will always boot from one or
other of the first two options.
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With the computer booted -up and running MS-DOS or the Windows 95/
98/ME equivalent of MS-DOS, the new hard drive will not be accessible.
Until it has been partitioned it will be largely "invisible" to the operating

system. Note that a drive using the NTFS format will also be largely
"invisible" to the system. so make sure that you process the right disc
drive. Once the new drive is partitioned the operating system will be
more willing to admit to its existence, but it will still be of no use until
high-level formatting has been performed using the MS-DOS FORMAT
program. However, you must first prepare the disc using the FDISK
partitioning program. The Windows Startup disc contains copies of both
FDISK and FORMAT, which are automatically placed on the disc fcr you
when the Startup disc is created.

FDISK
FDISK is used to create one or more DOS partitions, and with discs of
2.1 gigabytes or less you may wish to have the whole of the disc as a
single partition. Assuming the original hard disc has one partitio -I, the
new hard disc drive then becomes drive D:. By creating further partitions
it can also operate as drive E:, drive F:, etc. The primary partition is
normally the boot disc, and tnis is where the operating system would be
installed. Obviously this does not apply to a second hard drive, and the
primary partition is simply the first partition on the disc.
The MS/DOS and Windows 95 file systems set the 2.1 -gigabyte partition
limit. There is also an 8.4 -gigabyte limit on the physical size of the drive.
With Windows 98 or ME and any reasonably modern BIOS these limits
do not apply, but you must use the FAT32 file system. To do this simply

answer yes when FDISK is first run, and you are asked if you require
support for large hard disc drives. Even if yo..1 do not wish to have a
large disc organised as one large partition, it is still best to opt for large
hard disc support. FAT32 utilises the available d sc space mcre efficiently

and reduces wastage. Note that if you only require a single partition
you must still use the FDISK program to set up this single partition, and
that the FORMAT program will not work on the hard drive until FDISK
has created a DOS partition.

Some hard discs are supplied complete with partitioning software that
will also format the disc and add the system fi es, which w II be copied
from the boot disc. Where a utility program of this type is available it
might be better to use it instead of the FDISK and FORMAT programs.
These MS-DOS programs a -e fairly straightforward in use, but using the
software supplied with the drive will almost certainly be even easier.
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FRISK Options

Current fixed disk drive: 1
Choose one of the following:
1.
Z.
3.
4.
S.

Create DOS partition or Logical DOS Drive
Set active partition
Delete partition or Logical DOS Drive
Display partition information
Change current fixed disk drive

Enter choice: IL)

Press lime to exit FRISK

Fig.3.14 The main menu of the FDISK program

The only problem is that the software might be intended for use with
drive C:, and might give problems if you try to use it with drive D:. The
instructions supplied with the software should make t clear whether the
software is suitable for use with a second hard disc drive. If the program
insists on placing the system files on drive D:, this is not really a major
problem. The system files will waste a small amount of disc space, but
should not give any problems when the system is booted provided the
boot options are set correctly in the BIOS. If in doubt simply use FDISK
and FORMAT.

Using FDISK
Once you are in FDISK there is a menu offering these five choices (see
also Figure 3.14):
1. Create DOS partition or logical DOS drive
2. Set the active partition

3. Delete partition or logical DOS drive
4. Display partition information

5 Change current fixed drive
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Fig.3 15 The ralizion information screen

Create OS Partition or Logical DOS Driue
Cirrent fi,e4 cisk drive: I
Choose one of :he following:

D. Create ?Timmy DOS Partition
2. Create Zdeleed DOS Partition
!. Create -ogi:z1 DOS Drive(s) in the Extended DOS Partition

inter cho tce

Esc

IL)

,_7turn to FRISK Options

:rig.2.16 Creating a partitior on a new hard d sc
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11splay Partitios Isfermatlea

Current fixed disk drive: 2

Partition
0:

Status

1

Type
PRI DOS

Total disk space is

Volume Label

2441 Mbytes (1 Mbyte

Mbytes

System

Usage

1883

UMPOWM

71x

1848576 bytes)

Press :ye to coat lane

Fig.3.17 Checking that the new partition has been created

Normally the first thing we need to do is create a DOS partition using
option one, which is the default. However, in this case we are dealing
with an additional hard drive, and we must first make sure that it is the
one FDISK is dealing with. It is very important that you do not accidentally

use FDISK with the wrong drive, since to do so would almost certainly
remove all the data from the disc you are trying to backup! Select option
5, which should bring up a screen like that in Figure 3.15. The original
hard disc unit is drive 1 and the new hard disc is drive 2. In this example
drive 1 (C:) is the original drive of about 10 gigabytes in capacity, and
drive 2 is the additional rescue drive having a capacity of about 2.4
gigabytes. Drive 2 will eventually be drive D:, but at this stage it has not
yet been assigned a drive letter. If the current disc is drive 1, enter 2 for
this parameter and press the Enter key to go back to the main screen.
Once drive 2 has been set as the current drive it can to partitioned, and
option 1 can be selected. This takes you into a further menu offering
these three options (Figure 3.16):
1. Create primary DOS partition
2. Create extended DOS partition
3. Create logical DOS drive(s) in the extended DOS partition
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create Exteaded 103 Partitiom
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Fig.3.19 Ai extended partition must be given a drive letter
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638

System
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IN KIIMIN

100'4

Partition

All available awe is the Extefided 10:1 Partitios
is assigsed to logical drives.
Press tee to continue

Fig.3.20 If all goes well, a screen showing the drive letter of the new
partition will appear
It is a primary DOS partition that is required, so E el ec: option one, which

should again be the default. After the disc has beer given a quick test
you will be asked if you wish to use the maximum space for the partition.
If you answer yes, the whole disc, or as much of it as FDISK can handle,

will be used for the partition. If you answer no, you will then have to
specify the size of the primary partition in megabytes. After a further
quick check of the disc the new partition will be created. Having created
the partition, press the Escape key to return to the original menu. It is a
good idea to select option four to check that the partition has been
created successfully (Figure 3.17).
If a further partition is required select option one, and then option two,
which is "Create extended DOS partition" (Figure 3.'8). Enter the size
of the partition you require and press the Return key to create the partition.

Then press the Escape key, which will bring up a message saying "No
logical drives defined" (Figure 3.19). In other wDrds, you have created
a partition, but as yet it does not have a drive letter. Assuming you
require all the space in the partition to be one locical drive, simply press
the Return key. This will make the partition drive E:, and a screen giving
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Fig.3.21 The Administrative Tools window

this information will appear (Figure 3.20). Press the Escape key to return

to the main menu, and use option four to check that the partition has
been created successfully.
It has been assumed here That the original hard disc has a single FAT32
partition. If it has more than one partition these will be drives C:, D;, etc.,

and the drive letter or letters for the additional drive will be moved up
accordingly. For example if the original disc is used as drives C: and
D:, partitions of the new chive would become drives E:, F:, etc. These
MS-DOS drive letters are rot really of much importance once Windows
XP is in use, since it will assign its own drive letters.

Formatting
Having created the partitions you require. the "FORMAT" command can
then be run. First you will have to press the Escape key twice to exit
FDISK, and then the computer must be rebooted so that the new partition
information takes effect. Make sure you format the correct disc, because
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Fig.3.22 The Computer Management window gives access to
several utilities
formatting a disc that is already in use will destroy any data it contains.
To format drive D: use this command:
format D:

This will bring up a warning to the effect that all data in drive D: will be
lost if you proceed with the format. As yet there is no data to lose, so
answer yes to proceed with the formatting. It might take several minutes
to complete the task, since there are a large number of tracks to be
processed and checked. If the hard disc has more than one partition
and is operating as drive D:, drive E:, etc., each partition must formatted
using a separate "FORMAT" command. To format drive F: for example,
this command would be used:
format F:

The new hard disc drive should then be fully operational, and it should
appear in My Computer, etc., if you boot the computer in Safe Mode.
The files you wish to rescue can then be copied to the new drive using
Windows Explorer with Copy and Paste facilities. Windows XP is then
installed from scratch onto the original hard disc and the rescued files
can then be copied back to this drive.
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Computer Management
Partitioning and formatting from within Windows XP is achieved with the
aid of the Computer Management utility. This can be run by going to the

Windows Control
Panel and double
clicking
the

Mow Po tit on Wizard

Administrative Tools
icon. This produces
a window like the one

of Figure 3.21, and
double
clicking
the
Computer
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Fig.3.25 Use this window to select the partition type

Specify Partition Size
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Fig.3.26 This window is used to set the partition size (in megabytes)
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Fig.3.27 Here a drive letter is assigned to the new partition

required in this case is Disk Management. Left -clicking this entry in the
left-hand panel changes the window to look something like Figure 3.23.
Details of the boot drive are given at the top of the right-hand panel. The
bottom section gives details of both drives, and tie new backup drive is
Disk 1. This is described as 'Unallocated", which means that it is not
partitioned or formatted at this stage. The black line to the right o' the
Disk 1 label and icon also indicates that it is not partitioned. To part'tion
the disc, right -click on the black line and then salect the New Parttion
option from the popup menu. This launches the New Partition Wizard

(Figure 3.24). Windows XF can use two types of disc, which are the
basic and dynamic varieties. The New Partition Wizard only handles
basic discs, and these use conventional partitions that are essentially
the same as those used by MS-DOS and earlier versions of Windows.
For simple backup purposes a basic disc is perfectly adequate.
Operate the Next button to ncve on with the partitioning, and a window
like the one in Figure 3.25 should appear. Either an extended or a primary
partition can be selected using the radio buttons and in this case it is a
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Fig.3.28 The partition can be formatted as a NTFS. FAT or FAT32 type

primary partition that is needed. The size of the partition is selected at
the next window (Figure 3.26), and the maximum and minimum usable
sizes are indicated. All the available disc space will be used by default,
but a different size can be used by typing a value (in megabytes) into
the textbox. Operating the Next button brings up the window of Figure
3.27 where a drive letter is assigned to the new partition. Unless there is
a good reason to do otherwise, simply accept the default drive letter.
At the next window (Figure 3.28) you have the choice of formatting the
new partition or leaving it unformatted. Since the partition will not be
usable until it is formatted, accept the formatting option. One of the
menus offers a choice of FAT, FAT32, or NTFS formatting. Settle for the
default option of NTFS formatting unless you need compatibility with
another Windows operating system. Also settle for the default allocation
unit size, which will be one that is appropriate for the partition size. A
different name for the drive, such as "Backup'', can be entered into the
textbox if desired. Tick the appropriate checkbox if the capacity of the
disc is barely adequate to backup your files, and you wish to enable file
and folder compression.
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New Partition Wizard
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Fig.3.29 This window lists all the parameters that have been selected
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Fig.3.30 The Disk Management window shows the new partition
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Left -click the Next button when you are satisfied wits the settings. The
next window (Figure 3.29) lists all the parameters that have been selected,

and provides an opportunity to change your mind or correct mistakes.
If necessary, use the Back button to return to earlier windows and change

some of the settings. Operate the Finish button if all the settings are
correct. The partition will then be created, and it will appear as a blue
line in the Disk Management window. It will then be formatted, and this
may take half an hour or more for a large partition. The area below the
blue line indicates how far the formatting process has progressed.
Eventually the formatting will be completed, and the Disk Management
window will show the new disc as containing a primary partition using
the appropriate file system (Figure 3.30). Once the formatting has been
completed, files on the main drive can be copied to the new partition
using the Cut and Paste facilities of Windows Explorer.
If space has been left for a further partition on the disc, right -click on the

black section of the line that represents the vacant disc space. Then
select the New Partition option from the popup menu, and go through
the whole partitioning and formatting process again. A maximum of
four primary partitions can be used on each physical disc.

Windows 98/ME
The hard disc must be formatted and partitioned using a recovery disc if

you are using Windows 98 or ME. This process was fully described
previously. The new disc can be used as drive D with PCs that are
bootable in Safe Mode, and the appropriate files and folders are then
copied from drive C to drive D. If the PC can not be booted into Windows,
the best option is to have the new drive as C and the original set as drive

D. Then reinstall Windows onto drive C and copy the data files from
drive D to drive C. The original drive can then be reformatted to clear its
contents so that it can be used as a backup drive.
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Points to remember
Do not wait for a virus to strike before backing up data. It should be
possible to rescue your data if the operating system becomes seriously
damaged, but it might be expensive to have t rescued from a faulty
hard drive.

Data rescue services are available, but there is no guarantee that data

will be retrievable from a damaged hard drive or one that has been
trashed by a virus.

Not all backup devices will work with Windows in Safe Mode or it MSDOS. Lack of operation in either of these mcdes does not render a

backup device useless. but life is easier when usirg a more
accommodating drive. An NTFS partition is "invisible" to the system if
the computer is booted into MS-DOS.

If you find yourself with a Windows installation that seems to be
impossible to repair, and no usable device to backup masses of important

data, there are three optior s. Carry on trying to repair Windows for as
long as it takes, abandon your data and reinstall Windows from scratch,
or add a suitable backup device so that the data can be rescued pr or to
reinstalling Windows.
Another hard drive is the mos: practical option when disaster has struck
and an emergency backup of data is required. These days a hard disc
drive is a relatively cheap backup option that will work in both Safe Mode
and MS/DOS since it is a standard MS-DOS and Windows drive. Hard
discs are also relatively fast in operation.

A modern PC can have at least four IDE drives (hard discs, CD-ROM
drives, etc.) and will usually be able to accept an additional hard drive.
If necessary, you can temporarily disconnect a CD-ROM drive to make
way for the backup drive.
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If the PC will not even boot into Safe Mode, probably the best rescue
method is to add a new hard drive as disc C: and have the original hard
disc as drive D:. In other words, set the new drive as the primary master
and the original drive as the primary slave. Install Windows XP onto the
new drive and then copy your data from the old drive.

A hard disc drive has to be partitioned and then high-level formatted
before it is ready for use. This can be done using a Windows 9x Startup
disc and the FDISK and FORMAT commands if a FAT32 disc is required.
Even with Windows XP this is the best method for discs having a capacity

of 32 gigabytes or more. FDISK must be used eves if the disc will be
organised as one large partition. No low-level formatting is required
with a modern hard disc drive, since this formatting is done at the factory.

The Windows XP Disk Management utility can be used to create partitions
and format them using the FAT, FAT32, and NTFS file systems. However,
this utility is only available if the computer can be booted into Windows
XP, either normally or in Safe Mode.

Proper backup software can be used to backup your data, but Windows
Explorer enables data to be easily copied from one drive to another.
Complete directory structures can be copied using the Copy and Paste
facilities and the usual dragging techniques.
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Shutting the stable door
At one time the threat of attack from viruses was greatly exaggerated,
and the risk for most users was strictly limited. In the pre -Internet e -a I
was looking after three or four PCs for many years, and prior to that I
used various computers such as the Amiga. The total number of attacks
on those computers was precisely zero. The situation is certainly different

for anyone currently using a computer on the Internet. Rather than an
outside chance, the odds of running into trouble over a period of years
are probably less than evens.
Many users get into difficulties first, and then buy antivirus software and

take other measures to secure and backup their computers. This is
really a case of "shutting the stable door after the 1-orse has bolted". An

antivirus program should ,eally be considered an essential piece of
software for any PC system that is used on the Internet. Bear in mind
though, that even with a gooc program of this type installed, even if it is
kept up-to-date, there is no guaeantee that it will keep your PC free from

viruses. There is inevitably a lag between a new virus appearing aid
the antidote being made avarable. You would have to be very unlucky
to be one of the first to get a new virus on your PC, but it could happen.

In order to guard against undetected attacks it is iecessary to have at
least one backup copy of any important data. If the worst comes to tie
worst and the contents of the hard disc drive have to be erased and
everything then reinstalled from scratch, you should have everything
necessary to complete the task_ It will be a long job that could take a
day or two, but you should eventually get everything running much as it
did before the attack, complete with all your data.

The job can be greatly speeded up if a full backup of the hard disc is
taken. Simply copying all the files on the hard disc to CDRs or another
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form of mass storage will not enable the system to be restored to its
original condition. The files can be copied back :o the hard disc, but
they will not be in the same places on the restored disc. As a result of
this the PC will not be able to boot from the disc. In order to precisely
restore a disc to its previous state it is necessary to produce what is
termed an image of the disc. It requires special software to produce the
image file and restore the disc from this file. Power Quest's Drive Image
and Norton's Ghost are two popular programs of this type. There is a
rather less sophisticated backup and restore featu-e included as part of
the Windows operating system.

Partitions
With the current low cost of hard disc drives it is quite common for a
large drive to be divided into several partitions. In effect, a large disc
becomes two or more smaller discs. One partition is often used to store
a backup of the main (boot) partition. Another ploy is to have a second
physical drive, which is a clone of the main drive. Either way, any new
data placed on the main drive is copied to the backup partition/drive. If

the Windows installation is seriously damaged it is just a matter of
restoring it from the relevant partition of the backup drive. The PC should
then much as it did problem occurred, complete with your data.

Having a second physical drive gives even greater security because it
guards against a catastrophic failure of the main c rive. If the main drive
should fail it is just a matter of installing a new one and installing the
backup image onto it. As an emergency measure it is possible to set
the backup drive to operate as the boot disc, and you can then go on
using the PC while a new disc is obtained.
Although backup drives successfully guard a PC against many types of
disaster, they do not necessarily help if a virus strikes. The virus might
only attack the boot drive, but it is quite likely that it will damage the
contents of all the drives and partitions it can find. Having restored the

contents of the hard disc you might find that the PC works no better
than it did previously. In order to guard against a virus attack it is
necessary to have the image file on CDRs or some other form of storage

that is kept separate from the PC. Even the most sophisticated of
computer viruses is unable to attack files that we on CDRs stored in
drawer or cupboard.

Due care must be taken in order to avoid reinfection. Ideally the hard
disc should be reformatted to remove its entire contents, which will ensure
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that the virus infection is removed along with everything else. -he
computer should then be switched off to clear the contents of its memory.

It is then switched back on aid by one means or another, everything is
restored to the hard disc. In practice there will often be data on the hard
disc that has not been backed up to floppy discs, CDRs, or some other
form of external storage. You may quite reasonably decide to rescue
this data before wiping the disc by reformatting it. Before doing so you
need to be sure that the virus has been fully eliminated, or the infection
might be introduced to the restored system by way of the rescued files.

System Restore
Windows ME has a useful fac lity called System Restore, and essentially
the same feature is present in Windows XP It has to be emphasised that

this is not a conventional backup program, and it can not be used to
make a set of backup discs Tor use in the event of a hard disc failure.
This is simply because it uses the main hard disc to store the backup
files, and if the hard disc fails, the backup files are inaccessible. System
Restore is designed specifically to deal with problems in the cperating

system, and on the face of it you should be able to restore a hacked
system if your PC has been attacked by a virus.

Unfortunately, the System Restore facility has its limitations, and it is
possible that it will have been targeted by the virus. It might be worthwhle
trying it as a quick fix before reinstalling everything from scratch. Ater
all, you will have lost nothing Dther than a small amount of wasted tine
if it fails to work. If it should work, a great deal of time reiistalliig
everything will have been saved. The chances of success are probably
not good though.

The purpose of the System Restore facility is to take the system back to
a previous configuration. In the current context the idea is to take the
PC back to a state somewhere prior to the virus starting its attack. Since
a virus does its best to stay cc ncealed, it would be unrealistic to expect
System Restore to remove the virus. The virus must be removed prior to
using System Restore. Ideally you should periodically add new restore

points so that if something should subsequently go wrong with the
operating system, it can be taken back to a recent restore point. However,

Windows adds restoration points periodically, so it is not essential to
routinely add your own.
The main reason for adding your own restoration points is that there is
increased likelihood of problems occurring. The most common example
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Fig.4.1 The System Restore program is deep in the menu structure
of this is adding a restore point prior to installing new software. If anything

should go horribly wrong during the installation process, going back to

the restoration point should remove the rogue program and fix the
problem with the operating system. You can then contact the software
publisher to find a cure to the problem, and in the mean time your PC
should still be functioning properly. In the present context you could
add a restoration point prior to doing anything that could introduce a
virus into the system, such as downloading a file over a P2P system.
When going back to a restoration point the program should remove any
recently added programs, but it should leave recently produced data
files intact. Of course, with any valuable data that has not been backed
up already, it would be prudent to make backup copies before using
System Restore, just in case things do not go according to plan. The
program itself does provide a way around this sot of problem in that it
does permit a restoration to be undone. If a valuable data file should
vanish "into thin air" it should be possible to return the PC to its original

configuration, backup the restored data, and then go back to the
restoration point again. Any programs lost during the restoration have
to be reinstalled from scratch.

In use
The System Restore program is buried deep in the menu structure (Figure
4.1), but it can be started by going to the Start menu and then selecting
Programs, Accessories, System Tools, and System Restore. The program
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Fig.4.2 The Welcome screen of the System Restore program
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Fig.4.3 The system creates restore points but you can add your own
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Confirm New Restore Point

Fig.4.4 You can check things before creating a restoration point
is controlled via a wizard, so when it is run you get the screen of Figure
4.2 and not a conventional Windows style interface. The radio buttons
give three options, which are to go back to a restoration point, create a
new one, or undo the last restoration. When the program is run for the
first time there is no restoration to undo, so this option will not be present.

As pointed out previously the system will automatically create restoration
points from time to time, but you will probably wish to create your own
before doing anything risky or that will make large changes to the system.
Start by selecting the "Create a restore point" opt on and then operate
the Next button. The next screen (Figure 4.3) asks the user to provide a
name for the restore point, and it is helpful if the name is something that

will be meaningful. There is no need to bother atout including a date,
as the program automatically records the date and time for you. There
will be a delay of at least several seconds when the Next button is pressed,

and then a screen like the one shown in Figure 4.4 will appear. This
gives you a chance to check that everything is correct before the
restoration point is created. If everything is all right, operate the OK
button to create the restoration point and termina:e the program.
To go back to a restoration point, run the program as before, and select
the Return my computer to an earlier time option. Operate the Next
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Fig.4.5 Choosing a restoration point

button, and after a short delay a screen like the one of Figure 4.5 will
appear. If there are a number of restore points available you can use the
arrow heads in the calendar tc find the one you require. The dates on
the calendar in larger text are the ones that have restore ports. Left clicking on one of these will show the available points in the screen area
just to the right of the calendar. Left -click on the -equired restore point
and then operate the Next button. This brings up a screen and warring
message, like Figure 4.6. Left -click the OK button to remove the warring
message, and close any programs that are runnir g. If you are satisfied
that the correct restore point has been selected, operate the Next button
and the program will begin the restoration process. A screen show ng
how things are progressing will appear (Figure 4.7).

Heed the warning on this screen, and do not do anything that will alter,
open or delete any files while the program is running. Just sit back and
do not touch the computer until the program has finished its task. Once

the restoration has been completed the computer will reboot, and a
message will appear on the screen (Figure 4.8). This confirms the point
to which the computer has been returned, and indicates the options if
the PC fails to operate properly using this restore point. Left -click the
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Fig.4.7 You can see how the restoration process is proceeding
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Fig.4.8 This message appears once the process has been completed
and the computer has rebooted

OK button to finish the boot process, and the computer should hen
have shifted back in time to the appropriate restoration point.
There is never any guarantee I hat the System Restore facility will work,
and an error message stating that it can not restore the selected point

will sometimes be obtained. You can try a different restoration point,
but it is quite likely that none will be available if one of them fails. In my
experience it works properly in the majority of cases, but a seriously
damaged system is likely to be within the minority of failures. As already
pointed out, there is not a lot to lose by trying it in cases where the cnly
alternative is to wipe the hard disc and reinstall everything.

Windows Backup
It is definitely better to have a proper backup in case the System Restore

utility can not fix the problem. For anything beyond backing up data
files it is best to resort to some sort of backup program. With these it is
possible to save selected directories or directory structures, or the entire
contents of the hard disc drive. I think I am correct in stating hat every
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Backup or Restore Wizard

Welcome to the Backup or
Restore Wizard
TMs wizard helps you bad( up or restore the hies and
settings on your compute(

II you prefer you can switch to Advanced Mode to change the
settings used tor backup or restore. This option is recommended
for advanced users only
E Always start in wizard mode

To continue clock Next

Next

Cancel

Fig.4.9 The initial window of the Backup and Restore Wizard

version of Windows is supplied complete with a backup program that
has the imaginative name of Backup. Although basic compared to some
programs of this type it does the job well enough for most users. Its lack
of popularity possibly stems from the fact that the equivalent facility in
Windows 3.1 was something less than user friendly, causing many users
to look elsewhere for a backup utility.

Perhaps the problem is simply that the Backup program is a part of
Windows that has often been easy to overlook. Anyway, the Windows
XP version is more user friendly and powerful than previous versions,
and it is definitely there if you seek it out. With the Professional version
of Windows XP it is installed by default, but with the Home Edition it will
probably have to be installed from the Valueadd \ Msft\Ntbackup folder
on the installation CD-ROM.

Backup Wizard
Once installed, the Backup program is run by selecting All Programs
from the Start menu, followed by Accessories, System Tools, and then
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Backup or Restore Wizard
Backup or Restart
You can bad rap lie.: and :ening; a restore them from a previous back up

What do you want to do?

Back up ties and settings
Restore tiles and settings

Back

Next >

1

!'

Cancel

Fig.4.10 This window provides backup and restore options

What to Back Up
You can specry the gems you want o back up

What do you want to back up,
My documents and settings

Includes the My Document: tolder plus you Favorites desk op, and cookies
E veryone's documents and settings

Includes every used My Documents folder plus their Favorites, desktop, and
cookies
Al information on this compute,
Includes at data on this computer and creates a system reccvery did( that
can be used to restore Windows in the case of a meta failure

Let me choose what to back up

Back

Next >

Cancel

Fig.4.11 Use this window to choose what you wish to backup
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%. My Network Places

Comment
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My Networl, Places

a -V

1F-Next

Cancel

Fig.4.12 Select the files or folders you would like to backup
Backup. By default the Backup Wizard (Figure 4.9) runs when this
program is launched, and initially it is probably best to use the wizard.
Operate the Next button to move on to the first stage of using the Backup
Wizard (Figure 4.10). Here you have the choice of backing up or restoring

data, but it is obviously necessary to produce a backup disc before
anything can be restored. Therefore, initially the Backup radio button
has to be selected.

The next window (Figure 4.11) is used to select the data to be backed
up. The top option produces a backup of the My Documents folder plus
some system settings and cookies. The second option is similar, but it
provides a backup of the documents and settings for all users. Using
the fourth option produces a file browser (Figure 4.12) so that the user
can select the files and folders that will be backed up. The third option
is the one that is of most use if the system becomes seriously damaged
or the hard disc becomes unusable. It permits the whole system to be
backed up, and it also produces a recovery disc that enables it to be
easily restored again. In fact the restoration process is almost totally
automated. It is the third option that will be considered here.
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Backup or Restore Wizard
Backup Type. Destination, and 'flame
Your hies and .:ettngs are stored n the destination you speedy

Choose a place to save your backup:
Flopr r

Browse

1

Type a name for this backup

Backup

'You wdl also need a floppy disk to .,tore system recovery
information

< Back

Next >

Cancel

Fig.4.13 Use this window to select the backup drive
The next window (Figure 4.13; enables the backup drive to be selected,
and a variety of drive types is supported. These ,nclude Zip discs, local
hard drives, and some tape backup systems. Unfortunately, CD writers
are not supported. Sometimes there are ways of working around this
limitation, but it is probably best to opt for a third -party backup program
if you wish to use CD -R or CD-RW discs to hold the backup files. Use
the menu or the Browse option to select the correct drive. If you select
a device that is not supported by the Backup program. an error message
will be produced when Windows tries to create the file. This will simply
state the backup file could no: be produced.

In the current context the best option is to have a second drive as the
backup device. However, in order to keep it safe from viruses the backup

drive should have the power and data leads d sconnected once the
backup has been completed. Of course, the power should be switched
off before the drive is disconnected. The drive is reconnected again if
you need to restore the backup copy at some later time.
By default, the backup file is called "Backup" but tie name in the textbox
can be changed to any valid filename. Operating :he Next button moves
things on to a window like the one in Figure 4.14. This shows the options
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Backup or Restore Wizard

Completing the Backup or
Restore Wizard
You have created the following backup settings
Name

E \Backupl bkf

Description

Set created 29/01/2002 at 2343

Contents

All ritormation on this computer

Location:

File

Atter the wizard creates a backup of your Nes, you wul then
be asked to insert a floppy disk.
You will use this disk and the backup to restore your system
in the event of a map/ takes
To close this wizard and start the backup, click Finish

[

Back

Finish -.I

r --[awe:

Fig.4.14 The selected options are shown before the backup is started

that have been selected, and provides an opportuiity to change your
mind or correct mistakes. Use the Back button if it is necessary to return
to earlier windows to make changes, or operate the Finish button to go
ahead and make the backup file.

A window like the one shown in Figure 4.15 will appear, and this shows
the progress made by the Backup program. It provides an estimate for
the time remaining until the task is completed, and this will vary massively

depending on the amount of data to be saved and the speed of the
backup device. With many gigabytes of data to backup it is definitely a
good idea to use a fast backup device such as a second hard disc drive.
With a slow backup device the process can take many hours. Where
appropriate, you will be prompted when a disc change is necessary.
With multiple disc backups, always label all the discs clearly. You will
then be able supply the right disc each time when restoring the backup
copy. Do not worry if the size of the backup file is substantially less than
the total amount of data on the hard disc. The backup file is probably
compressed, or perhaps no backup copies are made of standard files
that are available from the Windows XP installation disc. Anyway, it is
quite normal for the backup file to be significantly smaller than the source.
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Backup Progress
Cancel

Drive:

C:

Label:

Backup" .bkf created 29/01/2002 at 23:47

Status:

Backing up files from your cpmputer...

Progress:

Elapsed:

Estimated remaining:

Time:

Processing:

17 sec.

C: \. .ramFill_out

\ Texture \Biology \skin. csc

Processei

Est.mated:

Files:

Bytes:

26 min., 26 sec.

822

15,874

19,273,941

1$14,594,590

Fig.4.15 This window shows how the backup is progessing

Backup Utility

)

Insert a blank 1.44 Me, formatted disittette h dnve A:. Pecovery rifortnation wi be written to this disliette.

c*:

Fig.4.16 The floppy disc is inserted into drive A: when this message
appears
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Backup 'Milky
Remove the diskette. and 'abet It as shown:
Windows Automated 50tern Pecovery Disk far Backupt.bld created 29/01/7.1* -132 at 23.47

Keep it in a sate place a case vuur vstem needs to be restored usn Wrdows Automated System Recovery.
OK

Fig.4.17 This message indicates that the backup has been completed

The message shown in Figure 4.16 will appear towards the end of the

backup process. The floppy disc is needed to make an automatic
recovery disc. This disc is needed in order to restore the system from
the backup disc, and the backup is of relatively little value without the

Backup Progress
The backup is complete.

Close

Report

To see detailed information, click Report.
Drive:

E. New Volume

Label.

8ackup1.bkf created 29/01/2002 at 23:47

Status:

Completed
Elapsed:

Time:

E stimated remaining

15 min., 21 sec.

Processed:
Files:

Bytes:

Estimated:

15,874

15.874

1,815,622,818

1,815:624,246

Fig.4.18 The Backup Progress window provides some statistics
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indows Setup

Press Fl to run Automated System Recovert (ASR)...

Fig.4.19 Press the F2 key as soon as this message appears at the
bottom of the screen

recovery disc. Insert a 1.44 -megabyte floppy disc into drive A: and
operate the OK button. The message of Figure 4.17 appears once the
recovery disc has been completed. Label the d sc as indicated in the
message and store it safely. The automatic recovery process is not
possible without this disc. Finally, you are returned to the Backup
Progress window (Figure 4.'81, which should indicate that the backup
has been completed successfully.

Restoring
There is little point in having a means of restoring the backup that requires
the computer to boot normally into Windows XP since this will often be

impossible when the restoration feature is needed. The Windows XP
method of restoring a full system backup is more straightforward than
the Windows 9x equivalent. n fact the Windows XP method makes the
process about as simple as it is ever likely to be. It is termed the
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Windows Setup

PiCdSe insert the disk labeled:

Windows Automated System Recovery Disk

into the floppy drive.

Press any keu when ready.

Fig.4.20 Insert the backup disc in drive A: when this prompt appears

Automated System Recovery, and it certainly lives up the automated
part of its name.
The first task is to boot from the Windows XP installation CD-ROM, and
the BIOS must be set to boot from the CD-ROM drive before it tries to
boot from the hard disc drive. If the boot sequence is the other way
around, the computer will probably start to boot from the hard drive and
the CD-ROM drive will be ignored. With the insta lation disc in a CDROM drive and the correct BIOS settings, a message saying "Press any
key to boot from CD-ROM" will appear for a few seconds at the beginning
of the boot process. Press any key while this message is displayed or
the computer will revert to booting from the hard disc drive.

Messages appear along the bottom of the screen when the computer
starts booting from the CD-ROM. Look for the one that says "Press F2
to run Automated System Recovery (ASR)", as in Figure 4.19. This
message only appears briefly, so press F2 as soon as it appears. After
some disc activity the message of Figure 4.20 will appear, and the floppy
disc produced when the backup was made must be placed in drive A:.
Then press any key to continue. The restoration process requires little
intervention from the user, but it is as well to keep an eye on things in
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kiodous MP Professional Setup

Please wait chile Setup formats the partition

%DeviczAarddisk8\Partitioni
on 13838 MB Disk 8 at

Id 8 on bus B on atapi [MBR1.

Setup is formatting...
22x.

Fig.4.21 Formatting erases al, the data stored in the disc partition

Please ueit while Setup examinss your disks. This may take
several minstes depending on t.le size of the disks.

Checking dri.e C:...

Ftg.4.22 The Setup program briefly examines the disc drives
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Vtniatis XP Prefes;ional Setup

Pita:* wait while Setup copies file.
to the Virdows installation folders.
This night tate several niewtes to cenpiete.

Setup is copying files ..
Sgs

Copying: onrcntra,4111

Fig.4.23 It takes a few minutes for the irstallation files to be copied

case something goes wrong. First he partition used by the system is
formatted, which effectively wipes al data from the partition. If there is
any data on the disc that has not been backed up, it is lost forever at this
The
stage.

formatting will take

kindest AP Prolitstional

several minutes, and

an onscreen "fuel
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gauge" shows how
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4.21).
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Fig 4.24 More files are loaded
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will reboot after
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Fig.425 The ccmputer will reboot automatically
if the Return key is not operated

several seconds even if you dc not press Return to restart the computer
(Figure 4.25). Note that the AJtomatec System Recovery disc in drive
A: must be removed at this stage. The computer might try to poot from

Windows
O Calledting

An exciting new look

O

,Nrict.ise XP Professore' sports a brand-new visual design

Information
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I itelete
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Pretwrrp
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nforrotor and to access. the Programs too use rrOil
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Setup will t applette
approzomately:
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taskbar ad rareraetn *red taskbar rters, Whrdcws XP
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Fig.4.26 Installation starts in aamest once the computer has rebooted
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Fig.4.27 The Automatic System Recover Wizard runs once Windows
XP has been reinstalled

this disc if it is left in the drive, and this would probably prevent the
computer from rebooting properly. If the reboot should stall because
the disc is left in drive A:, removing it and pressing any key should get
things underway again.

Windows is installed on the appropriate partition when the computer
has rebooted, and a screen like the one in Figure 4.26 shows how the
installation is progressing. Once Windows has been installed, the
Automated System Recovery Wizard runs (Figure 4.27). This does not
require any input from the user though, and you :an just sit back and
watch while your files are restored to the hard disc (Figure 4.28). Once
this has been completed, the usual login screen (Figure 4.29) appears.
You login using your normal password, and the computer then goes
into Windows XP (Figure 4.30). This should look the same and have the

same settings that were in force when the backup was made. Any
programs, data, etc., on the partition that was backed up should be
included in the restored installation.
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Fig.4.2d The Restore program copies files to the hard disc

Fig.4.29 Login normally once t.le files have been estored
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Fig.4.30 Windows XP should now look and work as before

In practice there might be one or two minor differences to the system. In
particular, any passwords or other data hidden on the disc in "invisible"
files will not have been placed on the backup disc. Files of this type are
very secure, but they are "invisible" to the Backup program. It is therefore
unable to save them in the backup file. This should not be of any major

consequence, because the relevant applications can be run, and the
passwords (or whatever) can be stored on the hard disc again. Of course,

any data files produced after the backup was made will not be
automatically restored to the hard disc. They must be restored manually,
and it is essential to make sure that any recent data files are backed up
before you start the restoration process.

Advanced mode
Use of the Backup Wizard is not mandatory, and the Backup program
can be controlled directly by the user. Start running the program in the
usual way, but left -click on the "Advanced mode" ink. This produces a
window like the one in Figure 4.31, and two of the buttons give access
to more advanced versions of the Backup and Restore wizards. The
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Fig.4.31 Three options are offered when Advanced Mode is selected
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Fig.4.32 The Backup program enables the source files to be
selected easily
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The Restore program enables the backup file and destination
to be selected

third button provides another route to the Automated System Recovery
Wizard. The tabs near the top of the window provide manual operation
of the Backup and Restore programs, and to scheduled backups.

Figure 4.32 shows the window for the Backup program. The files and
folders to be backed up are selected in the upper section of the window,
while the backup drive and filename are entered in the textbox near the
bottom left-hand corner of the window. The usual Browse facility is
available here. Once everything has been set up correctly, the Start
Backup button is operated. The Restore program's window is shown in
Figure 4.33. The upper section of the window is used to locate and

select the backup file, and the lower section is used to select the
destination of the restored backup. This will usually be the original
location. but it can be restored to an alternative location. Once everything
has been set correctly, the Start Restore button is operated.

The Backup and Restore programs are not difficult to use, and are
certainly more user friendly than the equivalent functions in some previous
versions of Windows. However, except where some very simple backup
and restore operation is required, it is probably best to use the wizards.
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Fig.4.34 The initial screen of Drive Image

These should ensure that you do not overlook anything, and that backup
files can always be successfully restored. The Autcmated System Restore
facility is an invaluable facility, and one that it is well worth using. In the
past it has been slow, difficult, and expensive to mplement this type of
backup system. With this facility and an inexpensive hard disc added to
the PC, the entire system can be backed up quite rapidly and restcred
again with ease.

Alternatives
Ideally a backup should be made onto CDR or CDRW discs, but this
needs a third party backup program. CDRW discs have the advantage
that they can be reused, but they are more expensive than CDR discs.
Another point to bear in mint is that an ordinary CDR can be read using
any form of CD-ROM drive without the need for any special drivers. -he
same is not true for CDRW discs. Most other forme of high capacity disc
also need special driver software in order to get the disc drive functioning
properly.
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Fig.4.35 The Backup Wizard makes it easier to produce the backup
file

This is no problem when you have a fully working computer that is running

Windows. but it might be problematic if you have a computer that will
not boot into Windows. You need to do some careful checking before
using any form of backup that relies on anything other than a standard
form of disc for storage. There is no point in carefully producing sets of
backup discs if the image they contain can never be restored to the PC.
If in doubt, stick to standard disc types, which really means a hard drive
or CDRs.

Power Quest's Drive Image 7 is used in this example of producing a
backup to CDRs and restoring it. There are other backup programs that
no doubt work very well, and I am using Drive Image 7 here simply
because it is the one installed on my PC. When this program is run
under Windows XP it is possible to produce a packup from within
Windows. With other backup programs and other versions of Windows
it is often necessary to exit Windows and reboot into a MS/DOS or a
similar operating system. This ensures that Windows does not restrict
access to any files on the disc, but is obviously not very convenient.
However, with most modern backup programs the reboot into a basic
operating system is taken care of by the program, and the process may
well be completely automatic.
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Fig.4.36 The first step is to select the drive to be backed up
Launching Drive Image 7 produces the initial screen of Figure 4.34, and
the Backup Drives option is selected in order to stmt the backup process.
Making the backup is made easier by the use of a wizard (Figure 4.35).
Operating the Next button moves things on to the window of Figure 4.36
where the drive to be backed up is selected. Actually, in a multi -drive
system it is possible to select more than one dr ve if desired. In this

example only the boot drive (drive C) will be backed up, because :he
other hard drive is itself a backup drive.
The destination for the backup is selected at the next window (Figure
4.37). The Local File option is used when the backup will be onto another
hard disc drive. Obviously the Network option is used where The PC is
on a local area network (LAN) and the backup will be placed e sewhere
on the network. In this case the backup will be made to a CDRW drive,
so it is the third option that is selected. The required drive can be selected
using the usual file browser if the Browse button is operated.

The required type of compression is selected at the next window (Figure
4.38). Data compression enables more data to be placed on each disc
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Fig.4.38 Next the type of data compression is selected
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Drive Backup Wizard

Completing the Drive Backup Wizard
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[ j Divide backup image
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j Disable SmartSector Copying

Beai.p creanon can be scheduled by creating Backup Jobs
Clad. Niel to begin the backup

« Back

Nelt »

Cancel

Fig.4.39 This window shows a summary of the selected options

in the backup set. When making a backup to CDR or CDRW discs :he
compression has the beneficial effect of reducing the number of discs
required. With a relatively slow backup device it can also reduce -he
time take to create and restore a backup. Some types of data compress

more readily than others. Some files on the disc may already be in
compressed form and will not be amenable to further compression. On

the other hand, things like program and simple text files will often
compress by a factor of three or more. In practice compression mug
halves the number of discs required. Opt for the Standard rrethod of
compression. If required, a description can be added in the textbox in
the bottom section of the window (e.g. "Full backup of drive C").
The next window (Figure 4.39) s mply provides a summary of the opticns
that have been selected. If necessary, use the Back button in order to
return to an earlier window so that a correction can be made. Then use

the Next button to return to this window. When the right options have
been selected, operate the Next button to start making the backup.
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Fig.4.40 Insert

Eventually a message like the one in Figure 4.40 will appear, and the
first disc is then placed in the CDR drive and the backup process starts.

A full backup is likely to require about six to twelve discs, and could
obviously require substantially more than this if a large and almost full
disc is being backed up. The program will prompt you each time a
change of disc is required. Carefully number each disc because they
must be used in the correct order when the backup is used to restore
the contents of the hard disc drive. Eventually the program will indicate
that the backup has been completed, and you are then returned to the
main screen of Drive Image 7.

Restoring
There are facilities in the main Drive Image program for restoring data,
but this route is not usable in the current context. Instead, the computer
is booted using either a set of boot discs made using the program or via
the Drive Image installation CD. These days practically any PC can be
booted from a suitable CD-ROM, and it is probably best to use this
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Fig.4.41 Press F2 if this message appears

explain how to do
this.

Using a set of

bootable floppy discs is one way around the problem if you do not feel
confident about dealing with the BIOS Setup program.

Fig.4.42 The options available from the Recovery program
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Fig.4.43 A lull or partial restoration can be selected

The computer will usually start booting from the CD-ROM or bootable
floppy disc without any preamble. Depending on the BIOS used in your
PC, it might instead try to boot into the damaged cperating system on
the hard disc unless you press a key at the right time. If a message like
the one in Figure 4.41 appears at the bottom of the screen, immediately
press F2 or whatever key the message indicates. The PC should then
boot into the operating system contained on the bootable CD-ROM or
floppy disc.

This will usually be MS-DOS or something similar, but the Restore
program usually includes a simple Windows style user interface. Some
messages will probably appear on the screen giving a brief explanation
of what the program is doing. When using the floppy disc method there

will usually be a boot disc and one or more program discs. Change
discs when prompted. The boot process can be quite long, because
the Restore program will probably scan the PC's hardware so that it can

operate with the mouse, etc., you are using. Where appropriate,
networking might be activated so that the hard disc can be restored
from an image file stored on another PC on the network.
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Fig.4.44 One or multiple drives can be restored
Eventually the boot and loading processes should come to an end and
a screen like the one of Figure 4.42 will then be obtained. A number of
options are available, but it is the System Restore facility that is needed
in this case. Selecting this option moves things on to the screen of
Figure 4.43 where the radio buttons provide two options. One is used
to restore only certain files or folders, and the otter is used tc restore a
complete drive. It is obviously the latter that is required here. The next
screen (Figure 4.44) provides the option of restoring one drive or multiple
drives. In this example it is only drive C that is being restored, so the
single drive option is selected.

At the next screen the backup file is selected, and a file browser is
available via the Browse button. Having pointed the program to the
drive containing the first disc in the backup set, a message like the one
in Figure 4.45 will appear. It is normal for programs that use multi -disc
sets to require the first and last discs in the set before proceeding. After
the program has read from tl-e last disc you will be prompted to replace
the first disc in the drive. You should then have something like Figure
4.46, with the screen showing :he location of the backup file and some
basic information for it.
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Fig.4.45 Initially the first and last discs in the set are required. This is
quite normal for programs that use multi -disc sets
Figure 4.47 shows the next screen, and here you must select the drive
to be restored. You must be careful to choose the right disc if there is
more than one hard drive or partition. Restoring the image to the wrong
drive or partition will erase all the data it contains. It is then just a matter
of following the onscreen prompts, and changing discs when necessary.
The discs in the backup set must be numbered so that you can provide
them in the correct order. The program will detect the error if you should
get the discs muddled -up, and it will not proceed until the right disc has
been placed in the drive.
Once the restoration has been completed, remove the boot CD-ROM or
floppy disc from the drive and reset the computer. It should then boot
into the newly restored operating system. The PC should then operate
exactly as it did at the time the backup was made. There can be minor

problems such as stored passwords being lost, and automatic login
facilities failing to work in consequence. This is due to the password
being concealed on the disc in a hidden file that the backup program
misses. You have to login manually and then reinstate the automatic
facility. Of course, and data or programs added since the backup was
made must be reinstated in order to bring the installation fully up to
date.
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Fig.4.45 This screen shows the backup's location, etc.
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Fig.4.47 Be careful when selecting which drive to restore
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Points to remember
Backing up data and (or) system information to another drive is the only
way to guard against a serious attack from a virus, a hard disc failure, or

other major catastrophe. Backing up system information to the main
hard drive is only sufficient to guard against problems with the operating
system.

Floppy discs are inadequate to cope with the large amounts of data
produced by many modern applications. A CD writer, Zip drive, additional
hard disc, or some other form of mass storage device is required. Note

that some backup programs (including the Windows XP Backup
program) are not compatible with CD writers.
It is only necessary to save important data and configuration files, but it
is much quicker to get things back to normal if you make a full backup
of the hard drive.

Plenty of third party backup software is available, but the Windows XP

Backup utility is adequate for most purposes. Combined with an
additional hard disc drive, this provides a fast and cost-effective method
of providing a full system backup.

The Windows Backup program can be used to backup selected files, or
a full backup of the hard disc can be provided. Regularly backing up
the full contents of a hard disc is relatively time consuming, but restoring
a full backup is the quickest way to get the computer into full working
order again if a major problem occurs.
The Windows XP Backup program can be used without wizards, but for
most purposes the wizards provide the easiest and most reliable means
of handling backup and restore operations.
It is necessary to buy a backup program such as Drive Image in order to
make a backup copy on CDR discs. This method has the advantage of
placing the backup copy beyond the reach of viruses. Another advantage
is that the cost is quite low provided your PC alreacy has a CD writer (as
most do). It is relatively slow though.
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Clean sweep
Ideally you should never get iito the situation wiere it is necessary to
reinstall Windows from scratch and then instal all your applications
programs together with any templates, data, etc., that you use. It should

not be necessary provided you have the complete system backer up
onto CD-ROMs or some other media that is stored beyond the rear, of
viruses. If you ignore the warnings about making adequate backups
and a bad virus strikes, it is quite likely that you will be left with a ronbootable system, or even a hard disc drive that can not be read at all.
The situation is dire if you have important data on an inaccessible disc
and no backup copies. Even if you do not backup the entire system,
always take regular backup copies of important data and store it on
CDRW discs, Zip discs, or scrre other media that can be removed from
the PC. All is not necessarily lcst if the only copy of important data is on
an unreadable hard disc drive. There are specialist companies that can
try to recover the data, but their services are likely to be quite expensive
and there is no guarantee of success.

The reinstallation process is rather different depending on whether the
PC runs under Windows XP or ME. We will start by considering the
reinstallation of Windows XP Where the hard disc is working but :he
Windows installation is damaged badly damaged there is the option of
reinstalling Windows on top of the original instalation. The 'Windows
Setup program effectively tries to repair the existing installation, and it
might to a large extent return the PC to its previous condition. Obviously
it can not reinstate applications programs, data. and other material I pst
due to the infection, but it should at least be able to get the basic Windows

installation working again. Where the disc is unreadable there is no
option to reinstalling everything from scratch. Note that any information
on the disc will be lost forever cnce Windows has been reinstalled from
scratch.

Where possible I would certainly recommend trying to fix Windows by
reinstalling it on top of the broken version. If this fails to cure the problem,
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Viodows RP Professional Setup

Whom to Setup.
Thi: portion of the Setup progran prepares Nicrosoftfl,
Vindows(R) XP to run on your conputer.
To set up Uindous XP now. press ENTER.

To repair A Yindow: XP installation using
Recovery Console, press R.
To quit Setup without installing Nindovs XP. press F3.

OntlAtie

'epair

1

14,,

Fig.5.1 The opening screen of the Windows XP Setup program

then it is time to install Windows from scratch. The advantage of
reinstallation on top of the old Windows installation is that the programs
should remain usable with the new version. Clearly this will not happen
if there is massive damage to the original installation, but in most cases
all the programs will work fine with the refreshed version of Windows.
Unfortunately, the problems with the original installation might be carried
forward into the new one, and it could still be still be necessary to install
Windows from scratch. A great deal of time can be saved if reinstallation
on the old copy of Windows works, so it is well worth trying this method.

The process is very similar whether the operating system is installed
from scratch or on top of an existing Windows installation. If Windows
XP is already on the hard disc it will be detected by the Setup program,
which can then reinstall Windows XP on top of the existing installation.
Note that the versions of Windows XP supplied with some PCs do not
have the standard installation disc. The methods described here are
only applicable if you have the standard Windows XP installation disc. If
your PC was not supplied with a standard installation disc it probably

came complete with a recovery disc that makes it easy to return to a
basic Windows installation. With a PC of this type you should consult
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Windows HP Licensing Agreemtn:
Microsoft Windows lIP Professional
END -USER LICENSE AGREEMENT
IMPORTANT -READ CAREFULLY: nig End -User
License Agreement ("EULA") is a legal agreement between you
(either an individual or g single entity) and Microsoft
Corporation for the Microsoft software product identified abovg,
which includes computer software and nay include associated
media, printed materials. "online" or electronic documentation.
and Internet -based services ("Product").
An aaendment or
addendum to this EULA nay accompany the Product.
YOU AGREE TO BE
BOUND BY THE IERMS OF TAIT EULA BY
INSTALLING, COPYING, OR 07HERVISE USING THE
PRODUCT. IF YOU DO NOT AGIEI, DO NOT INSTALL
OR USE THE PRODUCT; YOU IdY RETURN IT TO YOUR
PLACE OF PURCHASE FOR A FILL REFUND.

I. GRANT OF LICENSE. Microsoft grants you the billowing rights
provided that you coati} with all terms and conditions of
this EULA:
. Installation and Ise.
You nay install, use, access,
display and run one copy of the Product on a single
computer, such as a workstation, terminal or other device
The Product nay not be used
("Workstation Computer").
by more than two (2) processors at any one time on any
agree

ESC =I

do not agree

'ACE IOUNNext Page

Fig.5.2 You must agree to the licensing conditions to proceed

the instruction manual, and this should give concise information about
reinstalling Windows.

Booting from CD
Whether reinstalling on tcp of the current installation or reinstalling
Windows XP from scratch, the first step is to boot from the installation
CD-ROM. The BIOS must be set to boot from the CD-ROM drive before
it tries to boot from the hard disc. It is unlikely that the computer will
attempt to boot from the CD-ROM drive if the priorities are the other way
around, and it will certainly not do so unless the CD-ROM is set as one
of the boot devices. If all is well, a message will probably appear o'l the
screen indicating that any key must be operated in order to boot from
the CD-ROM drive. This message appears quite briefly, so be ready to
press one of the keys. The computer will try to boot from the hard disc
if you "miss the boat". It will then be necessary to restart the computer
and try again.
After various files have been loaded from the CD-ROM, things should
come to a halt with the screen of Figure 5.1. The Setup program is
needed to reinstall Windows XP so press the Enter (Return: key. The
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Next screen (Figure
5.2) is the usual
licence agreement,

and the F8 key is
pressed in order to
agree with the
licensing terms.
Note that Windows
XP can not be
installed unless you

do agree to the
licensing conditions.
The installations on

Fig.5.3 Select te correct instararon

the hard disc are
listed on the next

screen (Figure 5.3),
and in most cases there will only be one. JVhere appropriate, select the
installation teat ycu wish to repair or replace.
Repair rathe,- than -eplacement cf the operating system will be considered
first. In other words, reinstalling Windows on top of the existing installation

Fleas. mai; Mile Setup examine: year disk:. This meg take
1 Mentes depending on the site of the disks.

Fig.5.4 Setic will briefly examire she dis.-; drives
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Oilidous XP Professional Setup

'lease wait while Setup copies file:
to the IP..ndows isstallation folders.
This might take several minute: to complete.

Setup is copying files...

Co, in.: lii2.111
Fig.5.5 It wiP take some time for the files tc be copied to the hard disc

liin Mow: XP Professional Setup
--- -

Psis portion of Setup has completed successlully.
Ii there is a floppy disk in drive 4:. renooe it.

is restart your computer, press ENTER.
Mien your conputer restarts. Setup will continue.

Your compute, will reboot in S seconds....

estu.1 Computer

Fig.5.6 The computer will automatically reb Dot after 5 seconds
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Fig.5.8 A warning message appears if a non -approved driver is found
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Fig.5.9 This window enables the language settngs to be altered
rather than starting afresh. Press the R key to indicate that the selected
installation must be repaired. The Setup program then examines the
discs (Figure 5.4), and this process is usually quite brief. Next the Setup
program copies files from the CD-ROM to the irstallation folders cn the
hard disc drive. This will take a few minutes, and the usual bargraph
display shows how far the copying has progressed (Figure 5.5). Once
the copying has finished it is time for the computer to reboot for the first
time. You can press the Return key to start the reboot (Figure 5.6i, but
after 5 seconds it will automatically reboot anyway. Make sure that there
is no floppy disc in drive A:, as this would prevent the PC from rebooting
properly. Also, when the message appears on tie screen, do not press
a key to cause the system to boot from the CD-ROM drive. At this stage
it must boot from the hard disc drive.

A screen like the one in Figure 5.7 will appear once the reboot has
completed, and this keeps you informed about the progress of the
reinstallation. A warning message like the one in Rigure 5.8 might appear
during the reinstallation. This points out that one of the device drivers in
use on the computer is not one that has officially passed the Windows
XP compatibility test. This does not necessarily mean that it is the cause

of the problems with Windows XP but it is obv.ously a possibility that
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ar411449.upot

Fig.5.10 These settings determine such things as how large numbers
and the time will be displayed
has to be given serious consideration. In this case the audio driver in
question had been in use for some weeks without any problems arising,
so it was unlikely to cause any problems. If you operate the No button
so that the driver is not loaded, the corresponding piece of hardware
will be rendered inoperative until a suitable driver has been installed.

Language settings
Eventually a screen like the one in Figure 5.9 will appear. This permits
the language settings to be customised, and it is advisable to operate
the Customise button and check that the settings are suitable. This

brings up an initial window like the one on Figure 5.10, but further
windows and menus can be brought up by opera..ing the Customise
buttons and the tabs. Figures 5.11 and 5.12 show a couple of examples.
Look through the various windows and menus, changing any settings
that are incorrect. Mistakes here will not have dire consequences, but
there could be a problem such as the keyboard producing some incorrect
characters. It should be possible to correct any mistake of this type
once Windows XP has been installed.
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Fig.5.11 Various Regional and Language settings are available

Fig.5.12 Setting the correct region
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Fig.5.13 The product key is still needed when reinstalling Windows XP
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Fig.5.14 The reinstallation process resumes
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Windows

Welcome to Microsoft Windows
Irw

()

Fig.5.15 With reinstallation complete, the Welcome screen is
displayed
Windows

Ready to activate Windows?
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Fig.5.16 It is not essential to activate Windows XP at this stage
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Fig.5.17 You are given the opportunity to get online with MSN

Even though Windows is being installed over an existing installation, it
is still necessary to enter the product key when the screen of Figure 5.13
appears. The Windows XP installation disc is supplied in a cardboard
folder rather than the usual jewel case. The 25 -digit product key is on
the rear of this folder. Keep the folder safe because it is not possible to
reinstall Windows XP without it. With the correct product key typed into
the textboxes, operating the Next button will produce a screen like the

one in Figure 5.14, and the installation process will continue. The
computer may then reboot, and the Welcome screen of Figure 5.15 will
appear.
Operate the Next button to move on to the screen of Figure 5.16. Using

the two radio buttons you can opt to activate the new Windows XP
installation or leave this until later. It is probably best to defer the activation

process until the PC is fully operational again. Activating Windows via
the telephone method is a bit awkward, so in due course it is best to opt
for the web option if you have an Internet connection. At the next screen
(Figure 5.17) you can sign on to MSN or continue with reinstallation. It
will be assumed here that the second option is taken. The Windows
reinstallation is then finished, and the screen of Figure 5.18 will appear
to confirm that the process has been completed.
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Fig.5.18 This screen confirms that reinstallation is complete

Fig.5.19 The next screen is the usual login type
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Fig.5.20 The Windows desktop should look the same as it did before
To try out the new installation, operate the Finish button. The computer
should then boot into the usual login screen (Figure 5.19). Login using
your normal password (where appropriate), and the computer should
go into the Windows XP desktop (Figure 5.20). After reinstalling Windows
9x it is necessary to adjust some of the settings in order to provide normal
operation. In particular, the reinstalled version of Windows uses very
basic video settings, which have to be adjusted to your normal settings.
As can be seen from Figure 5.20, Windows XP uses the previous video

settings, and the new installation should be usable without any
adjustments.

The applications programs should remain installed and fully usable. Of
course, any programs that were damaged by the virus might be unusable,
and will not have been fixed by reinstalling Windows. It is then a matter
of uninstalling and reinstalling any programs that are damaged. It is
possible that the uninstall routines will have problems fully uninstalling
damaged setups. Simply reinstalling programs over the remnants of
the original will usually be possible, or you can manually delete any

remaining files and folders. If there are any major problems with
reinstallation, as a last resort a program can be installed to a different
folder.
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Windows SF Profestioaal Setup

The following list shous the existing partitions and
unipartitioned space on this computer.
Use the UP and DOWN ARROW key: to select an iten is the list.
To set up Windows RP an the selected iten. press ENTER.
To create a partition in the unpartitioned space. press C.
To delete the selected partition, press D.

13038 MR Disk 8 at Id B on bus B on atapi IMBRI
:

artitioni INT S1

1

82

M

11 4

M

free)

281S MB Disk 0 at Id 1 on ho: 8 on atapi IMBR1
D:

ENT

Partition) (Neu Volum) INTPS1
Unpartitioned space

nstall

D Delete Parts

isn

2812 ME
2 ME

(

887 MB free>

F3 Quit

Fig.5.21 Three options are available from this screen

From scratch
The initial stages of installation are much the same if it is necessary to
install Windows XP from scratch. As before, The computer is booted
from the installation CD-ROM and it is only at the screen of Figure 5.3
that things change. It is a 'rEsh installation that is required and not a
repair, so the Escape key is pressed. This moves things on to the screen
of Figure 5.21 where there are three options. Two of these permit the
disc partitioning to be changed, and you will presumably wish to retain
the existing set-up.

On the face of it, the best course of action is to make sura that the
correct partition for the installation is selected in the lower part of the
screen and then press the Return key. However, this will produce the
warning screen of Figure 5.22. Although you are -lot trying to nstall two
operating systems on one pert tion, the existing Windows XP installation

(if still to some extent intacl might give problems with the new one.
After all, the idea is to comp elely do away with tie old installation and
start afresh with a new one. Therefore, the D key is pressed so that the
partition used for windows XP is deleted. This will delete everything in
the partition, and a warning message to this effect appears when the D
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Window
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You cheem to install Windage XP on a partition that contains anotier
operating system- Installieg Mildews X? on this parti:ion eight cause
the other ppeveting systems to function inproperly.
C88E1011: Gnstallieg multiple operating euctens on a single partition
is net reeammendel. to learn core about installing multisle
operetta, sgstens on a single conputer, see
httpc,rewa.nicrot.tEt.cerivindert/ftultibeot.a.tp

Lsing Internet Explorer.
T. continue letup vsing this partition, press C.
in :elect

tontine,

a liffereet partition, press ESC.

ern

ante!

Fig.5.22 Remove tne old Windows XP installation before proceeding

Windouc X' trek :signal Sett.p
You asked

tc delete the partition

Partitini INIFS1

C:

13029 MO

1134: ME Free)

on 13038 MB fish P at Id 4 on hits 8 oft atapi (Mill.

Le delete this partition. press L.
CAUT104: Plc data os thi; parti:ion will be lett.
ln return to the previous screen without
seleting the partition. press ESC.

L

e etc

alcel

rig.5.23 All rata in the deleted partition will be lost
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Ludows BP Professional Setup
The following list shows the existing partitions ono
unpartitioned space on this computer.
Use the UP and DOWN APRON keys to select an item in the list.
To set up ilindo6s XP on the selected item, press ENTER.
To create a partition in the unpartitioned space. press C.

To delete the selected partition. press D
:13838 NB Disk 8 at id R on has B on etapi EMBIll

Un.artitions

sate

13:2

2411, MB Disk 8 at Ii 1 or, ha; B on atapi IMINil
D:

EN

Partition! talea Uolvee> [WSJ
Unpartitivned ;pace

nstall

C= reate

artition

2012 MB ,
2 MB

807 MB free,

F3 4uit

Fia.5.24 Disc C: now has unpartitioned space available

Oludows XP Professional setup
sou asked Setup to create a rev partition on
'.:3830 MB Disb B at Id B on bts 8 on atapi IMBR1.
To create the new partition, enter a size below and
press INTER.
To go Lack to tht previous screen without cstatiny
the partition. picas ESC.

-he minimum 5120 for the new partition is
B megabytes (MB).
-he maximum size for the new partition in 13821 megabytes (MD.

Create partition of size (in MB): Mr=

reate

ante'

Fig.5.25 The partition KO normally be set at the maximum size
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Ginaaus SP Professional Setup
The following list shows the existing partitions and
unpartitioned space on this computer.
Use the UP and DOWN ARROW keys to select an item in the list.
To set up Windows MP on the selected item, press ENTER.
To create a partition in the unpartitioned space. press C.
To delete the selected partition, press D.
13838 MB Disk 8 at Id 0 on bus B on atapi IMBR1
Unpartitioned space

8 MB

2815 MB Disk 8 at Id 1 on bus 8 on atapi IMBRI
D:

Partition) (Neu Uolume) MPS)
Unpartitioned space

NI

Install

DDelete 'artition

F

2812 MB (
2 MB

887 MB free)

Quit

Fig.5.26 Drive C: now has an empty partition
key is operated (Figure 5.23). Assuming that you have previously rescued

any important data on the partition, press the L key to go ahead and
delete the partition.
The previous screen then returns, but this time it irdicates that disc C:
has unpartitioned space (Figure 5.24). The next step is to create a
partition for the new Windows XP installation, and to format that space.
With the unpartitioned space selected in the lower section of the screen,
operate the C key to create the partition. The next screen (Figure 5.25)
enables the partition to be set at the required size. Presumably you will
simply wish to reinstate the previous partition that used all the space
just vacated. In that case, simply press Return to accept the default
partition size. This returns things more or less tc the way they were
originally (Figure 5.26), but the partition is now empty. It is not even
formatted, which is why it is described as "Raw" in the partition table.

Formatting
Next press the Return key to go ahead and install Windows XP on the
partition. This produces the screen of Figure 5.27, where the desired
file system is selected. Unless there is a good reason to use the FAT or
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Yindoum XP Professional Setup
The partition you selected is not fornatted. Setup will now
formmt the partition.
Use the UP and DOWN RRROU keys to select the file :ysten
you want, and then press ENTER.
If you want to select a different partition for Wirdows XP,
pres.: ESC.

Format the partition using the NIPS file system OQuick)
Farrar the artition usin
the FRT file s stem
ick)
F); -At :14 partition using t

amt nee

e

AT

ile ay:ten

Cance

Fig.5.27 The partition is formatted using the selected file system
Windows XP Prffe:Isinnel Setup

Please wait while Setup furnats the partition
C:

Partition) New ARaw)1

13821 MB < 13821 MB free)

on 13838 MB Disk 0 at Id 8 on bus El on atepi IMBRI.

Setup is formatting...
95z

Fig. 5.28 Formatting a large partition can take a long time
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Fig.5.29 Add your name and (where appropriate) organisation in
the text boxes

FAT32 file systems, such as compatibility with another file system, choose
the NTFS option. This file system makes the best use of Windows XP's

capabilities. Having selected the required file system, press the Return
key to go ahead and format the partition. This brings up the screen of

Figure 5.28, complete with the usual bargraph to show how far the
formatting has progressed.

Once the partition has been formatted, the Setup program will start
copying files to the hard disc, and thereafter the process is much the
same as when reinstalling Windows XP on top of an existing installation.
There are one or two differences though. As the original installation has
been cleared from the hard disc, it is not possible for the new installation
to read any information from it. You must re-enter your details when the
screen of Figure 5.29 appears. The same is true of the passwords, and
a new administrator password must be used when the screen of Figure
5.30 appears. Some general information has to be entered at the screens
of Figure 5.31 and 5.32.

Near the end of the installation process there may be a small window
that asks if Windows can automatically adjus: the screen settings.
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Fg.5.39 Type the administrator password into the textboxes

Fig.5 31 The modem dialling information is added here
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Date and bane Setnnqs
4 -et

Fig.5.32 Use this window to set the time zone, etc

Fig.5.33 Finally, you are into the newly installed Windows XP
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Fig.5.34 The default version of 'he Windows Control Panel

Normally it is best to operate the OK button if this appears. Windows

will then start in something better than the basic 640 by 480 pixel
resolution. It will probably opt for only 800 by 60C pixel resolution, tut
this is still much more usable tiat the basic 640 by 480 pixel mode. After
negotiating the usual login screen the computer should go into Windows
XP (Figure 5.33). A window asking if you wish to activate Windows XP

might appear, but it is probably best to leave activation until you are
sure that everything is installed and working perfectly.

Hardware drivers
At this stage you have Windows XP reinstalled, but it is likely that some
items of hardware will be either partially operational, or will be simply
ignored by Windows. It is possible that Windows will detec all the
hardware on the motherboard and install the necessary drivers. If the
motherboard hardware is more recent than the version of Windows XP
that you are using, then Windows is unlikely to have the correct drivers
in its standard repertoire. It is virtually certain that proper video drivers

will be needed.

Even if the graphics card can be set to use high

resolutions and colour depths, A is almost certainly using a generic driver
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Fig.5.35 The Control Panel using the Classic View
rather than one designed specifically for the video card in use. Although
high resolutions and colour depths can be used, the video system will

probably be very slow in operation.

There might be other items of

hardware that Windows has missed completely, or has been unable to
identify.

The first step is to go into Device Manager to look for any obvious
problems with the hardware. First choose Control Panel from the Start
menu, which will produce a window like the one in Figure 5.34. It is
advisable to left -click on the Switch to Classic View link, which will change
the window to the familiar Control Panel layout of Figure 5.35. This
provides easy access to the hardware settings and other useful facilities.
Launch the System Properties window by double-clicking on the System
icon and then operate the Hardware tab. Left -click the Device Manager

button, and a window similar to the one in Figure 5.36 will appear.
The important thing to look for here is the yellow exclamation marks that
indicate problems with the hardware. In this case the hardware appears
to be trouble -free apart from the integrated audio system and the video
card. It is worthwhile double-clicking some of the other entries to check
that the hardware has been identified correctly. Internal modems can

sometimes be troublesome, although the modem has been correctly
identified and installed in this case.
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Fig.5.36 Check Device Manager for hardware problems

If there are any problems with the main hardware on the motherboard, it
is advisable to install the drivers for this hardware first. The main hardware
means things like the IDE controllers and the PCI slots. and not integrated
hardware such as audio systems and network adapters. Where
appropriate, your PC

should have been
supplied with a CDROM containing the
device drivers for the

hardware on the
motherboard.

Next

the video drivers
should be installed,
and then the device
drivers for other

hardware such as
audio systems and
modems.

Fig.5.37 The initial screen of the
installation program
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Welcome
Welcome to the Videologic Installer This Proilatn exit
instal! the required driver tiles for your hardware

Click Next tc install the drivers. Otherwise, click L ancel to stop
installiig and return to Windows

WARNING. This program is protected by copynght law and
international treaties
Unauthorized reproduction or distribution of this program or any
portion of it. may result in severe civil and criminal penalties, and
will be prosecuted to the maximum extent possible under law

Next )

Cancel

Fig 5.38 The Welcome window includes the usual copyright notice

Driver installation
Wiidows has built-in facilities for adding device drivers, but few
manufacturers seem to make use of these. Most hardware has its own
installation program.
This copies the
The VolooLoon CD ROM romans 6_canard:0o, wfoon you
can Clno on yox i d Or* to eat), access

device drivers onto

the hard disc, and
then the computer is
restarted. The device
drivers are installed
automatically during

the boot process.
The
instruction
manuals for the
hardware should
give
concise

information about
Fig.5.39 I" is advisable to load the manual
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Setup 1.; about to install the talkonng on your rharkine
The followeng device(s) will be in. tailed
Vimdl [32MB AGP)

The [doming documentation wilt be installed
C:\Prcgam FilesWideoLoglclVivid1REAGME htm

Fig.5.40 This window gives you an opportunity to review the options
that have been selected
drivers, and the installation instructions should be followed "to the letter".
Note that the installation process is not always tt-e same for each version
of Windows, so make sure that you follow the right instructions and use

the Windows XP
device

drivers.

Windows XP will
almost certainly spot
the error and display
a warning message if
you try to install
inappropriate device
drivers.

Setup C,mplele
SeNPhet Iro,h^O coPK4) rho ,ewe!

fok.,

to complete the rs4<inhon. you oo,omen

4 ''es I weft byeo ow eae0,1d r.O.,
NL

r

,urar O corms/sr We

In this example there

is no need to install
any
additional

drivers
fo
the motherboard's
system hardware, so

the first task is to

I

Free,

Fig.5.41 Restart the computer to complete
the installation
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install the proper video drivers. The installation CD-ROM will usually
auto -run, as in this case, and Figure 5.37 shows the initial window. This
provides two options, and in this case is clearly the default "Install the
drivers" option that is required. The next window (Figure 5.38) has the

usual
copyright
notice,
and
operating the Next

Imnlid DvsplayItusgs
A new cinches at,,, has been insteaed.

button moves things

The eel., &plan :reseiben Wen ife firer hee been temp. -sly used b, the system

on to the licence

Reese use the ('
&taws. resolnon.

ecton n nn sandy. Control Panel to select yoke preferred

Fig.5.42 Windows will probably detect the
newly installed video card

agreement. Left clicking the Yes
brings up a further
window
(Figure
5 39), and this one
g ves the option of

loading the on -disc instruction manual onto the hard disc. Since the
manual is unlikely to require much disc space it is a good idea to install
the documentation onto the hard disc when this option is available.
The next window (Figure 5.40) simply shows the opt ons that have been
selected, and assuming everything is in order it is just a matter of left -

clicking the Next button to start installation. Once the files have been
copied to the hard disc, the window of Figure 5.41 appears. It is definitely
advisable to restart the computer immediately rather than waiting until
later.

This finalises the installation of the drivers and gives you an

opportunity to check that they are functioning correctly. Installing several
sets of device drivers and then restarting the computer might seem to
be a more efficient way of doing things, because the computer only has
to be restarted once. In practice it is not a good idea and is simply
inviting problems.

Video settings
Windows will almost certainly detect that a new video card has been
installed, and it will then produce the message window of Figure 5.42
when the reboot has been completed. Operate the OK button and then
adjust the video settings using the Display Properties Window (Figure
5.43), which will be launched automatically. If the r ewly installed video
card is not detected by Windows, the display settir gs window must be
run manually. Launch the Control Panel, double-cl ck the Display icon,
and then operate the Settings tab in the window that appears.
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Display Properties
Themes

Desktop Screen saver

Appearance

Settings

Display

Plug and Play Monitor on Vivd!(32M13 AGP)

Screen re:olution

Color quality
More

Less

Highest (32 bit)

011111

800 by 600 pixels
T roubleshoct

OK

j

Cancel

Advaiced

[

1

Fig.5.43 Set the required screen resolution and colour depth

Having set the required screen resolution and colour depth, operate the
Apply button. It is likely that Windows is overestimating the abilities of
the monitor if the screen goes blank or produces an unstable image.
The screen should return to normal in a few seconds though. One way
of tackling the problem is tc operate the Troubleshoot button, which
launches the Video Display Troubleshooter (Figure 5.44). By going
through the questions and suggested cures it is likely that the problem
would soon be solved. However, the most likely cause of the problem is
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CD Help and Support Center

ji t

Index

Fpontes

41:) History

%pout

Qphons

l® Help and Support Center

Search
Set zeroth options

windows >P Prckessional

Video Display troubleshooter
What problem are you having?
receive the following message: "Display problems. This program can't continue."
My display flickers or is garbled.

I cannot install my monitor.
am having a problem with the multiple monitor feature
Videos or animations do not work correctly.

I cannot set the video resolution above 640 r 460 with 16 colors.

Fig.5.44 The Video Display Troubleshooter
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Fig.5.45 The Advanced Settings window

rate menu, and
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currently in use. In
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Plug and Play Monitor and Vivid! (32MB AGP) Propert... r?-1(xj
Color Management
General

n

3D Optimisation

Adapte

Monitor

Display

Troubleshoot

tVpr,

IVPlug and Play Morptor

Properties

Monitor settings

Screen refresh rate
85 Hertz
60 Hertz
72 Hertz
75 Hertz
85 Hertz

and/or damaged hard

OK

e

lance

Fig.5.46 A lower scan rate should cure the prob'em

this example the rate was reduced from 85 hertz to 75 hertz. Left -click
the Apply button and observe the screen. With luck, this time a small
window like the one shown in Figure 5.47 will be visible on the screen. If
so, operate the Yes button to keep the new scan rate. If not. wait for a
proper display to return and then repeat this process using an even
lower scan rate. Note that the maximum scan rate for a monito' generally
reduces as the screen resolution is increased. Consequently, the higher
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Monitor Settings

r

Your desktop has been reconfigured. Do you want to keep
these settings?

a)

Reverting in 13 seconds

Yes

1

No

1

Fig.5.47 The settings return to normal unless the Yes button is operated

the screen resolution used, the lower the scan rate that will have to be
set.

Obviously the installation of the video card will vary slightly from one
card to another, but most cards are installed using the general method
outlined here. With the video card installed and set up correctly, any
further drivers that are needed can be installed. In this example it was
only necessary to install the device drivers for the audio system. Device

dal _I

r, Device Manager
File

Action

+nee.

net.

PENFOLD-IiRWCOLI
Computer

a, NO. dives
/ Display adapters
,,,',, END/CD-ROM droves

j Floppy disk controllers
t3 Floppy dr* dives
j IDE PINATAPI controlers
Keyboards
Mace and other pointing demces

jt. Moderns

I Monitors
Ports

b tPri

411 Processors

4* Sound. adeci and game sontrollers
,4System dew.,
Universal Serial Bus controleis

Fig.5.48 The problems with the hardware have been cleared
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Add Hardware Wizard

t=i,

Welcome to the Add Hardware Wizard
thIS Wizard helps you

Install software to support the hardware you acd to your
computer

Troubleshoot problems you nay be having wet your
nardware

iII your hardware cause with an instalation C).
u recommended th st you click Car cel to
close this wizard and use the manufacturer',
CD to install this hardware

oulnue, click Next.

Next >

Lance

Fig.5.49 The Add Hardware Wizard

Manager then showed no problems with any of the hardware (F gure
5.48), indicating that the hardware was all installed successfully. With
the hardware installed prooerly, it is then a matter of installing a I the
applications software, undaraking any customisation of the software,
and then reinstating your data files. The PC is then ready for use again.

Correct channels
The installation CD-ROMs supplied with most hardware includes a Setup
program. However, in some cases the disc con:ains device drivers but
it does not include a program to install the drivers. If the instruction
manual gives installation instr actions, then follow them. With some low-

cost hardware you are sirr ply left to your own devices. Cne way of
tackling the installation of hardware of this type is to launch the Add
Hardware Wizard. Go to tie Control Panel, double-click the System
icon, and then operate the Hardware tab in the System Properties window.

In the upper section of this window there is an Add Hardware Wizard
button, and operating this launches the wizard (Figure 5.49).
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Add Hardware Wizard
Is the hardware connected?

Have you already connected this hardware to your computer?
Yes, I have already connected the hardware
No. I have not added the hardware yet

Back

Cancel

j

Fig.5.50 The first check looks for the hardware
Add Hardware Wizard
The following hardware is already installed on your computer

Fran the list below, select an installed hardware device. then click. Next to check
properties cg troubleshoot a problem you might be having.

To add hardware not shown in the list, click "Add a new hardware device."

Installed hardware
lirck VlA Rev 5 or later USB Universal Host Controller

4 VIA Rev 5 or later USB Universal Host Controller
fiCP IJ S B Root Hub

USB Root Hub
'A Root Huh
Add a new hardware device

Back

Fig.5.5/ Select Add new hardware device
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Add Hardware Wizard
The wizard can help you install other hardware

The wizard can search for other Fardware and automatically coral t lor you Or f you
know exactly which hardware model you want to nstal you can select it horn a ist

What do you want the wizard to do'

Search for and instal the hzrdware automaticalyiRecosnrnendedl
instal the hardware that I manually select from a list lAdwanced)

< Back

Next

Cancel

j

Fig.5.52 Manual installation is probably the best option here
,

-

Add Hardware Wizard
I rom the list below, select the ty)e of hardware you air installing

If you do nor see the hardware category you want. click Show Al Devices
Common hardware types

Show Al Device;
Display adapters

SIDE ATA/ATAPI controllers
*I IEEE 1394 Bus host controller Imaging devices
Infrared devices
Modems

*t Multi -port serial adapters

Bad.

Next >

Cancel

Fig.5.53 Select the correct category for the new hardware
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Add Hardware Wizard
Select the device drive, you want to install lot this hardware_

1
,

Select the manulacturer and model of your hardware device arid then cluck Next If you
have a disk that contains the driver you want to instal, click Have Disk.

Manutactuier

Model
Communscations Port

ryclade, L. orpu, atter

E CP Printer Port

at Multipoit Communications Port

it' Printer Port
This driver is digitally signed

(

Have Disk

Tell roe why driver .fioning r mortant

Back

it

Next )

Cancel

Fig.5.54 It is normally the Have Disk option that is needed here

Heed the warning notice about using the manufacturer's installation
program wherever possible. Check the installation CD-ROM to ensure
-hat it does not
:ontain an Install or
Install f rote Disk
Setup program. If
you are sure that it
1..cot the mentiactuteis onstaliatcAt, 4:1,4 and then
mat e oae that the caw, dire c seleoed below.

does not, operate the
rCancel

Copy rosnulaciaisis lies Item
Browse

Fig.5.55 Give the location of the driver files

Next button to move
the wizard on to the

next stage (Figure
5.50).
The Add
Hardware Wizard
uses the normal
technique
of
suggestions and
questions
to

(hopefully) find the right answers. The first screen simply determines

whether the hardware is already connected to the PC. Unless
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Regional and Language Options
Regional Options

Languace.:

5

171X1

Advanced

Standards and format:

This option affects how sone programs format nunbers, currencies
dates, and time.
Select an item to match its preterences, or click Customize to choose
your own formats

Er fish (United Kingdom)

Customize.

.1

Samples

Number

123,456,785 00

Currency

123,45&719£ 00

Time

08.55 33

Short date

09/02/2002

Long date

09 February 2002

Location
To help services provide you with local information. such as news and
weather, select your present location
United Kingdom

OK

I

Cancel

1

Fig.5.56 Check the the Regional and Language settings are orrect

the manufacturer specifically advises otherwise, the hardware must be
physically installed before the device drivers are loaded.

Assuming that the hardware is already connected, the next window
provides a list of the detected hardware. Obviously the entry for the
hardware should be selected if it is found in the list. If it has not been
detected and listed by Windows, select the Add a new device option
(Figure 5.51). The next window (Figure 5.52) gives the option of installing
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the device manually or having Windows try to detect it. There is no
harm in trying the detection method, but it is likely Windows is incapable
of detecting the hardware if it has not done so already. Taking the manual
route produces a window like the
one of Figure 5.53). This gives a

list of hardware types, and you
must select the correct category
for the device you are trying to
install.

Engtish (United States)
English (Lasted Kingdom)

1

M.

Moving on to the next window

(Figure 5.54) gives a list of

dhow the Language bar

At 03:53

Fig.5.57 Choose the correct
language version

manufactures in the left-hand

section, and devices for the
selected manufacturer in the right-

hand section. Obviously you
should select the appropriate
is listed, but this is unlikely. It is normally

entry for your device if it
necessary to operate the Have Disk button, which brings up a window
like the one of Figure 5.55. Either type the path to the disc and folder
containing the device drivers, or use the Browse option to locate the
drivers. Having pointed Windows to the drivers, the installation process
then follows along normal lines.

Language problems
Back in the days of MS-DOS it was often quite tricky to persuade the
operating system that you were using a keyboard having the English
version of the
English layout, rather

Help

Restore Derek* s

Fig.5.58 Choose the Settings option from the
popup menu

than one having the
US
English
characters
and
layout.
The
differences are quite
minor, but they result
'n the double quotes
and @ symbol being

transposed. Also,
the pound sign (£)
tends to disappear or be replaced with the hash (#) symbol. Some of
the little used symbols also disappear or become assigned to the wrong
keys.
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Windows XP can

Text Services and Input Languages

suffer from a similar
problem after it has
been reinstalled from
scratch. The obvious

first step is to go to

the Control Panel
and double-click the
keyboard icon. This
is the first thing to try
if the keyboard is not

-telt n0'it langtur
Select one ol the entailed rexi Languages to use When you stet yr,
currputet

E r.jsh tOn,led I .gdnroi
1,1

j

I

Select the services that you *err to each mai language shown in he
Use the Add and Remove buttons to reodly thts he

Engluth [United Kingdom'
Go Keyboaid

working at all, but
with

a

language

need ' ingiorn

Witold Kingdom
'United Stated

E

Add

eyboaid

problem it is unlikely
to be of any help. It

US

Remove

is better to start by
going to the Control

Panel and doubleclicking the Regional
and Language icon.

This produces a
properties window
like the one in Figure

Preferences

,-aniPage Bet j

Key Seeing:

OK

f

l

Cancel

Fig.5.59 Set the correct default language

is
5.56,
which
essentially the same as the one that appears during the nstallation
process. Check the vario_is sections to make sure that the correct
language is set.

If everything is correct, look at the bottom richt-hand corner o' the
Windows desktop. Here there will be a button that indicates the language

in use. This will usually be marked EN for English, but more than one
version of the language will probably be available. Left -click the button
to produce a small popup menu (Figure 5.57), anc then select the English

(United Kingdom) option. The keyboard should then function properly,
producing the pound sign, etc. However, the wrong version of English
will be set as the default.
To correct this, activate the menu again and select the Show the language

bar option. This removes the button and produces a small floating bar
instead (Figure 5.58). Operate the tiny button in the bottom right-hand
corner of the bar and select Settings from the popup menu. This launches

the Text Services and Input _anguages window (Figure 5.59). Use the
pop -down menu near the top of the window to select the correct default
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Fig.5.64 Operate the Create password link

language. Next operate the Apply and OK buttons, and then restart the
computer to check that the default has switched to the right language.

User accounts
At least two user accounts would have been produced automatically if
the original Windows XP installation was an upgrade from Windows 9x.
The Administrator account and one for the name used during the upgrade
process. Both accounts are assigned the same password. Some

computer retailers supply their PCs completely set up and ready for
use, sometimes complete with one or more user accounts installed. Only

an Administrator account is produced when Windows XP is installed
from scratch. Any other accounts you require have to be set up manually.

The Administrator account is usually reserved for making changes to
the system or troubleshooting, since it gives full control over the system.
As a minimum, you should install one additional account for normal
use. The first step in adding a new account is to go to the Control Panel
and double-click the User Accounts icon. This launches a window like
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User Accounts
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Fig.5.65 Type the password into the top two textboxes

the one in Figure 5.60. Left -click the link for Create a new account,
which switches the window to the one shown i1 Figure 5.61. Type a
name for the account into the :extbox and then operate the Next button.

The type of account is selected at the next window (Figure 5.62). An
administrator account provides freedom to make changes to the system,
but these abilities are not needed for day to day use of the computer. A
limited account is generally considered to be the better choice for normal
use, since the restrictions reduce the risk of the system being accidentally

damaged. Note that you might not be able to install programs when
using a limited account. Also, some programs produced prior to
Windows 2000 and XP might not be usable with a limited account.
Consequently, there is no alternative to an administrator account if
maximum flexibility is required.

Having selected the type of account using the radio buttons, ope-ate
the Create Account button. The original User Accounts window teen
returns, but it should now contain the newly created account (Figure
5.63). There are other facilities in the User Accounts window tat enE ble
the login and logoff settings to be altered. By default, the Welccme
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Fig.5.66 If desired, your files and folders can be kept private
screen is shown at startup, and you simply have to left -click the entry for
the new account in order to use it. Note that the naw account will start

with a largely blank desktop. Each account has its own desktop and
other settings, so each account can be customised with the best settings
for its particular user.

Accounts are not password protected by default. To add a password,
go to the User Accounts window and left -click the entry for the account
that you wish to password protect. This switches the window to look
like Figure 5.64, and here the Create password link is activated. At the

next window (Figure 5.65) the password is typed into the top two
textboxes, and a hint is entered into the other textbox. The hint is
something that will jog your memory if you should happen to forget the
password. Next operate the Create Password button, which moves things
on to the window of Figure 5.66. This window explains that password
protection does not prevent other users from reading your files. Operate
the Yes Make Private button if you would like to prevent other users from
accessing your files. This completes the process, and the password
will be needed the next time you login to that account.
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Points to remember
PCs that are supplied wit. Windows XP preinstalled are not necessarily
supplied with a normal Windows installation disc. Windows then las to
be installed in accordance with the computer manufacturer's instructions.

The exact method of reinstallation varies somewhat from one
manufacturer to another.

Installing Windows XP on top of an existing version might cu e problems
with the operating system. but it is not guaranteed to do sc.
Installing Windows XP "from scratch", with all the previous files removed
from the hard disc should effect a cure to any Windows problems. If it
does not, the computer probably has a hardware fault.
When reinstalling Windows XP from scratch it is not necessary to reformat

the hard disc prior to reinstallation. The appropriate disc partition can
be deleted and then added again during installation. This clears away
any trace of the original Installation, but all data will also be removed
from the partition.
Make sure that any important data is reliably bac-<ed up prior to installing
Windows XP from scratch. Data should not be lost when reinstalling
Windows XP on top of the existing version, but it is a good idea to backup
any important data in case there are problems.

The process is largely automatic with either type of reinstallation. The
user provides some basic information and then the Setup program installs
the Windows files and sets up the essential hardware.

Once Windows XP has been reinstalled, some further work is required
to get all the hardware properly installed, the screen resolution and colour
depth set correctly, etc. Sone hardware has its own installation routines
and does not go through the normal Windows routes. In fact, most

hardware is now installed in this way. Always install hardware in
accordance with the manufacturer's instructions.
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Install the device drivers for system hardware on the motherboard first,
followed by the video drivers, and then any other drivers that are needed.
Do not install applications software until all the hardware is installed and
working properly.
The Text Services and Input Languages window can be used to correct
things if the computer defaults to using the US English keyboard layout.
Any user accounts and passwords are lost when Windows XP is installed
from scratch. These can be rebuilt by going to the User Accounts window,
which is accessed via the Control Panel.
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MS/DOS boot
The method used to reinstall Windows ME and its predecessors is rather

different to the one used for Windows XP. It is perhaps rather more
crude, with no option of booting from the installation CD-ROM. Instead
it is necessary to boot from a floppy disc that contains the MS/JOS
operating system, or the Wi scows version of it. I would not recommend
trying to reinstall Windows by booting into Windows. With Wincows
seriously damaged this will probably not be an option anyway. If you
can boot into Windows but Jnly in Safe Mode there will be no CD-ROM
support, so it will not be possible to install Windows from the installation
CD-ROM.

Where the PC can be booted into a largely working version of Windows,

an installation started from within Windows will simply place the new
version on top of the old one. Unfortunately, it will not necessarily repair
any problems in the existing Windows set-up. Umess you have definitely

decided that it is time to "sweep away the cobwebs" and start from
scratch, I would certainly recommend trying to fix Windows by reinsta ling
it on top of the broken version. If this fails to cure the problem it is time
to install Windows from scratch.

Either way, I would sugges: booting from a Windows Startup disc in
drive A: and selecting CD -ADM support when the menu appears. The

difference between the two nstallation methods is that when instating
Windows "from scratch" it is necessary to wipe the hard disc clean first.
When installing Windows over the existing version all the existing tiles
on the hard disc are left in place. Simply run the Windows Setup program
once the computer has booted into MS/DOS.

The basic installation process is much the same for Windows 95, 98,
and ME. Although the description provided here is for an installation of

Windows ME, the basic procedure is therefore much the same for
Windows 95 and 98 (first or second edition). Also, the process is much
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the same whether the operating system is installed from scratch or on
top of an existing Windows installation. If Windows is already on the
hard disc it will be detected by the Setup program, which will then reinstall

it on top of the existing Windows installation, by de'ault. Any Windows
applications programs on the disc should remain properly installed with
the new Windows installation. Any data and configuration files should
also be left unchanged.
It

is because Windows finds any existing installation and merges the

new version into it that an installation from scratch" is sometimes needed.
Completely wiping is the easiest way to ensure that ft -ere is no information
left on the disc to lead the new installation astray. However, it also means
that any data on the disc will be lost unless it is properly backed up. You

can try a middle course with the Windows directory structure being
deleted, but everything else being left on the disc. With luck this will
result in Windows being reinstalled successfully, and any problems in
the old installation will not resurface.

In practice there is no absolute guarantee of success though. Also,
bear in mind that any Windows applications on the hard disc will not be
properly installed in the new version of Windows. They will not have the
appropriate entries in the new Windows registry files, and are unlikely to
run properly. All the applications will therefore have to be reinstalled on

top of the existing software. An advantage of this method is that any
data files and templates should be left intact, but note that configuration
files for the applications programs will probably be overwritten when the
programs are reinstalled.

Things can be taken a stage further, with the data files and any other
important files being copied to a new folder. Everything else on the disc
is then deleted and Windows is installed from scratch". Where there is

no other means of backing up important files, this method has the
advantage that the files should still be intact once Windows has been
reinstalled, and there are no system files, etc., left on the disc that could
have a detrimental effect on the new Windows installation. Backing up
important files to another disc is still preferable, because the backup
copies on the main disc will be lost if there is a disc fault or a major
problem during the Windows reinstallation.
If you decide to delete certain directories rather than simply wiping the
disc clean, it is best to do most of the deleting in Windows using Windows
Explorer. Using Windows Explorer it is possible to "zap" complete
directory structures almost instantly. Deleting large numbers of files
and directories in MS/DOS tends to be a very lonc, slow, and drawn out
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process. Obviously you must be sure that the infection has been
completely removed if you intend to leave any files on the hard disc.

The reinstallation process described here prcvides a true instalation
"from scratch", with the rard disc being wiped clean. However, the
initial part of the process is easily modified to accommodate one of the
alternative methods outlined previously. The main installation then
proceeds in more or less the same fashion.

Booting up
The first task is to boot the computer from a Windows Startup disc. If
you do not have a Startup disc, one can be made by selecting Selings
from the Start menu, then Control Panel and Add/Remove Programs.
Left -click on the Startup Disk tab, operate the Create Disk button, and
then follow the onscreen prompts. It will be necessary to make the disc
on another computer if your PC can not even boot into Windows in Safe
Mode.

With the Startup disc in drive A, restart the computer and with luck it will
boot using the Startup disc. The BIOS settings are unsuitable f the
computer ignores this disc and tries to boot from the hard disc instead.
In this event you must go into the BIOS and choose a boot -up option
that has A: as the initial boot disc and drive C: as the seconc boot disc.
Any subsequent boot options are irrelevant, because the PC will boot
before it gets to them.
Once the PC starts to boot-uo using the Startup disc you will be presented
with a menu offering three or four choices. Select the one that boots the

computer using CD-ROM support. This is important, because you can
not run the Setup program on the Windows CD-ROM without the CDROM support. The CD-ROM support works with the vast majority of CD-

ROM drives, including virtually all types that use an IDE interface.
However, it does not work with all drives. If it does not work with the CD-

ROM drive of your computer you must make your own boot disc with
CD-ROM drivers. To make a boot disc first boot the PC in MS/DOS
mode. To do this you must operate function key F8 as the system starts
to boot into Windows, and then select the appropriate option frorr the
menu that appears. Once t1 -e computer has booted into MS/DOS put a
blank disc in drive A: and issue this command:

format A: /s

This will format the disc and add the system files needed to make it
bootable. In Windows ME there is no option to boot in MS/DOS mode,
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but the computer can be booted using a Startup disc, and then this
command can be used:
format B: /s
In the unlikely event that your PC has a drive B:, this will format the disc
in drive B: and place the system files onto it. If there is no drive B:, the
operating system will use drive A: as both drive A: and drive B:, and you

will have to do some disc swapping when indicated by the onscreen
instructions. The CD-ROM and mouse drivers should then be installed
onto the floppy disc. The PC should have been supplied with this driver
software, together with instructions for using the installation programs.
Once this has been done the PC should be rebooted, and it should then
be possible to access the CD-ROM drive.
As explained previously, it is necessary to wipe everything from the hard
disc if Windows and the applications programs are to be installed from
scratch. The easiest way of achieving this is to reformat the hard disc. It

will presumably be drive C: that will take the new installation, so this
command would be used to format this disc:
format C:
It does not seem to be necessary to have the system files placed on the
disc, and they are presumably added by the Windows Setup program
during the installation process. The "Is" switch is therefore unnecessary,
although adding it will not do any harm. Before formatting the disc the
program will warn that all data on the disc will be lost. Only proceed if
you are completely sure that all important data has been backed up
properly.

Windows Setup
Once the mouse and CD-ROM drive have been installed it should be
possible to run the Setup program on the Windows 35/98/ME installation
disc. If the PC was booted using a Startup disc, this command is all that
is needed:
setup

If the PC was booted using another boot -up disc the CD-ROM's drive
letter must be specified in the command. For example, if the CD-ROM is
drive D:, this command would be used:
D: \setup
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Microsoft ScanDisk

ScanDisk checked the following drives:
rive C had no errors.
riur D had no errors.

View Log

Fig.6.1 The MS/DOS version of Scandisk is run automatically as the
initial stage of the Setup routine
After a welcome message on the screen the Scandisk utility will be run,
and it will check for errors on the hard disc drives and any logical drives.
Assuming all is well a screen Ike Figure 6.1 will appear. Press the "x"
key to exit Scandisk and (if necessary) operate the Enter key to remove
the onscreen message and go into the first screen of the Windows Se:up
program (Figure 6.2). It is then a matter of following the cn-screen
prompts to complete the Windows installation, providing the informat on
that is requested, as described in the next section.

Note that you can install the upgrade version of Windows 95, 98 or ME
onto a "clean" hard disc, and that it is not essential to load your old

version of Windows first so that you have something to upgrade.
However, during the installation process you will probably be asked to
prove that you have a qualifying upgrade product by putting the Setup

disc into the floppy drive or CD-ROM drive, as appropriate. Do not
throw away or recycle your old Windows discs, as this could leave you
unable to reinstall the Windows upgrade.
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Fig.6.4 With an installation "from scratch" the product key is required

Installation
First you have to agree to the licensing conditions (Figure 6.3), and it is
not possible to install Windows unless you do. At the next screen the
Windows Product Key has to be entered (Figure 6.4). This code number
will be found on the Windows certificate of authenticity and (or) on the
back of the CD's jewel case. Next you are asked to select the directory

into which Windows will be installed (Figure 6.5), but unless there is
good reason to do otherwise, simply accept the default (C: \Windows).
After some checking of the hard disc you are offered several installation
options (Figure 6.6), but for most users the defailt option of a Typical
installation will suffice.
Remember that you can add and delete Windows components once
the operating system is installed, so you are not tied to the typical
installation forever. The CLstom option enables the user to select
precisely the required components, but this can be time consumng
and you need to know what you are doing. The Compact optior is
useful if hard disc space is limited, but with a new PC the harc disc will
presumably be large enougl to make this option superfluous. The
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. Windows Millennium Edition Setup
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Fig.6.5 It is normally best to install Windows in the default folder

Portable option is optimised for portable PCs, and is the obvious choice
if you are installing the system on a computer of this type.

At the next screen you type your name and company name into the
dialogue boxes (Figure 6.7). If an individual owns the PC the box for the
company name can be left blank. The purpose of the next screen (Figure
6.8) is to give you a chance to check the information entered so far, and
to provide an opportunity to change your mind before moving on to the
actual installation process. Operating the Next button may bring up a
network identification screen (Figure 6.9). Where appropriate, make
sure that this contains the correct information. In most cases the PC will
not be used on a network, and the default settings can be used.
Next the appropriate country has to be selected from a list (Figure 6.10),
and then the required time zone is selected (Figure 6.11). This screen
also provides the option of automatically implementing daylight saving

changes. The next screen (Figure 6.12) enables a Windows Startup
disc to be produced. If you already have one of these you may prefer to
skip this section by operating the Cancel button and then the OK button.
Unfortunately, floppy discs are not the most reliable of storage mediums.
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Fig.6.6 Four types of installation are available

. Windov.s Millennium Edition Setup

Fig. 5.7 Von. must enter your name, but the company name is optional
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have a qualifying
product to upgrade
from. The screen of Figure 6.13 will appear, so that you can point the
Setup program towards the disc that contains the earlier version of
Windows. To do this you will have to remove the upgrade disc from the
CD-ROM drive and replace it with the disc for the previous version of
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Fig.6.13 An upgrade product requires evidence of a previous versior
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. Windows Millennium Edition Setup
Windows Millennium Edition Setup

r.
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romemine

42 wartiss
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1Mlywrr.

Microsoft
Fig.6.14 The bar shows how the (often slow) check is progressing
Windows. Then either type tie path to the CD-ROM drive in the text box

(e.g. E:\) or operate the Browse button and point to the appropriate
drive in standard Windows fashion. Note that this stage will be passed
over if you are reinstalling an upgrade version on top of an existing
Windows installation.
Windows will find the

existing installation
and will deduce from

this that you are a
bona fide user.

Having completed all

this you will have
finally progressed to
the main installation
screen (Figure 6.15),

and from thereon
installation is largely
automatic. A screen

showing how the

Fig.6.15 The main installation screen
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Fee cony progress-

Micnrioft
Fig.6.16 Eventually the installation begins

Fig.6.17 The Setup program keeps you informed of what it is doing
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installation
progressing

is

will

&Om Mildew Pasonned

appear (Figure 6.16).

The computer will
reboot itself two or
three times during the

installation process,

so if you opted to
produce a Windows

Startup disc during
the initial set-up

Fig 6.18 The password is optional

procedure remember to remove this from the floppy drive. Otherwise
the computer might reboot from the floppy rather than the hard disc,
which would interfere with the installation process. In the later stages of
the installation there will k rt ler screens telling you what the computer is
doing, and giving an indication of how far things have progressed (Figure
6.17). No input is required from the user during all this, so you can let
the computer get on with the installation. The one exception is that near

the end of the installatior process you will be asked to supply a user
name and password (Figure 6.18). Simply leave the password text box
protection. Eventually you should
end up with a basic
Windows installation,
and the familiar initial
screen (Figure 6.19).

Sometimes
the
Windows
Setup
program comes to a
halt.
Either the

see

-,4)4

s

4ono.

computer shows no,
signs of any disc
activity for some time,

or there may be

1.11:

repeated disc activity

with the installation
failing to make any
progress. The usual
cure is to switch off
the computer, wait a

11.-J

.,J

Fig.6.19 With installation complete, the
familiar Windows screen appears

few seconds, and then switch on again. The Setup program will usually
detect that there was a prob em, and will avoid making the same mistake
again. If the computer is switched on and off on several occasions, but
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the installation still fails to complete, it will be necessary to reboot using
the Startup disc, wipe the hard disc clean, and try again. If Windows
repeatedly refuses to install it is likely that the PC has a hardware fault.

Hardware drivers
There will probably still be a certain amount of work to be done in order
to get all the hardware fully installed, the required screen resolution set,

and so on. Windows 95/98/ME might have built-in support for all the
hardware in your PC such as the sound and video cards, but this is
unlikely. In order to get everything installed correctly you will probably
require the installation

discs provided with
the various items of

j,j2cj

hardware used in the
PC. These discs may

Crewe Mint;Ot Hardware Profiles I PeolorrnanceI

c,e,,,31

vew de. by bve

4

de.-"

be required during
the installation of

meet*"

CDPOM

Windows 95/98/ME,
or they may have to

Et.j doves
21 Dooley adapters

Floppy dni embolus

be used after the

Hard do* contralers.

4 Keyboard

basic installation has
been completed. The

I Morton
Mouse

instruction manuals

go Network adapters
-

Other dences

provided with the

PCI Serra' Controller

hardware should
explain the options

1.11 Sad, wdeo and oarne controders
01 S.srern devices

available and provide
Properbet

Refresh

I

Remove

Pad

I

precise installation

I
t

OK

I

Cancel

Fig.6.20 Use Device Manager to check for
hardware problems

instructions.

These days even the
mctherboards seem

to come complete
with driver software

for things such as
special chipset features and the hard disc interface. It is once again a
matter of reading the instruction manual to determine which drivers have
to be installed, and how to go about it. Get all the hardware properly
installed before you install the applications software. It is best to start
with the drivers for hardware on the motherboard. Next the video drivers
are installed and then any additional drivers for a soundcard, ports, or
whatever.
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Once everything is supposedly installed correctly it is a good idea to go
into the Control Panel program and double-click the System icon. Then
select the Device Manage- tab to bring up a window of the type shown
in Figure 6.20. Look down the various entries to check for any problems.
These are indicated by yellow exclamation marks, or possibly by yellow
question marks. Certain items of hardware will rot be picked up properly

by Windows, and some types of modem fall into this category. The
question mark in Figure 6 20 is caused by a Windows modem that the
system is unable to sort out
its own. A Windows modem uses relatively
simple hardware plus software in the computer to provide the encoding
and decoding. Unlike a cc nventional modem, a Windows modem does
not interface to the computer via a true serial port. It is interfaced via a

sort of pseudo serial port and it is this factor that makes it difficult to
correctly identify the hardware.
If a problem is indicated, cr an item of hardware is missing from the list,
it will be necessary to load the drivers for the hardware concerned in
order to get things working properly. This would be a good time to
search the relevant web sites for updated driver software for the hardware

in your PC. You may well find some newer and better dryers fir the
hardware in your PC. The hardware can be integrated into Windows
using the Add New Hardware facility in the Control Pane . However,
many items of PC hardware do not take the standard Windows route
and have special installat on programs instead. Read the installation
manuals carefully and use the exact methods described therein.

Awkward
hardware
Any

awkward

hardware will have to
be added via the Add
New
Hardware

facility

I hos -Avid .:wall th :att.,e re, a new haidware

Bettye conhr-ang. close any open program. -

o begin inNaIng the software ko vow new dawns. ckk
Neat

without

utilizing the Windows

hardware detection
First
facility.
Windows tries to
detect Plug and Play

devices, and then it
can try to find non Plug
and
Play

w.>

tared

I

Fig.6.21 The initial Add New Hardware screen
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Add Nevi Hardware Wizah
Windows wl now search for any new Plug and Play
devices on your system

To continue, click Next

Next

Fig.6.22 A search for Plug and Play devices is made first

the device that you want to instafl listed below?
No, the device isn't in the kst.

es, the device is

the

Select the device that you want tp install and then
crick Next.

aevices:
MPU 401 Compatible MIDI Devi( e
PCI Serial Controller

Fig.6.23 Any Plig and Ray devices that are found are listed
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hardware. Failing
that,
the
new
hardware has to be

installed manually
using the drivers disc
or discs provided with
the item of hardware.
The process is slightly

different depending

on the version of
Windows you are

=11111111.19111110W"*"''
ca: now capplt to Killdeers that n no
and Ray conpadde, or you can MAW you hanfdais hoe,

she
When Windows detect, new owdwa e s automemad,
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recommended that you have Wiredw, le.410, for wta
mew hantetae

Do you wart Wextwo to teach 'or you new 'yd....)
ias (1- ecornrnended1

No. I want to ieloci this heedwele horn a he

using, but the basic
process is the same
with all three versions.
Here we will consider

the Windows ME

6

QasiENe;:-1

Cancell

Fig.6.24 A search car, be made for more
Plug and Play devices

version.

The opening screen of Figure 6.21 appears when the Add New Hardware

program is run. Heed the warning and close any programs that are
running before proceeding further. To continue left -click on the Next
button, which will bring up a screen like the one in Figure 6.22. This
informs you that the
program will look for Add New Haldware Wood
Plug and Play devices

connected to the
system, and not to
panic if the screen
goes blank for a time.
Press the Next button

to proceed with the
search. Eventually
you will get a screen

something like the
one in Figure 6.23,
complete with a list of

any Plug and Play
devices that have
been found.

If the

.1 -

Selec.

124631.4 Corder
',Lb ft )14 corgeolle.:
(1,<PP.5.46.14.1,
.:JF1:1re, ,e11 :one.Ylen
G14.01 poshunng ,*voce:

sJ 11 ad 1.1 conholets
LeAel+elner: Int&

e Devces

3
: t rnacrg Deice
Qecs

I

Not,,

Fig.6.25 This screen enables the type of

device to be selected manually

device you wish to install is in the list, leave the Yes radio button checked,

left -click on the device you wish to install, and then operate the Next
button to proceed with the installation.
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Windows will now try to detect your nodem Before
continuing, you should
1.

It the modern is attached to yc,ut
computer, make sure it is turn -_,d on

2

Ouit any programs that may bie using the
modem

Click Next when you are ready to continue
Ct out detect my modem I will select it from a int

< Eack

I

Next

I

Cancel

1

Fig.6.26 Even at this stage. automatic detection is still possible

Any non -Plug and Play devices will not be in the list, and it is then a
matter of checking the No radio button and operatirg the Next button.
This brings up the window of Figure 6.24, which provides the option of
having the program search for the hardware you wist- to install. There is
no harm in letting the program search for the hardware, although this
can be quite time consuming. It is likely that a standard item of hardware
such as an additional serial or parallel port will be detected, but it is by
no means certain that anything exotic will be located.

If you decide not to opt for automatic detection, check the No radio
button and operate the Next button. This produces the window of Figure
6.25 where you can select the appropriate category for the hardware
you are installing. A wide variety of devices are cpvered, with more

available under the "Other" category. In this example the modem
category was selected, and operating the Next buttoi moved things on
to the window of Figure 6.26. Here you are once again offered the
option of automatic detection. but this does not work properly with most
"soft" modems, so the No button was checked and the Next button was
operated.

If you opt for manual selection you will eventually be shown a window
containing a list of devices, as in Figure 6.27. The right device might
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1===11111111111111111111111
Clock the manufacture.; e.nd model of your rnoderr. It you modern s not Ys ed
or if you have an installation disk, click Have Dm<

tlanut;rr.uerr

AIWA
British Telec n
Dynalink
Motorola International

Model
S 3ridard 1 200 bps Modern
Standard 24U0 bpi Modem
Standard 9600 bps Modern
Standard 14400 bps Modern
Standard 19200 bps Modem
Standard 28800 bps Modem
StAnitwri
hnc Mnriwm

Have Disk

< fiack

I

Next >

I

Cancel

Fig.6.27 The Have Disk option is used if you have a drivers disc

appear in the list, but witt- recent hardware or generic dev ces you will
probably be out of luck. It is then a matter of selecting the Have Disk
option, which brings up a file browser so that you can direct the program
to the correct disc drive, anc where appropriate, the correct folder of the
disc in that drive. With the drivers installed the computer will probably
have to be rebooted befo-e the hardware will operate properly.

Screen settings
Once the video card has been installed properly the required screen
parameters can be set. To alter the screen resolution and colour depth,
go to the Windows Control Panel and double-click on the Display icon.
Then left -click on the Settings tab to bring up a screen of the type shown
in Figure 6.28. It is then just a matter of using the onscreen cont-ols to

set the required screen resolution and colour depth. To use the new
settings left -click the Apply button. It may oe necessary to let the
computer reboot in order to use the new setings, but in most cases
they can be applied without doing this. Instead Windows will apply the
new settings for a few seconds so that you can see that all is well. Simply
left -click on the Yes button to start using the new screen settings
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Background

Screen Saver

Settings

Appearance

I

Display

Plug and Flay Monitor on Matrox MGA-6100 ACIP PowerC esk
Screen area

Colors

Less

More
800 by 603 pixets

Advanced..

OK

I

Cancel

I

Flg.6.28 The Display Properties screen is used to set screen
resolution, colour depth, etc.

If there is a problem with the picture stability do nothing, and things
should return to the original settings after a few seconds. This should
not really happen if the monitor is installed correctly, because Windows
will not try to use scan rates that are beyond the capabilities of the installed
monitor. If a problem of this type should occur, check that the monitor is
installed properly. In the Display window of Control Panel select Settings,

Advanced, and then Monitor. This will bring up a screen like Figure
6.29, which shows the type of monitor that is installed.
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Malmo MGA-G100 A6P PoprerDesk Proper t le%
General j Adapter

-111V

Monitor I Performance

Celia Management

6

112.1C

ell

Cobr I

Plug and Play Monitor

Options

r-

Automatically detect Plug & Play monitors

Reset display on ,.us:perdiresurne

Fig.6.29 If there is screen instability, check that the right monitor
is installed
If the installed monitor is not the correct one, or is Just one of the gener c
monitor types. left -click the Change button and select the correct one. If
the picture is stable with the new settings but the size and position are
completely wrong, there is probably no problem. It should be possible

to position and size the picture correctly using the monitor's controls.
Many graphics cards are supplied with utility software that helps to get
the best possible display from the system, and it is worth trying any
software of this type to see if it gives better resJIts.
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Fig.6.30 The System Restore program is deep in the menu structure

Disc -free ME
It has been assumed in this chapter that you have a Windows installation
CD-ROM. Some computers are supplied with Windows ME pre -installed,
and they do not come complete with a Windows installation CD-ROM.
Instead, the hard disc has two partitions with drive C: acting as the main
disc and a much smaller drive D: containing the Windows files. There is
usually a CD-ROM that can be used to recover the situation in the event

of a hard disc failure, but this is not an ordinary Windows installation
disc. With a computer of this type it is necessary to resort to the instruction

manual for details of reinstalling Windows.
Manufacturers are able to customise the installation software to suit their

PCs and any software bundled with them. Consequently there are
differences in the installation procedures, but there should be a quick
and easy way of getting back to a basic Windows installation. In fact
some manufacturers provide a quick means of getting back to the factory
settings. in other words, the computer will have Windows installed and

set up correctly for the hardware installed at the factory. Of course, if
you have changed the hardware configuration of the PC, it will be
necessary to install the drivers for the new items of hardware.

System Restore
The System Restore facility of Windows XP was described in the previous
chapter. This effectively winds the operating system back to the system
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Fig.6.31 The welcome screen of the System Restore program
settings of an earlier date where the PC functioned properly. Hopefully,
this leaves the data and configuration files intact and the PC working
much as it did before. Any programs installed after the restoratior point
have to be reinstalled, and any changes made to the system have to be
reinstated. As pointed out previously, a system that has been badly
damaged by a virus can not always be fixed using this method, but
there is no harm in trying. Obviously the virus must be completely
removed from the system first.

For users of Windows 95 and 98 there is, unfortunately, no System
Restore facility available. Windows ME has a facility that is essentially
the same as the Windows XP equivalent, with a few differences in points
of detail. The System Restore program is buried deep in the menu
structure (Figure 6.30), but it can be started by going to the Start menu
and then selecting Programs, Accessories, System Tools, and System
Restore. Like the Windows XP version, the program is controllec via a
Wizard, so when it is run ycu get the screen of Figure 6.31 and not a
conventional Windows style interface. The radio buttons give three
options, which are to go back to a restoration point, create a new one,
or undo the last restoration. When the program is run for the first time
there is no restoration to undo, so this option will not be present.
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141 Create a Restore Point
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Restore paint description:

Fig.6.32 The system creates restore points, but you can add your own
As pointed out previously the system will automatically create restoration
points from time to time, but you will probably wish :o create your own
before doing anything that will make large changes to the system. Start

by selecting the "Create a restore point" option and then operate the
Next button. The next screen (Figure 6.32) asks the user to provide a
name for the restore point, and it is helpful if the name is something that
will be meaningful. There is no need to bother about including a date,
as the program automatically records the date and time for you. There
will be a delay of at least several seconds when the Next button is pressed,

and then a screen like the one shown in Figure 6.33 will appear. This

gives you a chance to check that everything is correct before the
restoration point is created. If everything is all right, operate the OK
button to create the restoration point and terminate the program.
To go back to a restoration point, run the program as before, and select
the Return my computer to an earlier time option. Operate the Next
button, and after a short delay a screen like the one of Figure 6.34 will
appear. If there are a number of restore points available you can use the
arrow heads in the calendar to find the one you require. The dates on
the calendar in larger text are the ones that have restore points. Left clicking on one of these will show the available points in the screen area
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Fig.6.33 This screen gives you a chance to check your selections
r.
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Fig.6.34 Choosing a restore point
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Fig.6.35 A warning message gives you a chance to change your mind

just to the right of the calendar. Left -click on the required restoration
point and then operate the Next button. This brings up a screen and
warning message, like Figure 6.35. Left -click the OK button to remove
the warning message, and close any programs that are running.

If you are satisfied that the correct restore point has been selected,
operate the Next button and the program will begin the restoration
process. A screen showing how things are prog-essing will appear
(Figure 6.36). Heed the warning on this screen, and do not do anything
that will alter, open or delete any files while the program is running. Just
sit back and do not touch the computer until the program has finished

its task. Once the restoration has been completed the computer will
reboot, and a message will appear on the screen (Figure 6.37). This
confirms the point to which the computer has been returned, and

indicates the options if the PC fails to operate properly using this
restoration point. Left -click the OK button to finish the boot process,
and the computer should then have shifted back in time to the appropriate
restoration point.
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Fig.6.36 You can see how the restoration process is proceeding
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Fig.6.37 This message appears after the computer has rebooted
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Points to remember
Installing Windows on top of an existing version might cure problems
with the operating system, but it is not guaranteed to do so.
Installing Windows "from scratch'', with all the previous files removed
from the hard disc should effect a cure to any Windows problems. If it
does not, the computer probably has a hardware fault.
You can erase the existing Windows folder structure and then reinstall
Windows. This will usually remove any problems with the original
installation, but all the applications software will still have to be reinstalled.

Everything but data files can be erased from the hard disc prior to
reinstalling Windows. Unless you are very unlucky this will give a fully
working Windows installation and your data files will remain intact. This
method is worth trying if you have no way of backing up the data files.

Whether reinstalling Windows over an existing installation or "from
scratch" it is advisable to boot from a Windows Startup disc, opting for
CD-ROM support.
The basic installation process is largely automatic The user provides
some basic information and then the Setup program installs the Windows

files and sets up the essential hardware. Some further installation is
then required to get all the hardware properly installed, the screen
resolution and colour depth set correctly, etc.
Not all hardware can be installed with the aid of the automatic detection
facilities. Manual installation of hardware drivers is rot difficult, but where
appropriate, make sure that items of hardware are supplied complete
with a disc or discs containing the driver software. Some hardware has
its own installation routines and does not go through the normal Windows
routes. Always install hardware in accordance with the manufacturer's
instructions.
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PCs that are supplied with Windows ME preinstalled are no necessarily
supplied with a normal Windows installation disc. Windows then has to
be installed in accordance with the computer manufacturer's instructions.

The exact method of reinstallation varies somewhat from one
manufacturer to another.

Windows ME has the System Restore facility, but it is not a feature of
Windows 98 or 95.
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Email and
encryption

Spam
Some say that the term "spam" is a contraction of "spurious advertising
material", but the more generally accepted explanation is that it is denied
from a Monty Python sketch. If you have an Email address then it is
odds on that you receive at least a small amount of spam. It is cuite
likely that you receive large amounts of it every day. In fact spam now

accounts for more than half tie Emails sent, and spam is still on the
increase. This has sparked very real fears that the Email system or even
the Internet as a whole coulc eventually be brought to a virtua stanc still
by the sheer volume of junk Emails.

It would perhaps be a good idea to define exactly what is meant by
spam, since this term does not really cover every type of advert sent via
Email. Some people do interp -et it this way, but this is a mistake. If you
dea: with companies via Erna I, advertising Emails they send you will
probably not count as spam. t is likely you will have agreed to accept
Email promotional material 'rcm these companies, and it is therefore

perfectly acceptable for them to send you this type of material via an
Email. On the day I am writing this piece the EU law has changed and it
is now illegal to send spam from within EU countries unless the recipment
has given consent. Unless yoL are dealing with companies outside the
EU it is therefore an offence for them to send you spam unless you have

specifically opted to receive it.

It

is no longer acceptable for an EU

based company to send spam because you have rot opt out of receiving
spam from them.

Most of the spam received by a typical Email account is the real thing,
and it is unsolicited material from companies the account holder has
never dealt with. The larger Email account providers such as Hotrnail
and Yahoo! have systems that try to block the more obvious batches of
spam. In the past it was common for spammers to send their materia to
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a range of Email addresses, trying every possible address in that range.

Of course, most of the names did not match up with an account at
Hotmail, Yahoo!, or whatever provider was under attack. Some would
match an actual account though, and the cheapness of mass Emailing
is such that the small percentage of successes made the enterprise
worthwhile. These days the Email companies have systems that soon
block this sort of thing and block further Emails from that source.
Other methods are used in an attempt to filter junk Emails. If an address
is used to send Emails it is likely that it will soon be put on a blacklist and
blocked. This makes life difficult for the spammers, but it does not halt

their activities. Spam is often sent via a hijacked system. Before too
long the owner of the system will notice the attack and take counter

measures, or the hijacked address will be blocked by the Email
companies. The spammer then moves on to another system, and so it
goes on.

A variation on the hijacked system is to use a s000f Email program
together with either a genuine or fictitious "from" address on the junk
Emails. The idea is for the program generating the spoof Emails to
make it appear as though they are coming from another source. Usually
the Email addresses used as the source are not genuine, but occasionally
the address used is real. This is probably by accident rather than design,
but it is unfortunate for the owner of the Email address. They often get

large numbers of complaints about spam that they have not actually
sent. Apparently some users have abandoned Email addresses due to
this problem. The advantage of this system for the spammers is that it is
very easy to switch from one dummy source address to another, making

it more difficult for automatic filtering to deal with the junk Emails
produced.
Another technique used for filtering spam is to look for a particular set of

words in the title of Emails. Junk Emails tend to promote a relatively
limited range of products, such as get rich quick schemes, devices or
drugs to make bits of your body get bigger, pornographic web sites,
and medicines without a prescription. The same words therefore tend
to turn up in the title fields of the junk Emails, and the filtering systems
search for them. The spammers answer to this is to deliberately misspell

words or use extra spaces so that "sex" could appear as "s e x" for
example. Another ploy is to use odd terminology. This might get the
spam through automatic filtering systems, but it does at least make the
junk Emails easier for recipients to spot.
Spam senders are aware that most people will scan the contents of their
Inbox in an attempt to identify the junk Emails so that they can be deleted
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without ever opening them. Many spammers now try to make it more
difficult to spot junk Emails from their titles by using something -.otally
misleading. Here are a few typical examples:
Re Reservation #12398965

Re your recent order
Re I have still not had a reply
Re Your In Box has reached its size limit

Re Here is the information you requested
Re Returned mail - user unknown

Of course, in most cases you do not have to look too hard to see that
the Email is of the junk variety. It is quite likely you will not have made a

reservation, placed an order, and so on. Also, the "from" address will
probably not be that of a company you deal with. However, this type of
spam is more difficult to spot and probably a significant proportion of
the recipients open them. In order to make these junk Emails look more
authentic, some spammers use false "from" addresses that look very
similar to the Email address of a large and well k low compary. In some
cases the actual address of tie company is used.

Getting addresses
As already pointed out, most Email account suppliers have largely
blocked the system of sendirg Emails to a large number of addresses
in the hope that some of them actually exist. The-efore, spammers need
large numbers of valid Email addresses in order to make their systems
work. Sophisticated techniques are used to trawl the Internet for Email
addresses that appear on web pages, so having your Email address on
a web page more or less guarantees that you will receive plenty of spam.
Usenet newsgroup postings are another source.

If you deal with respectable companies they will have agreed to respect
your privacy and not pass on your Email address to other companies.

Some, provided you agree, will pass your Email address to other
companies that are offering goods or services That are likely to be of
interest to you. Letting them do this is a bit dubious, because it is possible

that the companies they sell tour address to w II in turn pass it on to
others. In theory this should not happen, but in practice yoJ can find
your Email address being passed along a chain of companies.
Giving your Email address to a company that is not well known to you is
definitely not a good idea. Most companies wi I not pass your Email
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address on to others, but some will certainly do so. Some freebies on
the Internet are probably put there specifically to gather Email addresses

for spamming purposes. The way to "have your cake and eat it" is to
have a main Email address that is used as your main address plus a
second account that is used only for free offers and the like.
If you should find the second Email address is getting bombarded with
spam it will not really matter, since it is not used for normal personal
business contacts. Periodically clearing the accumulated Emails should
not take long. It is easy to set up free Email accounts with the main
providers, so if one dummy account becomes unusable you can always
close it and open another one. You can give a company your proper
Email address should you decide that they are trustworthy.

Blocking
As explained previously, many Email account providers use a certain
amount of built-in blocking in an attempt to reduce the amount of spam
reaching their client's Inboxes. Checking the title field or other parts of
an Email for certain words or phrases is known as content blocking or
content filtering. It is not very effective in practice. As already pointed
out, many spammers use deliberate misspellings to circumvent this type
of filtering. The other problem is that taking this type of filtering to the
point where it is effective at filtering spam is likely to result in many
legitimate Emails being blocked as well.
The main weapon against spam at present is address blocking, where
the Email companies have lists of addresses that are used as the sources
for junk Emails. Any Email traffic from these addresses is blocked. This

method can block many Emails, but it will never be totally effective
because those compiling the lists of banned addresses are inevitably
one step behind those sending out the spam. An address must be used
to send out at least one batch of spam before it can be detected and
added to the blacklist. The spammer can then switch to a new address.

Some spam is blocked and the blacklists make life difficult for those
sending junk Emails, but this method can never block all spam.
Some Email companies provide their clients with customisable blocking
facilities. This type of thing is likely to have limited effectiveness against
spam in general, but it can be totally effective in combating the same
old junk mails turning up in your Inbox time and time again. The obvious
form of filtering to use with persistent junk mail is to simply filter its source
address. As pointed out previously, spam often originates from dummy
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addresses that are changed frequently, so blocking an address might
not block further occurrences of the same Email. This system can be
very effective in cases where a company keeps sending yot., detai s of
their latest special offers (or whatever) despite your repeated requests
for them to desist. They will presumably send the Emails from !heir
legitimate address, and blocking this address Nill therefore stop the
junk Emails from finding their way into your Inbox.

Some Email companies permit a degree of content filtering. This is
again something that can be useful for combating persistent spam,
particularly if it has the same o- largely the same wording. For example,
a while ago I had problems with a company selling off the shelf university
degrees that seemed to Email me at least twice per day and three times
per day at weekends. The title field of the email always contained the
word "diploma", so I was able *.o halt the flow of Emails from this sot. roe
by setting up the Email system to filter any Email with this word in the
title. Obviously some persistent spam will not be -.his obliging, but it is a
useful system in those cases where it can be applied with at least pa-tial
success.

Setting up
The spam and general facilities on offer vary from one Email system to
another. With the popular Yahoo! Email service the Mail Options link
takes you to a page where various facilities can be accessed (Figure
7.1). The Spam Protection link is the obvious starting point, and this
takes you to the page shown in Figure 7.2. Yahoo! has a facility that it
calls Spam Guard, and its basic function is to look for what are likely to
be junk Emails. Any that the system finds are placed in the Bulk folder.
They will be deleted after 30 days unless you move them or delete them
first. The first page enables the Spam Guard function to be switched on
or off.

The checkboxes near the bottom of the page provioe a couple of options.

One of these automatically adds the sender's Email address to your
blocked list when you mark an Email as spam. As pointed out previously,

spammers tend to change the sender's address quite often, so usi-ig
this facility might just produce a large but ineffective list of blocked
addresses. Using it will not do any harm though. The second option
automatically moves a message to your Inbox if you mark it as not bei
spam. This saves you the bother of having to move it manually, so it is
probably as well to tick this checkbox.
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Fig.7.1 The Mail Options page is effectively a large menu

The radio buttons at the bottom of the page provide the option of
displaying graphics in bulk Emails or suppressing them. The graphics
content is not necessarily in the Email itself, but instead the Email carries
the address of a web page that contains the image files. When you
open the Email, the web page is opened and the graphics content is
displayed within the Email. This assumes that your Email client is one
that can handle HTML, as most can these days. With a text -only service
the Emails will not appear on the page, and the web address for the
page that contains them will be displayed instead.

Obviously the Yahoo! Email service can handle HTML and graphics,
and normally any graphics will be displayed when you open an Email.
Although this might not seem to be of any importance, it can potentially
alert the sender to the fact that you have opened the Email, and that
your Email address is an active one. This is likely :o result in an increase
in the amount of spam directed to your Email address. It is therefore
advisable to switch off the display of any graphic content. Note that this
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Fig.7.2 The Spam Protection page of Yahoo!

option only affects mail in the Bulk folder and that Emails in any otter
folders will still have the graphics displayed in the normal way.
In use the Spam Guard feature will not be perfect. A certain number of
junk Emails will probably find heir way to the Inbox, and it is Lien just a
matter of ticking the checkbox for that piece of mail and operating the
Spam button near the top of the window. Alternatively, if you have opened
the Email, simply operate the Spam button near the top of the page.
Either way the Email will be se -it to the Bulk folder.
The opposite problem is likely :o occur, with Emails you wish to receive
being consigned to the Bulk folder. This is likely to happen with any
Emails that are sent out as part of a mass mailing. For instance, get
financial news reports sent to me by Email, and details of all the latest
special offers from several companies that sell computer bits and pieces.
These Emails are also sent to Thousands of other subscribers, but it is
impossible for a filtering system to distinguish between legitimate bulk
mailings and those from spammers.
I
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Fig.7.3 The Block Addresses page. The blocked addresses are listed
on the right

Fine tuning
The way around the problem is to go into an Email that has been sent to
the Bulk folder by mistake, and then operate the Not Spam button near
the top of the window. Any further Emails from the same source should
then be directed to the Inbox. It might take a week cr so to get everything

working correctly, but thereafter you should find that the bulk Emails
that you wish to receive are directed to the Inbox.
It is still necessary to check through the contents of the Bulk folder from

time to time just in case something has been sent there by mistake.
Where large amounts of junk mail are sent to this folder it might be
necessary to check through it occasionally and then delete all the
unwanted Emails. They will be deleted after 30 cays anyway, but you
could find that this is long enough for a consideraple number of Emails
to build up. This could result in a large percentage of your available
storage space being taken up by the Bulk folder. In an extreme case it
could result in the available space being used up
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An address can be added to the blocked list by go ng to the Mail Options
page and left -clicking the Bloc.< Addresses link. This produces a page
like the one shown in Figure 7.3. In order to block an address it is just a
matter of typing it into the textbox and operating :he Add Block button.

The address will then be added to the list of blocked addresses in the
right-hand section of the window. With a long address it is easier to cut
and paste it into the textbox, which should also guarantee that errors
are avoided. In order to remove an address from the blocked list, first
select it using the normal left -clicking method and then operate :he
Remove Block button.

What actually happens to blocked Emails? It depends on the Email
company you are using, but most operate in the same way as the Yahoo!

system. Blocked Emails are not bounced back to the sender and are
actually accepted by the system. The system checks each Email to see
if it needs to be blocked for some reason, and if it does, then it is deleted.
Some systems place blocked Emails in the Trash folder, but it is more
normal these days for block Emails to be deleted. Consequently, there
is usually no way of retrieving a blocked Email so you have to be careful

not to accidentally block anything important.
The Yahoo! blocking system, in common with most others, does require
a complete Email address. Suppose that you are receiving nuisance
Emails from a company, and that the domain name is common to all tie
Emails but the name ahead of the domain is different for each one. For
example, these Email addresses all have the same domain name tut

are (supposedly) from a different person or department within the
company:
fred@wxyz.co.uk

judy@wxyz.co.uk
customersupport@wxyz.co.uk
despatch@wxyz.co.uk
It is not possible to block these Emails using the full address, because it
changes slightly each time a new Email is sent to you. However, if any
Emails from an address endinc wxyz.co.uk are blocked, then all the
offending Emails will be filtered. Due care needs to be taken with this
system, because it is easy to block rather more than you intended.

I

was once asked to assist someone who having problems with a
substantial number of missing Emails. A little investigation showed that
she had blocked all addresses ending "hotmail.com", not realising that
Hotmail provides Email services to millions of people. This method of
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Fig.7.4 The first page shows the filters already in use
blocking is really only of use with companies that have their own domain
name.

Filtering
The Filter link on the Mail Options page gives access to a blocking style
facility, but strictly speaking it does not actually block anything. What it
actually does is to permit Emails to be scanned, and those that meet
certain criteria are redirected to another folder. Th s enables, for example.
Emails that are erroneously being sent to the Bulk folder to be redirected
to the Inbox. It can provide a pseudo blocking action by redirecting
Emails to the Trash folder where they will in due course be automatically
deleted.

The first page in the filter section (Figure 7.4) shows the filters that are
already in use, and it enables them to he edited or deleted. Operating
the Add button switches to the page of Figure 7.5 where the settings for
a new filter can be selected. The system can be set to look for a certain
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Fig. 7.5 This page is used to create new filters

Email address, but it is also possible to have it search for a strinc of
characters in other parts of each Email. In other words, it can prov de
content filtering if required.
Earlier I mentioned a problem with junk Emails trying to sell me "off the
shelf" diplomas, and content filtering is good at dealing with th s type of
thing. The word "diploma- always appeared in either the subject or
body fields of the Email, and usually in both. Therefore, these Emails
could effectively be filtered by using the word "diploma" in both of these
fields in the filter. Trash is selected from the Move message to menu, so
that the offending Emails are redirected to the Trash folder and, in clue

course. automatically deleted. The filter can be given a name in the
textbox near the top of the window. This makes it easier to find the filter
if you need to edit or erase it at a later date. Finally, operate the Add
Filter button and the newly crea7ed filter will be added to the list of filters
(Figure 7.6).

Of course, this type of filtering will not always be effective. As pointed
out previously, some spammers now try to hide keywords from this type
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-.

Fig. 7.7 The Hotmail system includes a Block button in the lnbox
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Fig.7.8 More features can de accessed via the Options link

of filtering by using delibe.we misspellings and similar tricks. 1r this
example the filtering would not detect the word "diploma if it was
disguised, as in these examples:
dipl4oma6

dipploma
d-i-p-l-o-m-a

diploma
It is not really practical to add filters for all the possible variations.
Nevertheless, this type of filtering can still be useful in combating a
significant proportion of junk Emails.
The exact facilities on offer with obviously vary somewhat from one Email
service to another, as will the way in which those facilities are accessed.
With the popular Hotmail service it is easy to block further Emails from

an address. There is a Block button in the toolbar of the Inbox (Figure
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accessed
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Fig.7.10 Three levels of filtering are available
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Fig.7.11 Addresses can be added to the list of blocked addresses
using this page
it is the Junk Email Protection link that is of interest. and this produces
the page of Figure 7.9. The options on offer include a Junk Email Filter
page where three degrees of protection are available (Figure 7.10).
Another option enables adcresses to be added to those that will be
blocked (Figure 7.11). It is also possible to have Junk Emails deleted
immediately rather than being deposited in the Junk folder.

The Excite mail order service includes a Block button as part of the
Inbox (Figure 7.12), and it also has a Report as Spam button. A reporting

feature of this type is quite common, and the idea is to show the
programmers at the Email company the types of junk Email that are
getting through the built-in fitters. This should enable them to improve
their systems and defeat a greater percentage of the junk Emails.
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Fig.7.12 The facilities at Excite include a Report as Spam button

Filter programs
There are several good Email programs available that can add filtering
facilities not provided by your Email service, but note that these programs
are not usable with all Email systems. Few seem to work with Yahoo! for
example, and some do not with Hotmail either. MailWasher Pro is an
example of an add-on filter program, and this one does work with Hotmail.
As far as I can ascertain, it is not usable with the Email service offered by
Yahoo!

Once MailWasher Pro is installed and run, the opening screen of Figure
7.13 is obtained. In order to set up a filter the Spam Tools button is

operated, and this produces a window like the one shown in Figure
7.14. Here the My Filters button is pressed, and the w ndow then changes

to look like Figure 7.15. There is a couple of default filters listed here.
and the Add button is operated in order to define your own filter.
This launches a new window (Figure 7.16), and the rules for the added
filter are defined in the lower section of the window There is provision
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Ffrg.7.14 The first step in prcducing a new filter
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satisfied. The upper sectior of the window gives various choices about
the way in which a filtered Email is treated.
The OK button is operated when the rules and other options have been
set up correctly, and the new filter should then be added to tre list (=igure
7.17). In this example the filter is set up to look for the word "sex" in the
body field of the Email. I then sent two Emails tD myself. with one having
the word "testing" as the body text and the other one having the word
"sex". As can be seen frcm Figure 7.18, the program 1- as correctly
filtered the second Email containing the offending word.

Heuristic scanning
Some Email filter programs, including MailWasher can provide heuristic
scanning, and this technique is also available in some antivirus programs.
It is a technique of looking for files that have the characteristics of v ruses,
or Emails that look like they are probably spam. The advantage of the

heuristic approach is that it does not leave you one step behind the
virus writers and the spammers.
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Most viruses are actually just minor variations on those already in
existence, but a normal matching process will not detect them. The
new viruses are similar to existing ones, but are sufficiently different to

prevent a match from being obtained. A heuristic approach is more
likely to find these variations since it is looking for certain tell -tale pieces
of code rather than a perfect match overall. Potentially, the heuristic

approach can find
new viruses that are
.
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Fig.7.20 Operate the Add button to add a new new address to the list
of blocked addresses

versions in an attempt to ' fool" content filtering. Again, a heuristic
approach can pick up this type of thing.
Inevitably there is a drawback to this approach, and it is simply that
there is a greater chance of an innocent file or Email being picked up by
a system of this type. If applied too strongly to Emails you could find
that many legitimate Emai s are being automatically deleted or dumped
into the Trash folder. MailWasher has Careful and Strong heuristic
settings, and it is probably best to opt for the more cautious Careful
setting.

Outlook Express
Users of Outlook Express have only very limited filtering facilities buil*,
into the program. However. it is possible to block addresses. Select
Message Rules from the Tools menu, followed by Blocked Senders List
from the submenu that appears (Figure 7.19). A new window then
appears (Figure 7.20) and t le Add button is operated. A hird window
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then appears (Figure 7.21i, and the address you wish to block is entered
into the textbox. The radio buttons enable new message, mail messages,

or both of these to be blocked. Operate the OK button to close the

window, and the newly blocked address should appear in tie list
displayed in the Message Rules window (Figure 7.22).

Unsubscribe
Sometimes junk Emails have a link that you can click in order to
unsubscribe from the service. It should be possible to unsubscribe to a
service in cases where ycu have genuinely suoscribed to something in
the first place. It can sometimes happen that when you join some form
of online club or service that you subscribe to something without realising

Few of us take the bother to read the "fine print" when joining this
type of thing. There is no risk in unsubscribing to a service that you
it.

have actually joined in the first place.
In general though, it is advisable not to activate one of these links. Many
of them will not unsubscribe you from anything if you do active the link.
Just the opposite in fact, and by operating the link you will probably just
be indicating to the spammer that he or she has found an active Email
account. That account is then likely to be targeted with large amounts
of spam. It is very tempting to activate these links, but it is nearly always
a mistake to do so.

For the same reason it is important not to respond to spam. By doing
so you are making it clear to the spammers that they have found an
active account. Worse ther that, you are mak ng it clear that they have
found an account that is oNned by someone that is suscept ble to spam.
To put it bluntly, you are letting them know that they have found a mug.

This more or less guarantees that you will receive ever increasing
amounts of scam.
It is as well to bear in mind that the companies promoted by junk Emails

are usually something less than respectable. Some are legitimate
businesses of sorts, but mary of the offers are bogus and you are unlikely

to receive the goods if you should try buying something in respcnse to
a junk Email. Giving crecit card details or other financial information to
one of these companies is lust plain daft.

Encryption
Many people are unhappy about sending personal or any form of
sensitive information via Errails because this method of commun cation
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Fig.7.23 The Security section of Word's Options window
is something less than totally secure. There is a way around this problem

in the form of encryption. The subject of secure web sites has been
covered previously, and the same technology can be used to scramb e
an Email before it is sent. In order to descramble the Email its recipient
must have the same program that was used to encrypt it, together with
the correct password.
Most programs of this type are not only suitable for sending Emails, and
can also be used to encrypt any form of data file. You can, for example,
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Fig.7.24 The Security secticn of Options window in Outlook Express

encrypt word processor files so that anyone gaining access to your PC
will not be able to read then. In fact this is doing things the hard way,

because many word processors now have some form of built -,n
encryption facility. With Microsoft Word for instance, documents can be
password protected. This operates at two levels, and at the highest
level it is not possible to open a document without giving the correct
password first. At a lowe- level of security it is possible for anyone :o
open the document and lock at its contents, but only authorised users
can make any changes to it

Before using any form of password protection for data it is imporant :o

realise that modern encryption techniques are extremely powerful.
Should you manage to forget the password it is unlikely that you will
ever see your data in reaaable form again. Writing down passwords is

not normally considered to be a good practice, but the reduction in
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security it provides is probably better than finding yourself locked out of
you own documents. Those with poor memories would be well advised
to write down the password and hide it away in the bottom of a drawer
where no one can find it easily. Many passwords are case sensitive, so
it is as well to work on the assumption that they are all case sensitive.

That way you should never be caught out by usinc any letters of the
wrong case.

In order to password protect a Word document the document must first
be opened. Then select Options from the Tools menu and operate the
Security tab on the new window that appears (Figure 7.23). Type the
password into the appropriate textbox for the level of security you require,
and then operate the OK button. You will have to enter the password
into a small pop-up window in order to go back to the document. It will

also be necessary to enter the password into a small popup window
each time you try to open the file or alter it, depending on the level of
security selected.

There are alternatives to using special encryption programs when
sending information via Emails. Many data compression programs can
provide password protection, so it is possible to use one of these to

compress and encrypt a file which can then be sent as an Email
attachment. Unfortunately, the free versions of these programs often
lack the ability to password protect files, so it might be necessary to buy
the full version in order to use this facility.
Users of Outlook and Outlook Express have a built-in encryption facility,
but it is of no real use to most users. In order to encrypt a file select
Options from the Tools menu and then operate the Security tab in the
new window that appears (Figure 7.24). Tick the top checkbox in order
to use encryption on your Emails and any attachments. Unfortunately,

this method is only usable if you purchase a digital certificate from a
company such as VeriSign. The cost is not that great, but probably few
private users are prepared to go to the trouble and expense of obtaining
one and keeping it up to date.

XP encryption
As explained previously, there are programs that can encrypt files on
the hard disc of your computer so that they can not be read by others.
Windows XP has a form of built-in encryption facili.y, but it does not
operate in quite the same way as most encryption programs. Although
encrypted, the files are still perfectly readable and can be used in the
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normal way from
within Windows XP.
This
does
not
necessarily mean that
they are accessible to
anyone that gets hold

of your PC, because
Windows itself can be

password protected.
Also, if hackers
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Fig. 7.25 The file's properties window

and its entry is then
right -clicked. This

Advarxed Attributes

brings up a small
menu where the
Properties option is
selected. The file's
property window will
look something like
Figure 7.25. and the
Advanced button
near the bottom of the
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The new window of
Figure 7.26 will then
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Fig.7.27 Accept the suggested setting

Encrypted files and
folders are shown in
Internet Explorer in the normal way, but the name of the file is in green
text to indicate that encryption -las been used. The encryption is to a
large extent transparent to the user. Double-clicking on the Jpg image
file used in this example -esulted in it being displayed in the usual way

00

16

,4

Fig.7.26 The lrie can be opened and displayed in the normal way
despite being encrypted
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Fig.7.29 The file can not be opened over a network or if it is copied
to disc and transferred to another PC
(Figure 7.28) with no password being required. Remember that Windows
itself must be password protected if you need the files to be inaccessible
to anyone gaining access to the computer.

Figure 7.29 shows the res JI1 of trying to open the encrypted image file

using another PC with the file accessed over a network. The file is
encrypted and Photoshop has therefore been unable to open the Ie. It
has therefore produced 3r error message to this effect. Hackers
accessing the computer via the Internet would have the same proolem.
Even if someone was to steal the PC they would not be able to put the
hard disc in another computer and read the encrypted files. Provided
Windows itself was password protected they would not be able tc boot
the PC into Windows and access them either.

An advantage of this built-in encryption is that it is very easy tc use.
Everything is protected by the Windows password, so there is only one
password to remember. Having entered Windows there is no need to
use a password when saviig or loading encrypted files. They are
accessed in exactly the same way as non-enc-ypted files. In order to
remove the encryption it is merely necessary to go back to the properties
window again, operate the Advanced button, and then remove the tick
from the encryption checkoox.
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Stealth
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The first window (Figure 7.30) has only one option (to encrypt a file),
and it is really just an introduction to the wizard. At the next window
(Figure 7.31) you operate the Add to List button, which launches the

usual Windows file
browser. This is used

to add the required
file or files.
Next the required type
of encryption is

(Figure
selected
7.32), and it is
advisable to simply

spik

%ISO CIO ,.12,4...

4,10.. ne,

aN441.21.

accept the default
type unless there is a

good reason to do
The
otherwise.
password is also
entered at this stage,
and to avoid mistakes
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Fig. 7.33 You have a chance to change
your mind
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Fig.7.34 The file has been encrypted

operating the Finish
button completes the process (Figure 7.34). The ercrypted file is then
added to the list in the main program window (Figure 7.35).
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Fig. 7.35 The encrypted file has been added to the 'ist in the main
program window
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In order to decrypt a file it is just a matter of left -clicking its entry in the
list. selecting Decrypt from the pop-up menu, anc then adding the correct

password into the
window that appears
(Figure
7.36).
Operate the OK
button and the file will
be decrypted. The

file's entry in the list

will then change to
show that it is no

r.

longer encrypted.

To hide a file the
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button

is
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is

Fig.7.36 The file can no: be decrypted
without the correct password

selected when the
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Fig.7.40 Two files have been successfully hidden. but they are still in
the folder and intact
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Fig.7.41 Operate the Full Access radio button to reveal the file

group of files. For this example the file option was selected, and two
files in a folder were selected and hidden.
Figures 7.39 and 7.40 show "before" and "after" versions the folder when

viewed using Windows Explorer, and the two hidden `files have
disappeared from view in Figure 7.40. They are still present on the disc
and have not been erased. In order to make a fi e visible again it is just
a matter of going into Hide File 3.0, right -clicking the file's entry it the
file list, and selecting Prope -ties from the pop-up menu. This produces
the window of Figure 7.41 where the Full Access radio button is selected.
Operate the OK button to exit the window and the file will then become
visible again.
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Points to remember
Most Email services have built-in facilities that help to block much of the
spam directed at your Email address. One system they use is to have a

blacklist of addresses that are known to be used for sending spam.
Another is to block Emails that contain certain words and phrases.
There are programs available that can be used to reduce problems with
spam. These enable you to block mail from specific addresses and (or)

mail that contains certain words. These facilities are built into some
Email services.

Heuristic scanning filters Emails that have various characteristics
associated with spam. It can work quite well if used in moderation but
can filter too many legitimate Emails when used strongly.

Clicking on the unsubscribe links in spam is not a good idea. In many
cases the links are "blind" and clicking on them has no effect at all. In
other cases you are simply alerting the spammers to the fact that they
have found an active Email account.

Do not reply to spam. The chances of getting ripped off in some way
are quite high and some junk Emails are completely fraudulent. Replying
to spam simply encourages the spammers to continue in their activities.
If there were no replies to spam there would be no more spam.

The Email system is not totally secure, but it is possible to encrypt the

contents and (or) attachments using an encryption program. The
recipient usually requires the same program in order to decrypt the files.

Most of these programs can be used to encrypt `files on a hard disc.
Windows XP Professional has a built-in facility of this type, and password
protection is also available in many file compression programs.

Many word processors have a built-in password protection facility. This
can be used to prevent others from altering your documents, and can
also be used to prevent others from viewing them Ideal if you wish to
keep a personal diary on a PC that will be used by others, for example.
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Pop -ups
I suppose that pop -ups do not rate highly as a security risk, but they
certainly rate at or near the top in the annoyance league. They were
originally associated with pornographic sites and other web sites at the
less than respectable end of :he market. Some sites were deliberately
misleading and lured users iia search engines using popular search
terms On arriving at a site o- this type users found nothing of interest,
but would find that numerous pop-up advertisements appeared. Tie
owners of the web sites were paid a small amount for each pop-up that
their site produced.
Apparently it was possible to generate quite large E ums of money in this
way, but those paying for the Dop-up advertisements gradually realised
that they were not really getting anything for their money. Most people
simpy closed all the pop -ups without paying any real attentior to what
they were advertising. Havinc teen tricked into gcing to the advertised
web site it was unlikely that anyone would consider doing business w th
it.

To a large extent the mass of pop-up acvertisements were

counterproductive for the advertisers.
This type of trickery has not totally disappeared from the Internet, bu- it
is nothing like as prevalent as it used to be. This is not to say that pop ups are now something of a rarity. If you surf the Internet for a few

minutes you will almost certainly encounter several pop-up
advertisements. Pop -ups have moved upmarket, and they are now to
be found on many of the mole respectable sites on the Internet. The
usual banner advertisements -.ended to pass unnoticed by most users,
rendering them largely ineffective. Flashing lettering and moving graphics
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Fig.8.1 The Close Programs window

I

Most of the pop-up
advertisements are
now for respectable
products and services
such as Internet

auction sites, mobile
phones, credit cards,
and other financial services. Some advertise the types of products and
services associated with junk Emails, and should be ignored. There are
still plenty of pop-up advertisements for pornographic sites, which is the
type of thing you do not need flashing up on the screen when surfing
the Internet with your children or the vicar's wife!
Some sites seem to take pop -ups to excess, with a new one appearing
on entering the site, switching to a new page, and on leaving the site.

No matter how innocuous the advertisements, a constant barrage of
them makes these sites virtually unusable. Matters are not helped by
the fact that small pop -ups now seem to be out of fashion, and most
now seem to be in the form of full web pages.

Closing
Most pop -ups appear in a standard browser window or one that lacks
the menus and toolbars. Provided the usual cross in the top right-hand
corner of the window is present there should be no difficulty in closing a
pop-up. Unfortunately, some pop -ups lack this small close button, or
any other button to close the window. It should still be possible to get
rid of the window without taking drastic measures such as rebooting the
computer.
The first thing to try is to left -click somewhere on the window to make it
the current one, and then operate the Control and W keys simultaneously.
This will usually do the trick, but there are other things you can try. The
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Fig.8.2 The Google toolbar ircludes a pop-up blo-_-,ker
window should have an entry on the taskbar at the bottom of the Windows
desktop. Right -click on its entry and choose the Close option if there is
one.

Another method is to operate the Control, kt, and Delete keys
simulaneously. This will bring Lp a window like the one in Figure 8.1. It
lists all the programs that are running on the computer, including any
background tasks. Find the entry for the offendinc window, left -click its
entry to select it, and then operate the End Task button. After a few
seconds a new window will probably pop-up, asking for confirmation

that you wish to close the program. Operate the Yes button and the
unwanted window should finally close.

Pop-up blockers
There are programs that will blo:k pop-up advertisements, but some of
these are more successful thar others. Unfortunately, some of these
programs seem to let most of the pop -ups through while blccking a
proportion of your normal Internet activity. Two main approaches a -e
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Fig.8.3 Managing pop -ups with Netscape

encountered is the
one that comes as
oart of the toolbar that

's available from the
popular Google search engine (www.google.co.uk). It is a reasonably
small download and it has the advantage of being completely free, so
there is not a lot to lose by trying it. Once installed, the toolbar appears
below the other toolbars in Internet Explorer (Figure 8.2). Like any normal
toolbar in Internet Explorer, it is easily switched off. Just select Toolbars

from the View menu followed by Google from the submenu. Do the
same again in order to reinstate the toolbar.

There is no need to switch off the entire toolbar in order to permit pop ups. They can be toggled on and off simply by operating the pop-up
button in the toolbar. There might seem to be no point in allowing pop ups, but they are sometimes used to perform useful functions, so you
might actually need them from time to time. On the other hand, I have

been using the Google toolbar for several months and have not yet
found it necessary to enable pop -ups.

New browser
Pop-up blockers are probably the best choice for most users, but there
are alternatives. One of the more drastic of these is to switch to a new
browser. Internet Explorer does not have the ability to enable or disable
pop -ups, but this feature is available from some browsers. One of these
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is Opera, which is available n free and normal commercial versions.
Unfortunately, the free version has built-in banner advertising so you
have to trade banners for pop -L ps if you use the free version.

The later versions of Netscape Navigator have built-in pop-up
suppression, but the Pop-up Manager enables pop -ups to be enabled
for a list of addresses. If yoJ find that a facility you require is being
blocked by the pop-up suppression it should therefore be possible to
correct the matter. To launch the Pop-up manager select Popup Manager
from the Tools menu
and then select
Manage Popups from

the submenu. The
Popup

Manager
(Figure 8.3) is very
easy to use. To add
a new address just

=

Tools Wndow Help
Search

For -r Manager
:oc4. e Manager

,

Paworcl Manager

type it into the textbox

DowrInad Manager

near the top of the

Weo Ceveloprnent

window and then
operate

the

Add

In order to
remove addresses
button.

-1Rori marl,

Manage POP

Fig.8.4 A simple way of allowing pop -ups

from the list it is just a matter of selecting them using the normal Windows
methods and then operating the Remove button. The list can be cleared
by operating the Remove All button. Another way of adding addresses
to the list is to go to the relevant page and then select Popup Manager

from the Tools menu, followed by Allow Popups From This Site in tf-e
submenu (Figure 8.4).
Another way of preventing mcst pop -ups is to disable JavaScript. As
pointed out previously, most cf them are producec using small pieces
of JavaScript code, so they will only appear if your browser has JavaScript
enabled. To switch off JavaScr pl in Internet Explorer 6 start by selecting
Options from the Tools menu. This launches the Options window where
the Security tab should be operated. This gives a window like the one
shown in Figure 8.5. Next left -click the Custom Level button to bring uo
the Security Settings dialogue box (Figure 8.6). Finally, scroll down to

the Scripting section, find the Active Scripting section, and set it to
Disable. The problem with switching off scripting is that it will disable
most "clever" facilities and not just pop -ups. Scripting can be switched
back on again by selecting the enable option. There is also a Prompt
option. With this selected you will be asked whether or not you wish to
run each JavaScript program.
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Things can be taken a step further and you can try to eliminate banner
advertisements as well. Whether it is worth the effort is another matter,
because banner advertisements do not really have the same nuisance
value as the pop-up variety. Banners are usually in the form of an image
file, and some users object to them on the grounds that the image files
increase the loading times for web pages. This is probably not that
important to broadband users, but it can significantly slow things down
when using an ordinary 56k Internet connection.

The "sledgehammer to crack a nut" method of r3moving banners is to
disable all graphic content on web pages. Of c purse, this means that
no images will be displayed, and that a lot of normal page content will
disappear together with the banner advertisements. However, with a

slow Internet connection this method should speed things up quite
noticeably. To switch
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Fig.8.5 The Internet Options window

such as AdDelete or
WebWasher. These
try to distinguish
between banner advertisements and other graphic content so that web
pages are displayed normally apart from the -nissing banners. It is
doubtful if programs such as this can ever get it right 100 percent of the
time, but they are probably a better option than simply suppressing all
graphic content on web pages.
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Fig.8.8 Google's advanced facilities include adu't filtering
of the matches were for sites having photographs of streakers in action.
It was more surprising when a search for information on a graphics tablet

called a Pen Partner produced a number of maches for pages giving
details of a sex aid!

This can all be a rather unfortunate if you are helping children to search
the Web, and search for cheesecake recipes provides matches with some
hardcore pornography sites. However, it is a problem that is easily
avoided, since some search engines have a facility that tries to filter out
matches with pages that have a strong sexual content. In the case of
Google's Advanced Search page there are two radio buttons that permit
the SafeSearch adult filtering system to be turned on and off (Figure
8.8).

If you look for similar facilities on other search engines you might find
them, but adult filtering is by no means as common as it used to be.
You may have to do some delving in order to unearth any filtering options

that are available. A feature of this type is available from the Lycos
engine if you go to the advanced search page (Fig J re 8.9). If an advanced
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Fig.8.9 The Lycos search engine also includes adult filtering

search facility is available, it is probably the best place to look. Where
appropriate, only use a search engine that does have these facilr ies.
It is only fair to point out that no adult filtering system can be guaranteed

to be 100 percent effective, but a system of this type should filter the
vast majority of potentially embarrassing search results. There is also a
slight risk that this type of filtering will remove useful links. These systems

operate by looking for "naughty" words in the scanned pages, and in
some cases a page will be f ltered if it contains a word that in turn contains

a "naughty" word, even if the whole word is tctally inoffensive. Some
words can be "naughty" or inoffensive depending on the context. With
a search for Mary Poppins you might find pages containing the name
Dick Van Dyke were filtered put! However, the number of suitable matches

removed by adult filtering is usually very small.

Content filtering
There are browsers specifically designed for children. These attempt to
avoid inappropriate content using filtering systems that are simi ar to
the ones used to filter junk Ernails. Note though that these browsers do
not normally cover Email and chat systems, and that these have :o be
dealt with separately. Mary add-on filter programs do now atten- pt to
deal with Email and chat systems, albeit with some restrictions. Note
that users having AOL as the r Internet service provider OSP: can utilise
the filtering facilities built into their browser and system. For others it is
necessary to use a special Drowser that has these facilities built-in, or to
use an add-on filtering program.

One type of filtering relies on a list of addresses for sites that have
inappropriate content. Access to all the sites on this blacklist is blocked.

This is essentially the same as the blacklist method of filtering Spam
from your Inbox, and it has the same shortcoming. It is probably not
practical for the blacklist to nclude all sites that have adult content, or to
keep it fully up-to-date. The other main method is a form of content
filtering where pages that contain certain words are blocked. Content
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Fig.8.10 As one would expect, the KIWE browser for children has a
simple and straightforward user interface

filtering can even be applied to images. If a page contains an image
that is predominantly flesh coloured it can be blocked.
Many of the browsers for children are very safe, but rather restrictive.
Figure 8.10 shows the KIWE browser in operation. Users can browse
the Internet after a fashion by using the links in the main window, which
in turn lead to further links for museum sites, computing sites, and so
on. All these sites have been checked and will not contain any unsuitable

content. New sites can be added to the Web menu, but this facility is
password protected so that only the parents can add sites.
This type of browser makes surfing the Internet about as safe as it can
be, but only by imposing major restrictions. Software of this type uses
what is sometimes called the "whitelist" approach, where it is only a list
of acceptable sites that can be accessed rather that having a blacklist
of sites that are blocked. Safety should be guaranteed using this method,
but many acceptable and useful sites can not be accessed unless they
are added to the list by the parents. Browsers of this type are fine for
younger children, but are unlikely to fulfil the needs of older children.
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Fig.8.11 CyberPatrol offers filtering and many other facilities
Figure 8.11 shows CyberPatrol in operation, and this is a popular choice.

It has a wide range of facilities and can be set up to suit -nost
requirements. Web, chat, 3r d newsgroup filtering are included, and it
can also restrict

access to programs
installed on the PC. It

can be set up to
operate with several

users, giving each
one different degrees

of filtering.

Figure

8.12 shows the result

of trying to access a
porn site using
Internet Explorer, and
CyberPatrol
has
correctly identified the

risk

and blocked

access.

Fig.8.12 An adult web site has been
successfully blocked
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Fig.8.13 The Content section of the Internet Options window

Content Advisor
Recent versions of Internet Explorer have a form of built-in content filtering
in the form of the Content Advisor facility. This is switched off by default
but it is easily activated and the settings can then be customised. To
switch on the Content Advisor facility, launch Internet Explorer and then
choose Internet Options from the Tools menu. Operate the Content tab
when the Internet Options window appears, and it should then look like
Figure 8.13. Operate the Enable button in the top section of the window,

and where appropriate supply your supervisor password.

A new window (Figure 8.14) will then open, and this has four types of
content listed in the upper section. Below this the -e is a slider control
that governs the degree of filtering. Select each type of filtering in turn
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Content Advisor
Ratings I Approved Sites I General' Advanced

Select a category to view the ratng levels:

Adjust the slider to specify what vsers are allowed to see:

JLevel 0

Inottensr* slang

Description
inoffensive slang no proteint,(...

To iew the Internet page 63- ttis rating service., click
More Info.

Ok

I

More Into..

I

cancel

Fig.8.14 Four types of filtering are available

and adjust the slider control for the required degree of filtering. The
lower section of the window indicates the type of content that wi I be
filtered at a given setting of the slider control for the selected type of
content. Obviously this can only give a rough guide but it should make
it easier to find suitable settings. If necessary some "fine tuning" can be
applied later.

Note that if Windows is not normally used witl a password one will
have to be supplied when you operate the OK button to exit the Cor tent

Advisor window. This password will be needec in order to make any
changes to the settings or to disable the filtering. The filtering can be
disabled by going back to the Content section of the Internet Opt.ons
window and operating the Disable button. Operate the Settings button
to return to the Content Advisor window and mace changes.
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Content Advisor

r

Ratings Approved Sites I General I Advanced
You can create a list of Web sites that are always viewable or never
viewable regardless of how they are rated
Allow this Web site

List of approved and disapproved Web sites
6 voy.., babarubcioks corn

OK

I

Cancel J

Apply

Fig.8.15 Web addresses can be blocked or always allowed

It is possible to approve or block sites using Content Advisor. Operating

the Approved Sites tab switches the window to lo )k like Figure 8.15.
New addresses are typed into the textbox and then -he Always or Never
button is pressed depending on whether you wish to block the site or
ensure that it can always be accessed. The new address will then be
added to the list, complete with a marker to indicate whether it has been
blocked or enabled.

Logging
An alternative approach to filtering or restricting access is to have a
program that keeps a log of the web sites that hav a been visited. The
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list of sites can soon grow quite large, so some of these programs
automatically flag sites the-. look as though they probably contain
inappropriate content. Clearly this method does -lot stop children visiting
any sites, and the idea is to enable parents to see what their children are
up to when they are online. The subject can be discussed with them if
there is evidence of them visiting dubious sites. Programs of this type

also make it easy to check whether the amount of time being spent
online is getting excessive.

There is a wide and ever growing range of software designed to -ceep
children safe online, but surveys generally show that only a few pe -cent
of parents actually have a program of this general type. This night
seem surprising given the modest cost and widespread availabilty of
these programs, but it probably reflects the limitations of the current
technology. Some programs are very effective but restrictive, while o -.hers
are less restrictive but not guaranteed to block all sites that hae dubious
content. There also tend to be disagreements over what constiutes

inappropriate web content. The programmers' ideas on the subject are
unlikely to match those of everyone that buys their software.
Probably many parents simply feel that educating their children to avoid
dubious web sites is a better way than trying to screen them from what
is out there on the Internet. It would certainly be naive to expect software

alone to handle the problem, but a mixture 01 software filtering and
education might provide the best answer. It is certainly necessay to
educate young Internet users of the dangers if they start using chat rooms,

bulletin boards, newsgroups, or anything of this nature. The potential
problems have been highlighted by some recent cases. These are same
important dos and don'ts.
Never give out any information that could be used to identify you. Using

your real name or a thinly disguised version of it should always be
avoided. A screen name such as djames" is fine if you are called Fred
Bloggs, but not if your name is David James. Do not give out any personal

information such as telephone numbers, fu'l addresses or Even
postcodes, school attended, or anything that could aid identifica:ion.
When joining something like a bulletin board service that includes a
user profile it is important to ensure that no information of this type is
included in the profile. Sensible adults keep to these rules themselves
as well as educating the children to do so.
Children should be taught to end contact and report the matter to their
parents if someone starts probing for personal information or behaing
in an inappropriate fashion. Swapping pictures is something that should

only be done with parental consent, and is probably best avoided
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altogether. Obviously children should not arrange meetings over the

Internet without parental consent, and parents should attend any
meetings that are arranged. Again, it is probably something that is best
avoided altogether.

Auction problems
Most of the dotcom companies failed to live up to early expectations,
but some of the Internet auction sites have been very successful. Ebay
in particular, has been a huge global success. It was inevitable that
auction sites would attract those who cheat slightly and those who are
out and out fraudsters. Recently the most contentious issue in the world
of Internet auctioning is the practice of what is termed shill bidding. This
is where the seller either places bids on their own items or gets a friend
or relative to do it for them. Obviously a seller can not openly bid on
their own items, but they can open a dummy account and use that for
shill bidding. The Internet auction companies have a Dan on shill bidding,
but this has not stopped its widespread use.

There are actually two different versions of shill bidcing. One method is

for the seller to bid on the item with a view to raising its price, but
(hopefully) stopping short of actually buying it and having to pay the
auction company commission on the sale. This is similar to an illegal
system that has been used from time to time in conventional auctions.
A variation on this scheme of things is for the seller o place a fairly high
bid on the item. With luck someone is then keen enough to outbid
them. If not, after the auction has closed they contact the highest
legitimate bidder and say that the winning bidder nas withdrawn from
the deal, dropped dead, or whatever. The losing bidder is offered the
item at the maximum price they bid.
When used skilfully it is difficult to spot the first type of shill bidding, and
even harder to prove that any wrongdoing has taken place. Some auction
sites now have software routines that look for likely shill bidding so that

further investigations can take place, but most bidding of this type
probably slips through the net. The second type of shill bidding is easier
to spot. It pays to be suspicious if you lose an auction and are then
offered the item by the seller.

The feedback system used by most auction sites s very helpful when
trying to spot attempted fraud and bending of the rules. Sellers and
buyers are encouraged to leave feedback for eaci other once a deal

has been completed. The feedback is good, bad, or indifferent
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depending on how well or otnerwise the deal went for each party. It is
made freely available to all users of the auction site. To say the least, it
looks very suspicious should you find that the original buyer of an item
that has been offered to you has previously bought a number of items
from that seller.
It would obviously be advantageous for shill bidders to know the value
of the highest bid near the end of the auction. They could then bic just
below that amount, pushing the winning bidder close to the maximum
amount they have bid. However, the amounts are hidden until the auction
is over. The current price of each item is displayed, but there is no way
of knowing whether the current high bid represents the maximum that
has been bid, or just a fraction of that amount.
Some shill bidders try to find tie amount of the maximum bid by using a
dummy account to place a very high bid. This becomes the winning bid
at an amount just above the amount bid by the previous high bidder. It
effectively reveals the value of the highest genu ne bid which can :hen
be calculated quite easily. Next the fraudulent w nning bid is withdrawn
and another account is used to place a bid that is just too low to win the
auction. This forces the winning bid as high as possible. The auction
companies have made this type of thing more difficult by tighteninc the
rules governing bid withdrawals, but it is as well to be on the lookout for
this type of thing.

Fraud
Internet auction sites are sometimes the targets of straightforward
fraudsters. Goods are advertised, money is sent off to the seller, and
the seller promptly disappears. Fraud is not usually a problem with
inexpensive items because the amounts gained from the fraud are out
of proportion to the risks involved. The situation is different when the
amounts involved get into the hundreds or even thousands of pounds.
Much greater care then has to be taken, should you decide that it is
worth taking the risk at all.
Once again, feedback is important when trying to avoid fraudulent sellers.

Do they actually have any feedback? A seller should really gain some
feedback buying and selling a few cheaper items before moving of to
more expensive items. A recent fraud involved items such as expensive
digital cameras worth a few thousand pounds being sold fcr about a
third or a quarter of that price ii a so-called fixed Drice auction. In other
words, the items were offered at a certain price on a first come - first
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served basis. On the face of it, the goods were on offer at prices that
were too good to be true. Of course, they were too good to be true and
the buyers never received any goods.
There are often clues to the fact that not all is well with these fraudulent
auctions. As already pointed out, the fact that the goods were on sale at
such low prices was a good indicator of likely fraud. Why would someone
sell something for a thousand pounds when there is a ready market for
it at three or four times that price? In all probability they would not do
so. Many of the fraudulent sellers are based overseas, which, even in

this day and age, makes it much more difficult for the authorities to
apprehend and prosecute them.
Often the fraudulent sellers have what at first appears to be impeccable
feedback. In some cases they have stolen someone else's auction
identity and their feedback, giving them a plausibiity that they do not
deserve. In most cases though, the feedback was genuine, but did not
stand up to close scrutiny. For example, the seller could have feedback
from hundreds of satisfied people, but when you delve more deeply it
turns out that they have been buying lots of cheap items such as low
value stamps and bulbs to plant in the garden. It requires some time
and money to get the feedback, but presumably the rewards from the
frauds are sufficient to make it worthwhile.
A seller being defrauded is more of a rarity, because they can make sure

that they have the money before they hand over any goods. When
selling anything expensive it is as well to make sure that the cheque has
been honoured before sending off the goods. I do not always bother if
the buyer has good feedback, but as explained previously, you need to
examine the feedback to ensure that it is as good as it first appears to
be.

Although auctions attract a certain number of frauctsters, it is only fair to
point out that the vast majority of users are legal, decent, and honest
folk. Online auction sites would not be doing such good business if this
was not the case. Having used Internet auction s tes extensively for a
few years I have not yet had problems with any fraudulent deals. I did
encounter one rather inept example of shill bidding which went badly
wrong for the seller, so there was no harm done. You do need to proceed
carefully, as you do when buying any second-hand goods. The auction
sites contain masses of information about buying and selling in safety,
and prospective users should certainly read this information. Like many
aspects of Internet security it is a matter of proceeding cautiously and
using some common sense.
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Points to remember
There are a number of ways in which pop-up advertisements can be
combated. A good pop-up blocker should suppress all or most poo-up
advertisements while letting you use the Internet normally in other
respects.

Some Internet search engines have built-in filtering that preven-.s matches
being obtained with pages that have pornographic or other inappropriate
content. No filter of this type can be guaranteed to be 100 percent
effective, but most seem to work quite well.

There are browser programs specifically for children that use the socalled "whitelist" method of filtering. In other words, the only sites that
can be accessed are those on a list of sites that have been checked for
inappropriate content and found to be all right. This gives close to
complete protection, but is restrictive in that many good sites are nct on
the list and are therefore inaccessible.
Most browsers that have content filtering work or the blacklist princ.ple,
as do most add-on filter programs. The list contains sites that are known

to be unsuitable and are therefore blocked. Most of these programs
also filter sites that contain unsuitable words, and some even try to ideitify

images that are possibly pornographic in contert. These methods are
less restrictive than the "whitelist" variety, but can never be totally effective.

Content filtering can not provice a complete solution to keeping children
safe online. It is important to tell them about the potential dangers,
especially if they use chat rooms, bulletin boarcs, IRC, or anything of
this type.

Make sure that children never provide real names online or other
information that is likely to be useful to an Internet predator such as a
telephone number, address, cr even a postcode. Encourage them to
report anything suspicious such as someone pro ping them for this type
of information or behaving in any sort of inappropriate manner.
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Most Internet auctions are free from fraud or ary form or wrongdoing.
As when buying or selling any second-hand goxis though, you need to
keep your wits about you and use some COMMO'l sense. If a deal looks
to be too good to be true, then it probably is, wt -ether it is on offer at an

online auction or elsewhere. Read and digest the safety information
provided by the online auction sites.
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